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Introduction
I am delighted to introduce Aware, the annual publication of writing by members of Chorley and
District Writers’ Circle and the winning entries in our national writing competition.
This year the competition was for a short story of maximum 2,500 words with Betrayal as
the theme. The three winning entries and the other five shortlisted stories are included in this
edition, eight out of a haul of stories which this year numbered over eighty. We’re gratified that this
year one of our newest members made the shortlist, Trefor Lloyd, so congratulations to him.
Most of our members like to write short stories occasionally, even if for some novels or
poetry is their natural metier, and many entered our competition this year. So the 2013 edition of
Aware contains a rich harvest of stories written on this popular theme by our members as well as
other stories of various lengths, together with stand-alone verse.
Then there’s the Group Story. This is written by Circle members in succession, with each
contributor writing a chapter of around 500 words. Always intriguing, sometimes baffling, the group
story is fun to write and, we hope, entertaining to read.
We’re pleased to publish this ninth edition of Aware and look forward to taking you on some
amazing voyages into the imagination.
Dea Parkin, Aware Editor
November 2013

Chorley & District Writers’ Circle
As a group, we meet every month, and as well as feedback sessions we also have writing bursts,
workshops and guest speakers. This year, for instance, we welcomed crime writer Martin Edwards,
contemporary novelist Rosie Garland and local short story star Claire Massey. In previous years
we’ve hosted poet and editor Carole Baldock, romance writer Jane Eagland, scriptwriter and novelist
Cath Staincliffe and children’s author Joseph Delaney.
We are sponsored by local independent publisher Open Circle, home of the popular Jenny
Parker crime books by DJ Harrison, and acknowledge their contribution with thanks.
Our members have varied interests and write novels, short stories, plays, poetry and nonfiction. Some aim for publication; others prefer to write for their own pleasure and that of fellow
Circle members alone.
We compile and distribute a newsletter every month and maintain a website at
www.chorleywriters.org.uk . To contact us, please email mail@chorleywriters.org.uk or call
01257 233614.
Chairwoman
Vice-Chair
Committee Member

Dea Parkin
Tony Noon
Walter James

Venue & Time of Meetings
Upstairs room at The Hartwood, Chorley PR6 7AX.
Last Tuesday of every month (except December), 7.30pm

Why Aware?
This year Peter Bird, who has been a member of Chorley & District Writers’ Circle in the past, happily
rejoined.
When we were enjoying a drink in the bar after a meeting, he pointed to a picture on the
wall and said, ‘That’s where we get our name from, of course.’
I looked and there was a picture of the Chorley coat of arms crafted in rather elegant
metalwork, as you see it in installations dotted throughout the town. The motto? Be aware.
And that was the inspiration, Peter explained, for the name of Aware, which was first
published in June 2006, after the Circle had been established for four years. Circle members spotted
the motto and thought it would suit the new publication. And nine editions on, it still does – even
more so now we know the origins of the name. Thank you, Peter.

Judge’s Comment

Betrayal National Short Story Competition 2013
This year Chorley & District Writers’ Circle received over eighty entries for our national competition
– a record, and as you can imagine a few evenings’ entertaining work for the committee who judged
to shortlist stage. All entries were judged anonymously throughout.
Judging of the shortlist of eight was by Fiction Feedback, the international critique and
editing service based in Chorley.

Judge’s Comment
The finalists…
This year’s finalists offered a breathtaking array of styles, voices and approaches. The quality was
outstanding with all of the last eight showing considerable writing ability. Perhaps the outstanding
feature was the range of interpretations of Betrayal. The shortlist included tales about a child
exposing an affair, a man pre-occupied with a rabbit, deception in an office, an addict with a secret,
and a private detective with a mysterious client. The top three just edged out the rest on all-round
quality of writing, and stood out for their ingenuity and originality.

First: The Lifesaver by Cathy Lennon
From the first read this family story stood out for the way it built suspense through parallel episodes
which pull the reader towards the revelation of a devastating coincidence, the event of a lifetime
ago that defines a father’s life. How can a daughter’s career be connected to the moment that
determined her father’s career at sea? The writing is faultless; the characters are revealed in just
enough detail to be realistic. The descriptions are specific and revealing and the dialogue is authentic
with no risk of sentimentality.

Second: A Warm Welcome by Christine Griffin
This has a clever slant on betrayal. It reflects today’s Britain through the eyes of a young Indian man
who finds it hard to admit the truth of history and the brutality of current prejudices to his
grandfather who has an idealised view of the country from his experiences long ago. The man’s
correspondence with his grandfather is a clever device, showing how neither can write the truth that
the reader can see. The writing shows control and restraint and reveals the betrayals of history
through the feelings that neither generation can express.

Third: And a Monkey Howled by Harry J Green
This story introduces a young man in the jungle about to perform an ancient ceremony. Mysticism
and description draw the reader into the tribe who will be betrayed in the most unexpected and
devastating way. The atmosphere and innocent view of the characters address the issue of
deforestation in an original and persuasive way without ever banging a political drum.
Fiction Feedback provides a professional critique service to writers. Customers regularly return to us
for multiple appraisals at keen prices and for constructive, helpful, encouraging advice. Our editing
service grows in popularity every year, in the UK and overseas, and a number of our authors have
seen their work published. The Circle’s sponsor, Open Circle Publishing, entrusts its editing to Fiction
Feedback including DJ Harrison’s Jenny Parker crime series.
www.fictionfeedback.co.uk
aware@fictionfeedback.co.uk
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First Prize Winner

The Lifesaver
Cathy Lennon
‘They always said us Holdens had saltwater in our veins,’ Clare mused aloud as the nurse attached
the saline to her father’s drip chamber. His eyelids did not flutter. His face was a death mask, sagging
above the starched sheets. Even waxy pale, the starbursts of broken veins on his cheeks proclaimed
his outdoor life – his former outdoor life – to the world.
The nurse carefully repositioned the tape on the back of his hand. ‘Sailor was he?’
Clare nodded. ‘Fisherman. Though I sometimes thought he didn’t care much for life at sea.’
‘Strange career choice then.’ The nurse patted her patient’s bruised arm, gathered the waste
and left Clare to it.
How hopeless it was, she thought, sitting beside someone so dead to the world in a
featureless cell. Truly God’s waiting room. Her phone vibrated against her hip and she checked the
screen. More journalists wanting to speak to her. They would have to wait. She’d promised her mum
she would sit with him until two. It was the least she could do. She picked up the damp flannel and
gently sponged his face.
****
His mother spat on her hankie and he tried to dodge it.
‘Keep still you little bugger,’ she snapped, scrubbing at his face. The headmaster’s door
opened and his teacher, Miss Prynn, came out smiling.
‘You can go in now Mrs. Holden,’ she said. He felt the affectionate touch of her hand on his
head as his mother dragged him past.
The headmaster, wreathed in pipe smoke, kept the stem clenched between his teeth as he
shook Anthony’s mother’s hand.
‘Well Mrs. Holden. Anthony has performed exceptionally in his eleven plus. You must be
very proud of him.’
His mother gave a sharp nod while pleasure jumped like a jack-in-a-box in his chest.
‘Anthony tells me he’s interested in the Royal Air Force –’
‘No he isn’t.’
Mr. Scott, unused to interruptions, blinked. His teeth tightened on the pipe.
‘He’s going into the boat, with his father.’ The jack-in-a-box was shoved back down as
though the air had been squeezed out. ‘We’ve discussed it and that’s our decision. The Aurora Blue
is our livelihood and his inheritance. The sea’s in Anthony’s blood and we’ll thank you not to put any
ideas into his head.’
Anthony’s head felt as light as a balloon. He watched miserably as his dreams floated out of
Mr. Scott’s study window and up into the air, leaving behind a flat, hot feeling. His body felt pinned
to the ground, all the life out of it, a weight pressing the air from his chest.
****
‘Thank you for waiting, love.’
Clare was still shocked by the new creases in her mother’s face. She stood to kiss her.
‘He made a strange noise just now, but apart from that nothing since I got here.’
‘No,’ said her mother. It was only a week since the stroke and it seemed she had given up
expecting anything different.
‘I need to go. Still getting lots of enquiries from that big press briefing last week.’

The Lifesaver

Her mother took the early edition of the evening paper out of her bag. ‘I know. You go, love.
It meant a lot to your dad, seeing you do so well in your career. He was so proud of you.’ Clare was
half way down the third flight of stairs before she realized that her mother had spoken about him in
the past tense. She had to stop and hold the banister.
****
The Aurora Blue rocked in the wake of the Carina coming in. Anthony paused in the unloading and
nodded as they chugged past. The quayside was busier than usual. A warm caress to the April breeze
had day trippers ambling with ice-creams. Retired couples inspected the murky harbour waters, the
husbands trying to talk fishing with the men unloading the boats. Anthony avoided looking at them.
‘Take that an’ all.’ His father, knotted with arthritis, was skipper in name only these days. He
pointed. What he lacked in physical power he made up for in issuing orders. Anthony hefted the box.
It was a job. It was in his blood.
Out of the corner of his eye, Anthony saw a fat girl sucking at a cornet while gulls scattered
and settled around her. In front of her toddled her baby, pushing its own pushchair. It was the same
sort Anthony’s wife had for their daughter. He turned back to his work. The sooner they got finished
the sooner he could get home to the soft skin of his wife and the big, blue eyes of his little Clare.
Wash the stink of fish and oil out of his pores.
The splash might have been anything but the scream could not be mistaken. Anthony’s head
whipped towards it and he saw the fat girl on her hands and knees high up on the harbour wall. The
pushchair hood ballooned briefly on the oily surface before sinking. Anthony toed off his boots and
plunged over the side of the Aurora Blue. Spitting and gasping he flailed through the dancing flotsam
towards where the child must be.
****
Clare sat, indicator flicking, while two squad cars pulled off the car-park. They exchanged waves. In
the incident room, noses were to the grindstone.
‘Half the world’s been after you,’ grinned DS Haldane as she headed for the kitchen.
‘Then they’ll not mind waiting another five minutes,’ she replied. ‘Been at the hospital.
Desperate for a brew.’
‘Any change for your dad?’ He followed her in and they danced around the sink and kettle in
the confined space.
‘None. Just the same as when they brought him in on Tuesday.’
‘Did he miss seeing you on telly?’
‘Mum said he went upstairs after he saw the announcement and not long after that she
heard a massive thump.’
‘It’s a shocker when it happens like that,’ Haldane stirred milk into his coffee. ‘At least he got
to see you in your finest hour. Next stop Scotland Yard eh?’
She flicked the bin lid and lobbed in her teabag. She thought of her mother, her tiny figure
alone at the hospital bedside. ‘I’m alright where I am thanks. For now let’s celebrate a great result.’
Haldane blew on his drink. ‘Amen to that.’
****
It was impossible to see in the murk but he sucked in as much air as he could and forced himself to
swim down. His hand struck the metal handle of the pushchair and he made great sweeping
movements with his arms to try to locate the toddler. He had to come up. Nearly vomiting now, he
pushed his hair out of his eyes and took another deep breath. The weight of his sweater was
dragging the energy out of him, the penetrating cold numbed his muscles, stiffening them and
pulling them tight. On his third attempt he felt something soft and pulled at it with all his flagging
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strength. The body drifted up to his chest and batted against him. When he pulled the child to the
surface it was lifeless. Anthony trod water while a man in a grey inflatable dinghy rowed across to
them. He scooped the child aboard and began mouth to mouth. Anthony clung to the side of the
dinghy and watched, his legs scissoring painfully beneath the surface. He could hear the mother’s
wracking sobs and pleas but he kept his gaze on that grey face.
****
In the back porch Clare stopped at the sight of her dad’s coat. Weary, she rested her head against it
and breathed in his scent of sea and oil.
‘Is that you love?’ Her mother’s voice came from upstairs. Clare found her in the small
bedroom that her dad had always used for his paperwork. She was leaning against the window,
looking in the direction of the harbour. You couldn’t see it from the estate, but there was something
about the sky above it that made its presence felt.
‘I was just thinking of the pity of it,’ her mother said wearily. ‘All those years at sea when the
whole thing died on its arse anyway.’
Clare was shocked at her mother’s language. She went to stand behind her, folding her arms
around her shoulders to hug her into her own warmth. Her mother’s bones felt nearer the surface of
her skin somehow, exposed, vulnerable.
‘All those years your father denied himself his dreams… and for what? The industry was
doomed to rot away. Bloody Holdens and their Aurora Blue.’
On the walls around them hung pictures of world war two fighter aircraft that Dad had
painted himself. Clare knew his passion had been the air not the sea.
‘Not many people are lucky enough to be able to follow their dreams, Mum. That’s why I’m
so grateful to you and Dad, for always supporting me in mine.’ Clare gave her mother a tighter
squeeze, wishing she could transfer some of her own strength. ‘And in the end, I think he felt he was
doing something useful.’
‘He was reconciled to it, because of me and you. And after he saved that baby’s life I think it
was easier for him. At least that’s how I chose to see it. Maybe I should’ve encouraged him more.
When his father died.’ Her voice broke slightly and Clare could sense the tears. She offered the
crumpled tissue from her sleeve. Her mother gave a fragile smile. ‘I’ll go down and put the kettle on,
shall I?’
Clare looked round at the mess of papers that her father had been sorting through on the
desk when he had collapsed. ‘Good idea. Then put your feet up in front of the telly for a bit. I’ll just
have a few minutes up here. Tidy his papers away.’
As her mother’s tread slowly descended, Clare sifted the documents on the desk. In amongst
the photocopies of registration documents and harbour receipts were a handful of newspaper
clippings. Most of them were reports about her and her various career triumphs: the haul of a proud
parent. One was a grainy black and white of the Aurora Blue with her grandfather’s head visible in
the wheelhouse. She shuddered. She’d been afraid of him. He’d been as hard and stinking and
relentless as that awful trawler. Thank God it was sold. She picked up the clipping about her father’s
heroic rescue. She’d heard the tale at family gatherings when she was a nipper, although her father
had always hated the attention it brought. In the photograph he looked young, vital but awkward.
He had never been one for fuss. It had been touch and go with the boy, she knew that. He’d been
technically dead in the water. In the photograph, weeks after the rescue, he perched awkwardly on
the crook of her father’s arm. Barely two, he had the blank-eyed, sullen look she saw in headshots at
work all the time. She read through the report accompanying the photograph, a proud smile playing
on her lips.
****

The Lifesaver

He felt the boy wriggle, pulling away like a mackerel on the line. His mother reached for him the
minute the photographer clicked. Her sovereign ring grazed him as he handed the boy over. Sucking
at the blood that beaded his knuckle he tasted salt and smiled, he’d always been told it ran through
his veins. The mother was inarticulate so the reporter made up her words. ‘You’re an angel sent by
God, Mr. Holden. It’s a good job you were in the right place at the right time.’ Maybe so, he’d
thought. Who was he to know?
****
Clare’s mobile buzzed. Absently, she answered it.
‘He’s confessed to another one,’ Haldane crowed. ‘We’ve got a unit going over to where he
says he buried her.’
Clare blinked and read the paragraph in front of her again.
‘I said, they’re going over to find the body now. Number four. Sherliker’s one evil son of a
bitch.’ Newsprint danced in front of her eyes. Her own voice seemed to come from far away.
‘Thanks. I’ll leave this with you tonight if I can.’
Haldane’s bewilderment failed to register as she cut the call dead. In front of her the name
blared from puckering yellowed newsprint. “Jayson Sherliker: no worse for his ordeal. Thanks to
fisherman Anthony Holden.”
****
A high-pitched buzzing in his ears and a pain in his head. He might be mistaken. He hoped that he
was. Three young women, brutally murdered in three years. He made it upstairs. The Lancasters and
Spitfires roared at him from the walls. His eyesight was blurring now, his hands shaking. He pulled
out the file and tried to leaf through it but his fingers would not obey his brain. His body rolled like
the decks of the Aurora Blue. His head pitched to the desk and the boy’s dead-eyed stare met his.
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Second Prize Winner

A Warm Welcome
Christine Griffin
Friday
It’s crowded in the tube, but by some miracle I have a seat by the window. I pull out the letter and
read it again.

Dearest Grandson
If you are reading this then I know that you have arrived safely. How do you like England? Is it not
indeed a fine place as I told you. When you write, you must describe the shipping office to me and
also the kind gentlemen who work there. Of course, the people I knew are all gone now, but you must
tell me about the great-nephew, young Mr Parker-Jones. His great-uncle was a gentleman – always a
fresh flower on his lapel.
When you go to Minster on Sea please not to forget to visit 23 Park Villas. Minster on Sea is a great
place with many excellent buildings but that is one of the best .I’m sure you will receive a warm
welcome.
We are quiet here without you, grandson but it is worth it for you to have the chance to visit the
finest country in the world.
And now it is time for my reading. I shall sit under the jacaranda tree and think of you walking
through Westminster. Have you bought a rolled-up umbrella yet? If not, you must. It makes such a
good impression.
Your loving Grandfather.

The youth sitting opposite me on the tube is watching me, his body swaying to the tinny thump
coming from his headphones. I avoid making eye contact and stare through the window into the
darkness. I try not to look anyone in the eye, since the incident in my street. So ignorant these
people. I am Indian. I have never been to Pakistan in my life.
I wonder how I will ever be able to reply to my grandfather. I can’t tell him the truth as it
would break his heart. The three years he spent at the shipping company were the happiest of his
life. But that was many, many years ago. He would be horrified at the way things are now.
Tomorrow, I am making a visit to Minster on Sea. Grandfather often talks of the wonderful
holidays he spent there as a guest of the Parker-Jones family. There is an esplanade and a park with
tennis courts where he used to play with other visiting gentlemen.
I fold the letter carefully and make my way up the escalator. The crowds push and shove and
a lady swears at me. I emerge into the grey drizzle and noise and make my way to work.

Sunday
Dearest Grandfather
I received your letter with great joy. How I miss sitting with you under the jacaranda tree putting the
world to rights. I have much to tell you about my life here which is very different from India. Before I
start though, I would like to tell you about Minster on Sea while it is still fresh in my mind.

A Warm Welcome

I get up and fetch a glass of water before continuing. I have given a lot of thought to this letter and
have no intention of telling the truth. It would shatter my grandfather if he knew what it was really
like. I reach for my pen again.

Yesterday, I rose early and took the train to the coast. I was excited as I looked forward to visiting a
real English seaside town. The sky was a clear blue and the tide was in. You are right – it is indeed an
elegant Esplanade with wonderful houses and a pier.

I pause, reliving the struggle along the front, battling against the wind and rain. There was a shelter
with a few benches and I’d sat down watching the iron grey sea swelling and churning. Someone had
scrawled ‘Poles go Home’ on the wall and there was a half-eaten burger on the floor by my feet. And
my train wasn’t until six thirty that evening. I’ve had many low times in this country, but this had to
be one of the worst.

Grandfather, I did find Park Villas. It is as you say a large, stately building. There was a garden to the
front as you described, although the rose bushes are gone. I knocked on the door of twenty three and
a gracious lady greeted me. She was not wearing an afternoon frock, but possibly it was a little early
for that. She had no news of the Parker-Jones family however having only moved there recently. She
wished me good day. You are right about the courteous manners of the people here.

The smell of that filthy house is in my nostrils still. A woman – I cannot call her a lady – came out
when she saw me looking for the house number. ‘Stop hanging round or I’ll call the police,’ she said.
‘You and your lot. Nothing but trouble.’ She was fat and wore tight jeans. The people here are so
ugly. No grace or charm at all.

I took luncheon at the Station Hotel where you used to go. The dining room is well-appointed with
hunting prints and potted palms. I dined on Scotch broth and an excellent steak and kidney pie, then
made my way to the park to view the tennis courts which you have told me about. People were
promenading and enjoying the bright winter air as I set off up Park Road.

I’d gone into a pub, even though I don’t like pubs. I find them threatening. There was nowhere else
open though so I had no choice. The pie was old and gristly and the chips greasy. And to tell the
truth, I hardly saw a soul. The only people out were in their cars and as I struggled up Park Road, a
car full of youths deliberately drove too close and splashed me. They thought it was very funny.

Grandfather, it is January so at the moment the trees have no leaves. I can imagine them in summer
though providing cool shade in the afternoon heat. I saw where you used to picnic with the ParkerJones family. How fine that must have been – cucumber sandwiches and ginger beer. Perhaps I’ll
return in the summer with a picnic and watch the ducks. The floral clock was not working – I expect
they turn it off in winter and the tennis courts were closed. ‘Opening April’ a notice said.

It didn’t say which April though. Weeds were sprouting through the tarmac and someone had torn
the nets off. I could see them floating at the edge of the duck pond. I felt a lump in my throat when I
saw that. Faint echoes of genteel clapping and cries of ‘Good Shot’ flapped in the icy wind. How
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grandfather had loved those tennis games and picnics. They’d all worn whites, he told me and he’d
felt every inch the English gentleman. Now, no-one cares what they wear.

The day passed all too quickly, and before long I was on the train home. They no longer have the
steam trains, but it was quick and comfortable nevertheless. It is a wonderful sight coming back into
London after a day at the seaside.
And now, Grandfather I am tired and must prepare for my work in the shipping office tomorrow. I will
write more later in the week of my life in this great city.
With love and respect from your devoted Grandson.

Four o clock in the afternoon and almost dark. The empty evening stretches in front of me, cold and
unforgiving. I lie down on my bed aching and miserable. Behind my closed eyelids, peacocks parade
in their finery and my mother and aunts float past in an iridescent shimmer of colour. In the balmy
air of the early evening my grandfather rocks gently under the jacaranda tree. As sirens wail past my
window, I pull the mean blankets over my head and weep for home.

And A Monkey Howled

Third Prize Winner

And A Monkey Howled
Harry J Green
The village was quiet, everyone sleeping off the night’s festivities ... apart from Loubo, that is; his
head was still full of the excitement of the ceremony, the throbbing drums, dancing and singing ...
and the knowledge that he, lowliest member of the Moluto, had been chosen to present the tribe’s
annual homage to their God – the great Mother-Of-The-Jungle!
Loubo stared up at the rattan roof. In the faint glow from the fire the meats and fruits,
hanging from roof poles to cure in the smoke, looked like the leather-wings from the big cave by the
river. He turned his head. Shemtha, his mother, and Malloo, his sister, lay alongside the far wall.
As though sensing her brother’s gaze Malloo’s eyelids flicked open. For one brief moment,
puzzlement shone in her dark-brown eyes as she stared at Loubo’s painted face. Then, she giggled.
‘Sh-sh!’ Loubo put a finger to his lips, orange-daubed eyelids widening in warning.
Malloo, hand over her mouth to stifle her mirth, edged away from the warmth of her
mother’s body and scrabbled crab-like across the leaf-covered floor.
‘You look foolish, Loubo,’ she whispered.
He touched lightly at the coloured clays and vegetable dyes that had hardened into a thin
mask over his youthful features, then glared another warning as he hissed, ‘You should not mock
that which you know nothing about. The Gods might be offended.’
‘I still think you look silly,’ Malloo said. Then, more seriously, added, ‘The white-skins say
they have the only true god.’
‘What do the ignorant white-skins know?’ Loubo glanced upwards, peering through the
smoke-hole in the roof to see if the sky was paling yet.
‘They know everything,’ Malloo answered. ‘They live in huge, stone huts where water
comes out of the walls when you want it. The white female, the one who came to our village last
harvest, showed me images of her home. Their world is a wondrous place.’
Loubo glared fiercely. ‘The Sangriman says the white-skins are merely half-people. He says
they must have displeased their Gods ... and had the colour drained from their skins as punishment.’
‘The Sangriman says this, the Sangriman says that!’ Malloo hissed angrily. ‘What did our ohso-wise man do when our father ran away to the white-skin’s world? If the Sangriman is so powerful
and all knowing, why did he not cast a spell to bring our father back to us? And what did we do
wrong, that he should order us to do menial work for our neighbours and have to live off their
generosity?’
‘And was he not right?’ Loubo declared triumphantly. ‘Did our neighbours not provide the
means for us to remain in the village and live as they do, instead of being made outcasts?’ Before
Malloo could answer, Loubo glanced again at the smoke hole. ‘I must go.’ He checked to make sure
there was sufficient pig grease on his hair, and then smiled down at his sister. ‘You should be proud,
my sister, that your brother has been chosen to deliver our offerings to the God-Of-The-Forest. This
brings high honour to our family. When I return we will be treated as equals once more.’
Malloo had to admit to herself, Loubo did look resplendent in his finery, especially with such
an impressive array of feathers, shells and gourds dangling from his leaf-fibre waistband. She
pointed to the three, brightly coloured tins hanging alongside the sacred, tribal artefacts. ‘Why do
you carry the white-skins’ drinking vessels? They cannot have any powers.’
Loubo frowned sulkily. ‘They are presents for the God-Of-The-Forest.’ A quick smile cracked
flakes of paint from his cheek. ‘Anyway, they make good noise when you bang them together. I can
use them to frighten away the hairy ones.’
‘I fear for you, my brother.’ Malloo rested her hand lightly on his chest.
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‘Women’s foolishness,’ Loubo muttered as he eased her fingers away from his chest
markings. ‘Mind you don’t ruin my Tamba. The Sangriman spent much time and care painting my
body so I will be protected against all evils.’
Malloo shook her head. ‘Better you carried protection against the sleep sickness.’
‘I have no more time for your nonsense,’ Loubo snorted. ‘Hand me my spear and food.’
Obediently, Malloo picked up Loubo’s spear and the leaf-wrapped ball of sago that their
mother had prepared. ‘You will be careful?’ she warned, ‘and watch for the hairy ones ... and the
long fangs?’
Loubo nodded. ‘I shall return before the sixth sunrise.’ He said it with confidence.
‘And you will have attained manhood, and be allowed to sit with the elders and help make
new laws.’ Malloo’s tone was suddenly, unaccountably, derisory.
Loubo nodded again, and wondered at the strange look in his sister’s eyes as she walked
with him to the edge of the forest. The look was still there as she watched him vanish into the
wakening jungle.

Loubo travelled for two days, supplementing his starch-filled diet with grubs and wild fruits. On the
third day, as dictated by tribal custom, he rose before dawn and made his way down to the small
valley where the sacred Casuarina tree grew. Heart pounding, with only starlight to see by, he
followed the winding river that would lead him to the Tree-God.
There were still a few minutes of darkness left when he reached the clearing where the
great tree stood. Squatting, conscious of the Tree God’s mass looming over him, he began to place
the tribe’s offerings on the ground, methodically positioning each and every item exactly as the
Sangriman had instructed. Then, as light of the third day began to spread across the sky, he sat
back, eyes reverently closed.
As protocol decreed, Loubo kept his eyes shut until the sun had cleared the distant
mountain – till he felt its warmth on his face. Then, slowly, he opened his eyelids.
Timidly, dizzy with awe of his situation, Loubo gazed for the very first time upon his tribe’s
God.
At first Loubo thought his mind must be confused. He closed his eyes tightly, waited a
moment then opened them again - nothing had changed, the horror was still there. Truth eventually
sank in, burning a crooked pathway through his stunned mind. Then came fear, quickly followed by
a terror that galvanised numbed limbs into motion and sent him racing from the valley.

Loubo’s premature return was viewed with grave concern by the tribal elders – in the tribe’s
memory, the Chosen One had never come back before the allotted six days.
Chengo, chief of the Moluto tribe, sat grim faced on his royal dais as Loubo prostrated
himself before him.
‘Are you dishonoured, Loubo?’ The old man spoke chidingly, yet softly. Strangely, no anger
showed as he gazed down on the young man’s heaving shoulders.
Loubo, eyes respectfully focused on the ground, panted, ‘We are all dishonoured, my chief.
The God-Of-The-Forest has forsaken us; Her soul has surely departed, for our sacred tree is withered
and dead. Already the wood borers are eating into Her roots.’ Forgetting himself Loubo raised his
head and looked his chief directly in the eye. ‘When the Great Spirit left, She must have sucked the
life from every tree and shrub that grew near, for every grass, every vine and flower within a ninetypace circle, is also dead.’
‘This cannot be!’ Chengo’s voice was loud with anger.
The assembled tribe, as though at a signal, wailed in unison ... then went silent.
Loubo gazed around, then looked at his chief. ‘My life be forfeit if I lie.’
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Chengo was silent for a long time. Then, nodding thoughtfully, he murmured, ‘You did right
to hurry back with such important news. Though I fear that if what you say is true, then we, the
Moluto, are also doomed to wither and die.’
‘We must send others to see if Loubo speaks truthfully,’ the Sangriman shrieked, as he
waved his rattle wildly.
The chief nodded and with sad eyes gazed out at the tribe. ‘Four of you must go. The rest of
us will wait, and pray that Loubo was mistaken.’
The tribe, muttering and whispering, slowly dispersed.
The four men were back within five days. All bore samples of shrivelled grasses and dead
tree branches.
‘Loubo spoke truthfully,’ the spokesman stood at the foot of the chief’s dais and recounted
all that they had seen.
Chengo, features contorted as though suffering some terrible inner agony, rocked back and
forth on his throne.
The tribe waited, the silence broken only by a low hum of insects and the distant squealing
of two village dogs locked in battle.
Long minutes passed. Then, motioning for his people to gather closer, Chengo called out,
‘We have obviously displeased our God. She has deserted us because we have become unworthy.’
‘How? What have we done?’ A hundred voices shouted the questions.
Chengo stood erect, shrugged his feather cape into better position, and threw his arms wide
in a theatrical gesture. ‘We are tainted by the presence of the white-skins! The young people go to
the white-skins cities and our women sell favours to the workers who cut down our trees! Is this not
true?’
The villagers looked at each other, then nodded their heads and mumbled agreement.
‘Once we were many, now we are few,’ Chengo intoned. ‘Soon there will be none left to
carry on our traditions and way of life ... soon there will be no one left at all.’ his voice rose. ‘This,
our God has seen! This, is why She has abandoned us.’
‘You are our leader! Give us guidance.’ It was Loubo who spoke. He glanced around guiltily,
surprised by his own audacity.
Chengo looked at Loubo, then past him at the upturned faces of the tribe. ‘You must return
to the old ways,’ he said loudly. ‘Go deeper into the jungle, deep enough so the white-skins will
never find you. When you are far enough away, build yourselves another village. Then, when you
are settled, elect a new chief ... one who will not fail you as I did.’
There was uproar. The tribe argued amongst themselves for many hours before reaching a
somewhat shaky decision to do as their chief asked. Then a chosen delegation approached the
meetinghouse and begged Chengo to go with them, pleaded for him to continue to be their chief.
Chengo, stone-faced, listened, but refused to change his mind.
Finally, with much sadness, the majority of the tribe collected their belongings and walked
into the jungle. The rest, mainly young men and women, made their way toward the white-skins’
camps – Loubo and his sister amongst them.
Weeks passed, and weeds and vines invaded what little remained of the village. Only a
single hut, the meetinghouse and the chief’s dais showed sign of regular use. Then, early one
morning, a noisy procession wound its way between the abandoned huts.

Chengo, former chief of the Moluto, sitting alone in the meetinghouse, greeted the procession’s
leader – a large man, swarthy of skin and dressed in kaki safari suit.
‘I see our plan worked,’ the man said.
Chengo nodded. ‘Your magic truly is most powerful.’
‘No magic about it,’ the man snapped irritably. ‘Just a simple de-foliate sprayed from a
helicopter.’
Chengo was not listening. ‘You brought my reward?’ he asked eagerly.
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‘Of course.’ The man handed Chengo an envelope. ‘Sign those papers, and then you will be
flown to the big city. You will have a house, and servants to help you adapt to your new life.’
Chengo glanced toward the dark shadows of the jungle into which his tribe had vanished. A
momentary glint of sadness sparked in the chief’s brown eyes – then it was gone and he was
hurrying away, so occupied with thoughts of the magical future awaiting him that he barely noticed
the huge machines that rumbled and growled like voracious carnivores as they cut a great swathe
through the jungle.

By the time the mechanical monsters closed on the meeting house Chengo was so far away he
couldn’t hear the screams and groans of the sacred timbers as they were crushed beneath giant
metal tracks. Nor did he hear, in the far distance, a monkey’s anguished howl of protest.
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Put not your trust in Princes…
Trefor Lloyd
A rabbit came to live with us. Not in our house, you understand, but in our quiet little close. It just
appeared one day without fanfare, as though some careless conjurer had produced it from a hat and
then mislaid it. Perhaps he intended to pull out a white rabbit but ended up with a brown one by
mistake; an ordinary rabbit-coloured rabbit – not a lot of use to a magician with aspirations. It didn’t
appear to resent being abandoned. On the contrary it was probably relieved; after all it can get very
claustrophobic inside a top hat and I don’t suppose that being hauled around by your ears is much
fun either.
Having arrived, it showed no inclination to move on. In fact, this nondescript piece of
suburbia with its primly predictable gardens clearly suited the rabbit rather well. It began by visiting
each house in turn as though checking out what was on offer but after a while it seemed to spend
more and more of its time on our lawn. This may have had something to do with the fact that I tend
not to share my neighbours’ enthusiasm for twice weekly grass cutting. And although the rabbit
wasn’t what you would call a fussy eater it clearly didn’t have much time for the nouvelle cuisine
portions that my neighbours’ lawns offered. Occasionally when the weather was cold I would put
out a carrot or cauliflower leaf but they were always left untouched. This struck me as odd but it
soon became apparent that the rabbit had a strong independent streak. It was clearly determined to
make its way in the world without recourse to charitable handouts. When it declined to make use of
the rudimentary shelter I offered it, my respect for its quiet determination to plough its own furrow
increased even further. But what really cemented the rabbit in my affections was the way it dealt
with the cat.
Let me explain, the cat in question was old and decrepit; it belonged to my wife and had
been part of her life longer than I had. This simple fact apparently gave it rights which, in summary,
amounted to its taking precedence over me in all things. Now, you might have thought that it would
have been content with its superior status within our household but no – it was a cat after all. It
deeply resented my presence and devoted every waking moment to devising ways of making my life
difficult. It would sleep on my side of the bed without so much as a by-your-leave and get under my
feet when I was trying to cook dinner. It covered my clothes in fur and clogged the vacuum cleaner,
it sharpened its claws on my favourite leather armchair and I had to apologise to the neighbours
when it crapped in their flower beds. I could go on but I’m sure you get the picture. Needless to say,
my wife took the side of the cat in all this. She failed to see that I was the victim of a sustained
campaign of harassment and bullying. Short of a swift kick to despatch the creature into the
hereafter, I was powerless; I just had to live with it.
Then the rabbit arrived.
It was a day quite soon after it made its first appearance in the close. I happened to be
watching while it quietly munched at the far end of the lawn when I saw the cat approaching; all
feline truculence and swagger. To begin with, the rabbit ignored it and continued its inspection of a
particularly lush patch of dandelions. This was obviously interpreted by the cat as a sign of weakness
and the green light for a bit of serious posturing. It continued its advance until it was a few feet away
and at this point the rabbit clearly decided that enough was enough. There was a momentary blur of
fur accompanied by an exchange of spitting and squealing before the cat retreated ignominiously. I
whooped and cheered and thought that would be the end of the matter. But it soon became clear
that the cat was a changed beast. The experience had left it traumatised; it became a quivering
mouse of a cat and rarely left the safety of its basket. But most importantly it stopped making my life
a misery.
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So it was that the rabbit became my champion, my hero. It was the unassuming kid who
turns on the school bully and sends him packing with a bloody nose; the little guy who stands up to
the tyrant and emerges triumphant.
Throughout that first summer we spent a lot of time together gradually getting to know each
other’s little ways. Typically, I would sit in the shade with a book while the rabbit hopped around me
moving from one overgrown patch of greenery to the next. We didn’t speak much since
conversation would, of course, have been fairly one sided but there again we didn’t need to. As you
may have gathered, my fondness for animals doesn’t generally extend much beyond roasts and
casseroles but I have to admit that the rabbit was different. The thing I found so appealing was its
insouciance. It didn’t shy away from people, neither did it seek them out; it was completely
indifferent to them. Occasionally it would go up and investigate someone but once it established
they weren’t edible it lost interest.
I began to feel that there was a special bond between the rabbit and myself. Neither of us
was much of a participant in life’s hurly burly; we were both outsiders observing the folly of the
world with a detached and mournful eye. Like an old married couple we spent so much time
together that we knew instinctively what the other was thinking.
My wife, however, didn’t share my enthusiasm for the rabbit, she complained about the
little piles of currants which appeared all over the lawn and even suggested that its presence was
part of some sort of devious scheme on my part to minimise the amount of mowing I had to do. She
also clearly had her suspicions about the nature of the relationship between the rabbit and me.
From time to time she would appear suddenly from behind a bush with the triumphant air of a PE
teacher about to descend on some hapless pupil having a quick drag behind the bike sheds. Quite
what she expected to find I don’t know, perhaps the two of us in some sort of compromising
position or even in flagrante. She always looked rather deflated when she realised that there was
nothing going on. And although I continued to assure her that our relationship was entirely platonic
she never really seemed convinced.
The rabbit and I happily coexisted for many months, mostly in what you might call
companionable silence. In all this time we only had one significant difference of opinion and that
was when I planted out some geranium seedlings.
I’m not quite sure how but I evidently gave the impression that I was setting out some sort
of ‘all you can eat’ rabbit buffet. I tried to explain as tactfully as I could that the geraniums were not
on the menu. But when this had no effect I resorted to a number of rather unsubtle arguments; first
there was the general purpose stick argument followed by the rather more direct tennis ball
argument. When neither of these had the required deterrent effect I sprinkled cayenne pepper over
the seedlings.
In retrospect it was a thoughtless thing to do and I regretted it almost at once but the deed
was done and could not be undone. The rabbit disappeared immediately and I began to torment
myself with visions of it suffering a lonely and painful death poisoned by cayenne pepper. After a
few days I learnt that it was still alive and apparently well but had taken serious umbrage and
decamped to a garden at the other end of the close. I was hugely relieved but still stricken with
remorse and shame at having resorted to such underhand tactics. After all, I thought, who was I to
deny a fellow creature one of its five-a-day and however luxuriant it may be, grass must lose a little
of its savour when it’s served up for breakfast, lunch and dinner.
I thought about going to apologise but what could I say: ‘It was an accident?’; ‘I thought you
might like some seasoning?’; ‘It must have come down with the rain?’ All pathetic lies which even a
rabbit would see through. In the end I used to find excuses to wander past the garden where it was
living. I suppose I vaguely hoped we might just happen to bump into each other and perhaps
exchange a few strained pleasantries which might break the ice and ultimately lead to some sort of
rapprochement. But it never happened and after a few weeks I gave up. Then one morning I opened
the bedroom curtains and there it was, happily munching on the lawn; the Prodigal returned. I was
overjoyed; I rushed downstairs, found a deckchair and sauntered into the garden with as much cool
as I could muster. Nothing was said and we both behaved as though the incident had never
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happened. In fact, for the sake of peaceful coexistence we both decided not to mention the incident
again, ever. And anyway, I thought, who needs a load of naff, gaudy geraniums.
In a curious way the incident brought us closer together, strengthened the bond. The
seasons ebbed and flowed around us and we continued to live our quiet, unremarkable lives,
separate yet indivisibly bound. I began to see my garden as a bucolic idyll; a small piece Eden
cocooned in sleepy, comfortable suburbia. We were partners in the unspoken, timeless minuet of
existence – free souls but riding through life in tandem.
I still had the distractions and commitments of domestic life but the rabbit had only its own
whims and fancies to please. It was a hermit among rabbits, seeking neither the company of its
fellows nor the solace of a comfortable life; an ascetic, eschewing self-indulgence, spurning the easy
option. It embraced the self-denying ordinance of one committed to a life of austerity and selfdenial. It seemed to me a saint among rabbits.
Then one morning without warning my happy world changed forever. It began when I
noticed my neighbour running round his garden in a somewhat agitated state. I stopped to make
polite enquiries and it was then that the whole sorry saga began to unfold and I realised how little I
really knew of the rabbit and how naive and gullible I had been. Reader steel yourself, for this is a
tale of duplicity, deception and betrayal. A tale of devotion, loyalty and trust spurned, tossed aside
like so much mouldy chaff.
My neighbour settled himself down comfortably and started to tell me the full story.
He said that when the rabbit first appeared in our close all those months previously he had
taken pity on it. He found an old hutch and filled it with hay and left it open for the rabbit to use. It
had been returning there every evening and not as I thought shivering at the bottom of the garden
under whatever meagre shelter it could find. My neighbour told me he had even been making
regular trips to the pet shop to buy it special food – little wonder, I thought, it treated my offerings
of carrot and cauliflower leaves with such disdain. It had been gorging itself on my lawn every day
and then returning to my neighbours to live a life of ease and comfort. And all this time it had led me
to believe that I was the sole recipient of its affections; that I was at the very centre of its universe
and that the bond between us was indissoluble and unique.
As for leading a solitary existence, shunning the ways of the world – well that was a lie as
well. A couple of weeks previously the rabbit had apparently given birth to six babies. Of course, I
had noticed that it was getting a bit rotund but I had assumed that it was simply the sort of middleaged spread which comes with contentment and a well-fertilised lawn. Look, I’m a man of the world
and I know these things happen – late night, a few drinks, that sort of thing – but not to the rabbit,
not my rabbit. That was the other thing, why did I have to find out about it second hand? I can
understand it being embarrassed but we were best friends, we should have been able to talk it
through. Perhaps it simply thought it was none of my business. But to leave me to find out after the
event from someone else was simply unforgivable. (The reason, by the way, my neighbour was
running round his garden was that the babies had escaped from their hutch and he was trying to
usher them back inside before the local fox took an interest).
By the time my neighbour had finished, I was in a state of utter disbelief, numb to the core; I
wandered round in a daze for the rest of the day. Gradually over the following weeks the shock
began to wear off and was replaced with anger. How could it have so wilfully misled me about its
double life; about the nature of our relationship. No matter that my neighbour’s kindness had been
abused, it was as though I had been cuckolded, made a fool of and the hurt was palpable. Of course,
life goes on and I know the pain will fade eventually; in time I shall probably forgive but I cannot
forget.
The rabbit still comes to my garden and munches on the lawn but things will never be as
they were. The Old Testament psalmist was quite right when he said; ‘Put not your trust in Princes
or the sons of men’, but he should have added rabbits to the list. Rabbits that appear out of
nowhere, help themselves to your grass and the moment your back is turned go and get themselves
in the family way.
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Leaving It All Behind
Veronica Bright
Doug would do anything for Sal. She does know that. She’s been beside the window for the past
forty minutes, flipping the net curtain back, leaning forward to see if they’re coming yet. Doug can
hear the steady roar of traffic from where he’s sitting. The toddler in the next flat starts one of his
screaming sessions, a deep voice yells and the radio is turned up. Music, blurry like smoke, fills
Doug’s ears.
“That woman from number 3’s in the road outside.” Sal’s voice is barely audible. She turns
round and smiles, almost shyly. “Not much longer to put up with her foul-mouthing me in the
street.”
Doug nods somewhat nervously. God knows what she’ll do when she finds out what he’s
done.
She moves the curtain aside again.
“There are those boys, off to school. One’s smoking, bold as you like.”
Doug stares at the carpet, with its marks and patches, ancient and ingrained. And there’s the
spot where a cup of coffee went over, the time United lost three nil.
His mind rattles with self-recrimination. He should never have brought Sal to live here. She
didn’t grow up in this kind of neighbourhood. She still looks at Old Ma Smith suspiciously, notices the
rounded shoulders, the toothless grimace, the gnarled hands. Still judges her because she speaks
roughly and laughs too loudly. Where Sal’s mother lives, the women drink coffee, talk about
gardening, share recipes.
He couldn’t believe his luck, the night they met. When she walked into the Jack Rabbit with
her friend, he couldn’t take his eyes off her. The two girls went and sat in the corner, talked
seriously, didn’t look up much. Doug’s mates noticed, started ribbing him. When Sal’s friend went up
to the bar for more drinks, they egged him on, laughed and teased, elbowed him, bet he wouldn’t
dare. So he did. He stood up, walked across the carpet, eyes ahead; ignored the titters behind him.
“You’re deep in thought, darling.” Sal’s beside him now. A deep bass thuds through the wall.
Doug sighs.
“Just thinking. About when we met.”
“I keep telling you. I’m the lucky one.”
“Your mother’s never approved.”
“She’s coming round. She saw how wonderful you were when I lost the baby.”
Doug nods. That night haunts him. Getting Sal to the car, rain dripping down his neck, a
drunk stumbling into them, swearing. The nurses at the hospital, efficient, anxious. Sal in that
wheelchair, in agony. When it was over he rang her mother; she came at once. He remembers it was
dawn, the sky streaked cream and gold, the sun’s first rays pale against the hospital walls.
They decided they would save up, get a deposit together, arrange a mortgage. Sal’s mother
approved, said she’d never been happy about the flat, about her daughter living in “that area”, with
“those people” on the doorstep.
Sal flicks the net curtain. “Where are they? Why haven’t they come yet?”
“You shouldn’t have married me,” Doug says.
Sal turns, smiles at him, comes over, sits down, snuggles up. “Don’t be silly. I love you, don’t
I? I’m so proud of you. All that saving we did. And even before that. You were marvellous, to put
your past behind you, all that gambling. You went out, you got a decent job. You turned over a new
leaf.”
Doug wipes a hand across his eyes. “Never stop believing in me, do you?”
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“Of course I don’t. And now we’re going to have a beautiful house of our own. And a garden,
too. I want to grow roses, like my Dad did.”
Doug rubs his nose. He can’t tell her what he’s done. No way.
“They must have been held up.” Sal’s frowning. “Shall I ring and ask them where on earth
they’ve got to?”
“Nah, I’ll do it.” Doug stands up. “I’ll go in the bedroom. I can’t hear myself think with that
perpetual thumping.”
He goes out, closing the door gently behind him. He paces the bedroom, looks out of the
window onto the next block of flats. He leans on the sill, frowns, decides. He goes to the living room,
pauses, opens the door.
“Another hour. Van broke down.” He doesn’t look at her. “I’ll, er, just take a last walk round
the block. No, don’t come. On my own.” His eyes meet hers. “Love you, Sal.”
“Love you, Doug.”
He turns, grabs his coat, walks out of the building, and keeps going. Past the other
tenements, right at the T-junction, then left, past the pub, past the shops, step after step, on and on,
through the park, down to the river. On the bridge he stops, considers the height of the railings,
stares down into the murkiness of the water. Cars drive by, lorries.
His fists clench. There is no furniture van. Not today. Not ever.
It’s not entirely his fault. Sal shouldn’t have been so excited. Shouldn’t have said she could
picture it all. He knew what she meant all right, a comfortable sofa, a brand new kitchen, maybe a
kid upstairs. He only wanted to hurry it on for her, didn’t he? One little bet to start with. He did all
right on that, so he placed another, and another.
Her mother’s to blame, too, egging Sal on, making her want this, want that. Doug feels
defeated. That little semi they chose is nothing like a dream home, never will be.
He’s blown it. He can’t go back. They’ll both see him as the guilty party, Sal and her mother.
They won’t take any of the blame themselves. They knew what he was like. They should have done
more to help him.
Doug stares at the water in the river.
Sal’s always been under the influence of her mother. Never could stick up for herself, not
properly. He knows what’ll come next: her mother blaming him, calling him a waste of space. OK,
yes, maybe he needs help, medical help; it’s a disease he’s got, like being an alcoholic, something he
can’t stop doing. But they won’t see that. He’ll be a nobody in Sal’s eyes.
His deepest thought surfaces. He’s the weak one. He’s to blame. He’s going to break Sal’s
heart.
Doug reaches out a hand, puts a foot on the bottom bar of the bridge railings, hauls himself
up.
It’ll be for the best. Sal will be all right. She’ll go back home. Somebody else will love her.
Thank God their baby didn’t live.
He’s a nobody. He’s nothing.
Doug pushes himself over the bridge, falls towards the water, his mind tumbling inside a
scream.
****
An hour passes. Sal stares along the street, paces the room, bites her nails. Why hasn’t the furniture
van come yet? Why is Doug so long?
She takes out her mobile, her finger finding ‘contacts’, ‘Doug’, ‘call’. No connection. Why on
earth has he turned off his phone, now of all times. What if the van arrives and he’s not here? The
yellow pages are lying on the floor. She picks them up, searches for the removal company. Her
fingers are shaking; she is conscious of her heart-beat. She finds the number, keys it in, explains, her
words tripping over each other.
“No, really, madam. We have no appointment at that address today.”
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Sal insists.
“Perhaps you used a different company, madam. Perhaps your husband…”
“We chose your company together. It’s one a friend used.”
“I’m sorry I can’t help you further.”
Sal breathes in sharply, ends the call, rings Doug’s phone again. Nothing. She sinks onto the
sofa; thinks about what to do next. The thump of bass guitar mocks her through the wall. Something
about this isn’t right, but Doug will explain. She gets up, paces the room for another half an hour,
then looks up the number of the nearest accident and emergency. She leaves her name, her details;
there’s panic in her voice. She is just about to call her mother when the doorbell rings.
She is crying; she is running to the front door. It will be Doug, he will have an explanation, he
will… Sal opens the door and stares.
“Oh,” gasps Sal, “I was expecting somebody else.”
Old Ma Smith opens her mouth and laughs, displaying half-rotten teeth. Then she rearranges
her lips, and pushes her face forwards.
“You wouldn’t have a cup of sugar would you?”
Sal hesitates, sniffs.
“It’s all packed. In boxes in the kitchen. I’m waiting for the removal men.”
“Moving on are you?” The old woman peers past Sal. “Pastures new, eh.” Her expression
softens. “I could tell you didn’t belong round here.”
Sal remembers what Doug said. Looks aren’t everything. Old Ma Smith is all right.
“We’re buying a semi the other side of the city.”
“Good luck then.”
Sal watches as Old Ma Smith turns to retreat down the stairs, her slippers soft against the
concrete steps.
“Wait,” she calls, “I’ll see if I can find the sugar.”
In the kitchen, Sal takes out a few things from the cardboard box, a tea caddy, a jar of coffee,
a couple of mugs.
“All on top so I can find them easily when we get there.” She’s trying to sound positive, to
hide her growing fears. Old Ma Smith may be the last person in the world she wants in the house
right now, but at least it’s better than being on her own.
“Look, would you like a cup of tea or something here?”
“Got milk, have you?”
“Still in the fridge. Doug said leave it till the last minute, keep it cold.”
“Coffee’d be nice.” Old Ma Smith looks around. “Lovely colour on your walls. I like a flat, me.
Can get noisy neighbours mind.”
Sal tells Old Ma Smith about the toddler next door, the loud music. The woman nods
knowingly, munches on her lips.
“I hear that sometimes, from down below. Must be strange, having neighbours and never
hearing them.”
Sal settles her visitor in the lounge, retreats to the bedroom to ring Doug again. Still nothing.
She tries her mother’s number. There’s a lot of noise in the background, voices, shrill laughter.
“Probably just held up,” says her mother. “The silly girl got it wrong, I expect. You always did
panic far too easily. Look, if you’re worried I’ll come round after the coffee morning. Raising money
for war victims today. Must fly.”
Sal goes back into the lounge. Her mother’s wrong. She doesn’t panic easily.
“I don’t know where Doug’s got to,” she says suddenly. “I’m worried something’s happened
to him.”
Old Ma Smith listens as Sal elaborates. Talking to her seems, suddenly, far easier than talking
to her mother.
“Doug’s phone’s not working. I’ve rung all the hospitals. I don’t know what else to do.”
“And there’s no removals. I reckon he’s done a runner,” says Old Ma Smith.
And then the doorbell rings again.
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****
Sal is sitting beside the bed in the Intensive Care Unit. There’s a frightening array of machinery
connected to her husband. The situation feels odd, like being in a hospital drama on television,
something that isn’t real.
A nurse is checking the patient.
“Your mother’s outside,” she says. “Why don’t you go and have a cup of tea with her, dear?”
Sal looks at Doug. His face is as colourless as the sheet tucked neatly under his chin. Only the
heart monitor confirms that he is alive.
“Go on. Do you good.”
Sal gets up, sighs, picks up her bag, walks towards the door. Out in the corridor a woman sits
watching the door.
“They thought you were my mum.” Sal weeps noisily. “I wish she was here.”
“Don’t you worry, now. I expect she’s on her way.” Old Ma Smith seems to creak onto her
feet. A rough diamond, Doug said.
In the hospital café they stand in front of the counter. Sal looks at the food. Is she supposed
to choose something? Her hands are trembling. Her mother would pick for them, low fat cottage
cheese, a salad.
“The doughnuts look nice, love,” says Old Ma Smith, “and I’ll have tea, two sugars.”
Sal pays, and Old Ma Smith looks round for a table. There are so many people here. All this
anxiety compacted into one place, momentarily relieved by iced buns, cream cakes.
Old Ma Smith concentrates on her doughnut, licks a sugary moustache from faded lips.
There’s a wild laugh from the next table. Sal wants everybody to go away, to leave her to think. She
especially wants that man in the bed upstairs, in Intensive Care, her husband Douglas, to wake up
and tell her what this is all about.
What was it Old Ma Smith said? He’s done a runner.
Suddenly angry, Sal stares at her plate. She wants to hurl it to the floor, to stamp on it until
it’s a mess, sharp pieces of broken china, a flattened cake. She wants Douglas to wake up so that she
can shout at him, yell at the top of her voice, scream the outrage she feels. How dare he let her
down like this?
She imagines her mother’s reaction. “What that man has done to you, Sally, is
unforgiveable.” She’ll press her lips together. She’ll want Sal to come home, start a new life.
Old Ma Smith passes a tissue, and Sal realises she’s weeping again.
“Drink your tea, love. Then we’ll go and see how he’s getting on.”
Sal sniffs. “I don’t want him to die.”
“He’s in good hands.”
Sal looks at the old woman’s face. There is no judgement there, just compassion. And of
course her mother is compassionate too, all those charity lunches, fund-raising coffee mornings. And
she does want the best for Sal, always did, that’s why she sent her to St Dunstan’s School, wanted
her to aim high, be a doctor. But happiness doesn’t necessarily come in a parcel with success, does
it?
The old woman pats her hand. “Best to take it hour by hour.”
Doug wanted the best for her, too, didn’t he?
“Mrs Smith, I’m really glad you’re here with me,” says Sal. “Thank you for coming.”
She stands. As they turn the corridor they see a well-dressed woman on a chair outside
Doug’s room. Sal knows the rest of the day will be the toughest she has faced in her life. She doubts
that her mother will come to respect Old Ma Smith, as she has. But perhaps she will bite back her
opinion that Doug is an inveterate gambler, that he has ruined her daughter’s life. All Sally knows is
this: she must decide for herself.
When Doug opens his eyes, she will be there. He’s going to need support, constant help.
He used to say he would do anything for her.
Now he will find that she will do anything for him.
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Waiting for the Tide
Cathy Lennon
The party came out of the garden gate and set off along the duckboards. The upright man at its head
swung the hamper with studied ease. Behind him, twirling a parasol, skirts brushing the marram
grass, a woman who might have been his wife. At her elbow danced a little girl, chattering beneath
the yells of the three boys who whipped at each other with towels. Esme, the tallest child, lagged
behind, head sagging like an abandoned marionette.
As soon as the roof of a pale green beach hut appeared, the boys plunged ahead. Dumping
their towels they veered towards the sea. Its lazy frills whispered against the deserted sweep of sand
that sheltered in the arms of two discreet headlands. At one end a crumbling slipway slanted down
from a derelict cottage.
‘You and Charlotte first, Esme.’ The woman opened the beach hut door then turned her
profile to stretch and inhale. The movement lifted her neat bosom and showed off her graceful
arms. ‘Captain Chivers and I can wait.’ She smiled at him with the corner of her mouth. Esme looked
at the open door and stepped back. Purple smudges appeared in her vision and her heart began to
pound. She turned away, as if regarding the boys, scrapping like seagulls at the water’s edge.
‘Esme!’ the woman snapped, as she bundled the younger girl inside. Captain Chivers cleared
his throat and began rolling up his sleeves.
‘Our Esme strikes me as more of a beachcomber than a bather, what?’
The girl turned towards him and he winked. She fixed him and her mother with a stare.
‘My daddy is going to teach me how to swim. When he gets back.’
The woman bent to the hamper and retrieved a wine bottle. ‘Your manners this holiday
leave a great deal to be desired, Esme. At this rate, I shan’t shed a single tear when you go back to
school.’
The girl’s gaze remained steady but her cheeks reddened. Captain Chivers rubbed his chin
and nodded.
‘Off you trot then.’
Sweating in her summer dress Esme scuffed away from the hut, away from the Chivers boys
and their blabbering sister. Without a breeze to lift the wisps of hair from her face, they clung to her
skin like seaweed to the slipway at low tide. She had seen this beach in the moonlight, seen it
without its foam-laced skirts: disturbing, leached of colour and dotted with dead crabs. She’d nearly
stood on a seagull carcass, lying bundled and twisted, beak open. Once she had seen Mrs Chivers,
sleeping on the sofa in the billiard room. Her stays and hair had been loose and her mouth had
gaped, drooling. Around her the air hung fetid yet oddly sweet. She had thought of Mrs Chivers
when she’d seen the dead bird last night.
By her toe something glinted emerald in the sun. She crouched and lifted the nugget of sea
glass. Slowly she rolled it between her finger and thumb, then pocketed it quickly and began to sift
the sand. Bare-headed under the glare, she prospected for jewels.
‘What are you doing?’ The youngest Chivers boy’s navy woollen bathing suit dripped onto
her sleeve. She ignored him. ‘Can I help?’
She hunched her shoulder against him but he squatted beside her and began sweeping the
ground with a stick.
‘Go away.’
He dropped the stick and began to sift the sand as she did.
‘Can I come with you to your hiding place tonight?’
She picked up the discarded twig and stabbed the sand. ‘No.’
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‘Please Esme. They always find me first and you’re always the winner. Let me come with
you.’ His fingers touched something and he pulled up a blunted shard of brown beer bottle. Esme
reached for it and he tugged it back.
‘If you give me the stone, Billy, I’ll let you come. But not tonight. Tomorrow.’
The others were shouting for him in the distance and his attention wavered. ‘Alright.’ He
handed her the glass and scrambled away.
Esme rubbed her two gems on her dress and held them up to the sky. Daddy had told her
the story of the magical jewels that the Japanese Sea God used to command the tides. He’d made
her say the names: kanju for ebb, manju for flow. When the Sea God dipped the flow jewel in the
waters, they would surge forward, inundating all in their path. When he dipped the ebb jewel, those
same surging waves would retreat. Daddy taught her lots of words and stories from his travels but
she liked his Japanese ones the best. She loved the dragons. She pictured them slithering and
swirling in the skies, belching out flames that chased away their enemies. When he had pretended to
be fierce like a dragon, Daddy’s moustache had waggled and she had laughed. ‘Esme-chan,’ he said,
and caught her to his chest. She had lain there, snuggled into him, right beside his heartbeat.
A gull screamed. The sky mocked her, empty and blue. Over by the beach hut her mother
and Captain Chivers lay side by side, like the stone effigies in the church they’d visited yesterday. She
could see that they were talking, her mother’s lips curving into smiles. She picked up the stick again
and thrust it into the sand, twisting it deeper, clutching it so that a splinter drove into her hand.
Tonight, after supper, when Mrs Chivers lay indisposed and the children ran riot and Captain
Chivers drank brandy with Mama, she would return to the beach. With no one but the moon for
company, she would dip the green jewel into the sea and summon the flow tide. Then she would
squeeze under the beach hut again. Only this time, when Mama and Captain Chivers arrived, she
wouldn’t hold her breath. She wouldn’t stay, sick and scared, beneath the floor while her mother
gasped and moaned and the hot tears rolled into her ears. She would plant the green jewel and
wriggle away. She would flee the beach hut, the garden and the house and climb up onto the
headland to watch.
The waters would bulge and the waves would race and she would see the flow tide engulf
them all. And only when her father’s dragon danced and swooped triumphant in the night sky, only
then would she reach into her pocket and pull out the ebb stone. Pull it out and hurl it into the
waters, sure that when they receded all would be revealed: the slime, the carcasses, and the sands
swept clean.
‘Esme!’ Her mother’s shrill call carried across the bay. The other children clustered around
the hamper. She kissed the stones and put them in her pocket. Slowly, under the weight of the
faultless sky, she made her way back to the hut. The stones clicked as she went; as if they were just
ordinary pebbles.
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The Red Shoes
John Ward
She came into my office, no advance call. Just knocked on the door and walked in. We’ll call her
April, between you and me. No real names here, you understand. April breezed in and sat down, but
only after I’d moved a pile of papers to the floor.
“Sorry,” I said, “no space.” I don’t usually apologise to anyone, but April was the sort of
person you felt inferior to straight away.
She had walked up four flights to my office. The elevator was stuck again. Yet she was still
looking cool. Long legs, in heeled shoes, tight skirt, waisted grey jacket and a small black hat with
one feather. Her perfume wafted in behind her, but delicately. Forty years old, I guessed. She clearly
took care of her appearance. I would call her a sophisticated lady compared with my usual clients.
“How can I help you?” I said.
Sometimes a lady will talk and her problems will come racing towards me in a rush of words.
Not April.
“You won’t be helping me. You’ll be doing as I tell you,” she said. The tone of our working
relationship had been set.
I know what you’re thinking. You’re thinking this is going to be April’s story. It isn’t, but you
should know what she was like, it has a bearing.
My line of work is full of surprises. All these years, spying on other people’s lives, learning
secrets I’d rather not know, hiding on street corners for days on end or driving hundreds of miles for
no reward.
I’ve seen it all. If you know what I know of human nature, you may wonder at the futility of
life too.
Don’t get me wrong. I don’t have all the answers. I can only tell you how it is.
Yet, now and again, something will happen that will knock me sideways, will make me
question whether I have seen it all. After all, I could be wrong. You’ll have to make up your own
mind. I’ll tell you the story and you can give me your opinion. It won’t make any difference to me but
I’d like to hear it anyway.
The case outlined by April sounded standard stuff. Wife suspects husband, wants him
followed, wants a report on a weekly basis, she’ll take it from there. In fact, she’ll probably take him
for all he’s got. Not too interesting a case for me but, hey, I have to pay the rent.
April tells me, “George, my husband, is not to be trusted.”
“You don’t trust him in what way?”
“That’s for you to find out,” she said. “That’s what I’m paying you for.” There’s no arguing
with April. You learn not to be judgemental in this job. Reality is rarely as it appears on the surface.
I took the job. Three-quarter payment, cash up front and full employment for a month.
George was easy enough to track. He managed his own construction company, filed for his taxes on
time every year, was making good money, bank account in credit, investments in place. Treated his
workers well, no outstanding debt. Don’t ask me how I know this. I have ways of finding out.
Personally, below April’s class. I can see why she might want to detach herself from George.
Overweight, doesn’t dress well, nearing fifty but looking older, losing his hair. Maybe she found him
unlike her usual friends, more rough and ready, but now she’s bored with him. He works too hard,
doesn’t pay her enough attention. She wants more out of life. I can guess at motives but in this
business only facts count.
Fact is I couldn’t find anything about George that would lead April to think he couldn’t be
trusted.
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Sure, he didn’t come home too soon after his day finished; went to a bar some days, usually
alone, never with a woman. Didn’t seem in a hurry to get home to April but, hey, that’s how some
marriages work.
I followed George for three weeks. Sat in my car, stood on street corners, sat discreetly in
the same bars. Nothing happened. I reported to April when she ’phoned me.
She’d say, “Anything?”
I’d say, “Nothing.” That was the extent of our conversations.
Now, in case you’re thinking that this is George’s story, you’ll be glad to know it isn’t.
The month was nearly up. I was due to report back to April. She would pay for the remainder
of my time, she’d accept she had nothing on George, we’d part company and I’d look for my next
job. That’s what I thought.
I had one more day to trail George. Remember I told you that now and again something
happens to knock you sideways. This was that day. This is my story now.
I trailed George from his office to a late night diner in Downtown. It was already dark. He’d
not come here before. Businesses are shuttered for the night. Nobody is on the streets because the
rain is sheeting down, and it’s Wednesday night.
George parks by the roadside a block away. I’ve found a space at the last corner, hoping he
doesn’t get out but goes home instead.
I say, aloud, in the safe cocoon of my car, “Go home, George. I’ve had enough. Go home to
April,” hoping that the power of thought will transmit my message to him. It doesn’t. He gets out,
puts his hat on, pushes his collar up and walks to the diner. I follow, like a shadow image. He pushes
the door open and walks in.
I can’t follow him. It would be too obvious. The diner reminds me of that famous Edward
Hopper painting, “Nighthawks”, you must know it; everybody does. Big picture window, blue
interior. It’s where lonely souls go at night.
George takes his hat and coat off, gives them a shake, puts them on a stool and plants
himself on the next one. The man behind the counter comes to talk to George. My thought waves
say, “Sorry, sir, I’m just closing, come back tomorrow.” Again, it doesn’t work. I make a mental note
to work on thought transmission, starting tomorrow.
George is served a large mug of something and a pastry.
I huddle into my coat, pull my hat down, lean against the wall and prepare for a cold, wet
time.
I’m thinking, “George, why don’t you go home? What’s keeping you out?” I realise that, after
a month of surveillance, I don’t know George at all. I don’t know what he thinks about or why he
doesn’t go home, but that isn’t my brief. I’m only being paid to follow him and report his actions, not
his thoughts.
My thoughts are interrupted. I’ve been here twenty minutes, sheltering against the rain.
Nobody has come by but now there is a woman, standing on the opposite corner. I didn’t see her
arrive, was busy watching George. She takes my attention. She’d take anyone’s attention. Is she
there for George? Maybe she is the reason I’m standing here in the rain.
It was the red shoes that attracted me. All around her was grey, wet, cold but the red shoes
shone out like a beacon.
They were attached by slim, shapely legs to a body. It would have been good to see her
body, because the legs were sensational and there was every reason to suppose that the body would
be sensational too.
It was enclosed in a black leather-look raincoat, the type that should be leather but you
know it isn’t because it’s too shiny. Shiny with the material but also with the rain that was teeming
down. The coat was gathered at the waist with a belt, tied not buckled, but you just knew the waist
it was tied around was young, slim, like the legs.
I couldn’t see her face because she held a small umbrella. Enough to hide her face but not
enough to keep the rain off her coat and red shoes.
Her hair was dark, long, under a rain hat, leather-look, like the raincoat.
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The lights from the diner shimmered in the rain and, occasionally, a car would whoosh past,
throwing light and shadows on this girl waiting in the rain.
I became fascinated by her. How long would she wait? Who was she waiting for? Maybe for
me. Should I walk across and ask her?
A man walks past. She pays him no mind but I see that he turns and looks at this girl in the
red shoes. He can’t know why she is standing in the rain, waiting, because he turns again and moves
on. She’s not waiting for him, but is she waiting for me?
I have to tear my attention away from her and I glance over to George. He’s gone! Where’s
he gone? Did he come out the door? Did I miss him? I don’t think so. Maybe he’s gone to the men’s
room. No, his hat and coat have gone too. My eyes scan the diner. No sign of George. Damn, I’ve lost
him. I was obsessing over the girl.
I look back to her. She’s gone too. Where did she go? I’ve lost both of them. What shall I do?
Go home? Look for the girl?
No, I’ll be the professional I think I am. I’ll find where George went. I cross the street and
enter the diner. There’s no one in there except the owner, preparing to close down. He says, “Sorry,
sir, we’re just closing. Come back tomorrow.” My thought waves, meant for George, have taken
twenty minutes to cross the street.
“No, I don’t want anything but can you tell me where that man went?”
“What man, buddy?”
“The one sitting at the counter for the past twenty minutes.”
“I don’t remember nobody, buddy.”
“I was waiting for him. He left a few minutes ago but I didn’t see him go.”
“No, doesn’t ring a bell with me.”
I give him twenty dollars.
“Oh, him. Why didn’t you say? Told me someone was outside waiting for him and was there
another way out? He went through my kitchen and out the back door. Is he hiding from you?”
“Where?”
“Back there.”
I run through to where he’s pointing and push the back door open.
There’s something heavy behind it and the door doesn’t open fully. I push harder and the
weight moves. I ease my way through. It’s George. I stare at him before bending to feel for a pulse.
Nothing. I look at my hand and can see, even in this murky light, that it’s covered in blood.
“You bastard, George, why didn’t you go home?”
Before I stand up the cops arrive.
The diner owner has called them. After the paramedics attend to George, the police sit us
down, the diner man and me, and go through our stories. My story, even to me, doesn’t sound too
good.
The owner tells them George was fleeing from someone waiting outside.
I tell them the truth, even about the girl. “Who was she and where is she now?” they want
to know. I don’t have an answer.
They ask the diner man about her but he never saw a girl. The only person waiting outside
was me, except in my version of events.
The cops arrest me on suspicion, handcuff me and take me away.
It’s now a month later. I’m still in custody, charged with murder. Several people have testified that
they saw me trailing George, in various places. Others testify that I’ve been asking questions about
George. April denies any knowledge of me. She has a watertight alibi for that night.
It looks bad for me. No one else is implicated. All the cops lack is a motive. The girl in the red
shoes has not been found. They say I dreamed her up. Maybe I did. I still obsess about her.
Sometimes events can knock you sideways, can make you change the way you view the world.
Could I have stopped these events? Could I have handled it differently? I don’t know but I
may have plenty of time to reflect.
You’ve heard my story. What do you think? You’ll have to make up your own mind.
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Steve Wilson
“Sorry I’m late, Lee,” I said as I hurried to my desk, dropping my folders in my haste to make up for
lost time.
“Been taking work home with you again, have you Matt? You really do want to get that
promotion, don’t you?”
“It’s not … well, I suppose it would be nice.” To be honest, at the moment the new job was
the last thing on my mind, but it was more convenient to go along with Lee’s suggestion than to
explain the real reason for my tardiness. “Just the two of us today is it?” I asked, trying to change the
subject.
“Yes. Mike’s gone over to purchasing and Sara is working with the stock control team. I don’t
think either of them will be back till this evening.”
“They weren’t scheduled to go out. Is there a problem or something?”
“No, nothing like that. Callaghan’s PA came down with something that needed following up
from last night’s board meeting and I decided it would be best if they went. You’d have done the
same, Matt. I keep telling you, they don’t need micromanaging. Neither do I, for that matter.”
“I take it you’re joking, Lee. When have I ever acted the boss with you?”
Lee laughed. “I know. That would never happen. Anyway, come and take a look at this, Matt.
It’s as if the advert was written just for you.”
I peered over Lee’s shoulder and looked at the details on his screen: An opportunity has
arisen with Galaxy Enterprises for the position of Group Financial Director. The role will primarily
involve working in the group headquarters in California, although there will be periods when the role
holder will be required to oversee the UK side of the business. The successful applicant will receive a
substantial six-figure salary, as well as all of the benefits associated with a multinational enterprise,
including fully furnished executive family-sized accommodation on the beach front in Los Angeles and
in London.
I must have flinched a little when I saw the advert, for Lee said, “I knew that would get a
reaction. You’d best be quick, though – today’s the closing date. You know what I always say,
though, it’s those last-minute applications that get noticed.”
I thought for a moment before replying. “I don’t know,” I muttered. “I’m still hopeful that
this place will …”
“I wouldn’t waste time on that. You know the current economic climate. You’re being taken
for granted here. Go for it. I would.”
I knew that there was some truth in what he said. I had been in my present role as Regional
Financial Controller for Callaghan and Sons for ten years, and I had full responsibility for all financial
decisions taken at our Manchester head office. It was a good job, with leadership responsibility over
a small team, but I wanted more. “You know I’m still hopeful that the Group Financial Controller
position will come up. Perhaps they discussed it at last night’s board meeting. Did Callaghan’s PA say
anything about it when she came down this morning?”
“Never mentioned it, mate. She just told us we were needed over in purchasing and
stocktaking, that was all.”
“This has been dragging on far too long. I thought by now they would have made a decision.
Combining the activities makes sense. Having to work as I do with Edwards in London and Baird in
Edinburgh doesn’t. The Callaghans are supposed to be businessmen. Can’t they see the need?”
“Perhaps they can’t. You know and I know that having one person in overall control of all of
the financial decisions is the best way to go, but they’re not management, are they? That’s the
trouble with a family concern - they don’t always see the obvious, do they? Even if they did, how
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much do you think they’d pay? They couldn’t possibly match the salary of that Galaxy post. Besides,
there’s the international part. Don’t you fancy living in LA while we’re freezing through another
British winter?”
I hesitated before replying. “No, Lee. Enticing as it sounds, it isn’t for me. Why don’t you
apply for it? You’ve as much chance as I have. I know I have the senior position here, but that means
nothing really.” I knew that wasn’t strictly true, but I felt it was the right thing to say. We never
actually discussed how he felt about working for me, but I knew that I wouldn’t be happy if the roles
were reversed.
“I’d love to, mate,” he replied, “and I’d thought about it. But it’s Jill. When I showed her the
advert, she became quite angry. It was most unlike her, but she said she wouldn’t move abroad, and
I don’t want to be away from her for two thirds of the year. It’s not the same for you…”
Lee’s voice trailed off and I knew why. Since the divorce, I’d been on my own, so there was
nothing to stop me from going wherever I wanted to go. Lee and I had met at University more than
twenty years earlier, and had worked together ever since graduating. My ex, Becky, had introduced
Lee to Jill, initially so we could double date, and for several years the four of us went out together at
least twice a week.
Gradually, though, Becky and I began to grow apart, and it was little surprise when we
eventually went our separate ways just under two years ago. I rarely saw Lee and Jill together any
more – two’s company, three’s a crowd and all that – and I wasn’t one for going out with the lads, so
I’d thrown myself wholeheartedly into my work rather than form any new relationships.
“Listen,” said Lee, “you don’t need to think about it now. I’ll email you the details and then
you can decide when you’ve had time to consider the options.”
I knew that it would be easier not to argue, so I agreed and went to my desk to start to catch
up with the morning’s emails.
A half hour later, Lee’s email arrived and I clicked the link expecting to see the advert.
Instead, a porn site opened, with lurid pictures depicting graphic acts that, frankly, made me feel
sick. I closed the browser and looked over at Lee. He had a self-satisfied smile on his face, and I
grinned back at him. Knowing him as I did, I realised I should have expected something like that. I
looked back at my screen and opened the spreadsheet containing the latest financial projections.
****
It was late afternoon when the phone rang. “Simmons? The MD wants you in his office now.” The PA
ended the call and I sat for a moment wondering what it was all about. Lee entered the office as I
stood; I had been so involved in the financial projections that I hadn’t realised he had been out.
“What’s up?” he asked, clearly noting the confused look on my face.
“I don’t know, really. Callaghan wants to see me. You know, sir.”
“What’s that about?” he asked.
“I’ve no idea, but it doesn’t bode well.”
The senior Mr Callaghan rarely involved himself on a day to day basis with the staff. I took
the lift to his sixth floor office and knocked on the door. His PA looked up as I walked in. “I’m here to
see…”
“Yes, I know. I called you, remember? Go straight in, he’s waiting.”
I pushed the door open, noting how it strained against the plush carpeting, and walked over
to his antique mahogany desk. Other than the cappuccino suede chair that he occupied, there were
no seating arrangements in the office, so I stood, feeling like a naughty schoolboy who had been
sent to see the headmaster; I didn’t think he was going to be giving me good news.
“I’m very disappointed in you, Simmons,” he growled. “No, disappointed isn’t the word.
Disgusted. Appalled. I would have thought better of you.” I had no idea what he was talking about,
so said nothing. “Well?” he demanded. “Nothing to say, is that it? You know you’ve been found out
…”
“Sir,” I interrupted, “I really don’t have any idea as to what you’re talking about.”
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His face, already red from a lifetime of rich food and smooth whisky, darkened like a
beetroot. “Barefaced cheek,” he spat. “Are you going to deny that you’ve been using our computing
facilities to view pornography on the internet?” Before I could speak, he elaborated. “One of our
loyal employees has told me that he saw you looking on one of those websites. The IT gurus have
confirmed that you accessed the web page this morning at 10:32.”
I was speechless. I wasn’t expecting this. Lee had sent me the link, as a joke. Who else knew I
had clicked on to the site? I thought about explaining, but one look at Callaghan was enough to
convince me that I’d be wasting my time. He was self-appointed judge, jury and executioner. “You
know what company policy is on this. Zero tolerance. Understand?” I did. It looked as if any decision
was being taken out of my hands.
“One more thing,” Callaghan said as I turned to leave. He had a sadistic smile on his face.
“You are aware, of course, that we’ve been considering appointing a Group Financial Controller. And
you also know that the board approved that position at our meeting yesterday evening…”
“I didn’t know that,” I interrupted, without thinking.
“Don’t be ridiculous,” he said. “My PA informed your office about it this morning.”
“I was late in today, and when I arrived, Lee never mentioned…” I left the sentence
unfinished.
“Carson you mean? It might interest you, then,” said Callaghan with great relish, “that until a
few hours ago, I was going to offer you that position. However, with what has happened, I’m glad I
didn’t. Instead, I’ve given the job to Carson. Now get out, and you can perhaps reflect on what
you’ve lost through your perverted desires. I’m very disappointed in you,” he trailed off, “I saw you
as a possible successor…”
I didn’t stay to listen. I left his office without another word. Lee looked up when I arrived
back at my desk on the first floor. I walked past him, picked up a cardboard box and began to clear
my desk. He saw what I was doing and smiled; the words of the old O’Jays hit flashed across my
mind: They smile in your face, all the time they want to take your place, the back stabbers.
****
Later that evening, as I sat in my darkened front room thinking about what had happened, the
doorbell rang. “Who’s that at this hour?” I muttered. I didn’t want to talk to anybody, so I ignored it,
but it rang again, longer and much more persistently. I had no option but to answer it. I thought
about who it might be. Perhaps it was Lee, coming round to apologise? Or possibly to say it was all a
big joke and I’d fallen for it? I opened the door. It wasn’t Lee. It was Jill.
“I wasn’t expecting you tonight,” I said as I held the door open for her to enter.
“Lee’s been going on about what he did all evening. He’s left now, as he’s a meeting in
London at 9 am tomorrow and then he’s off to Edinburgh for the rest of the week as part of his new
role. Anyway, I thought your house would be so much more comfortable than the back seat of my
car. How are things with you?”
“Not too bad,” I said. “I’ve spoken with the CEO at Galaxy Enterprises again this evening and
they’ve more or less confirmed that the job’s mine. It’s a good job you told me this morning that
he’d been looking at that job as well, otherwise I might have given the game away when he showed
me the advert. It was still a bit of a shock, though. All being well, this time next month, we’ll be in
sunny California. Cheers, Lee,” I said, a big smile on my face as I pulled Jill close to me and kissed her.
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Group Story 2013

Requiem for a Tortoise
Chapter 1 – Tony Noon
A dead tortoise and a cheese grater – well what would you have done? It hurt. I’ll give you that, but I
had to make it look like an accident. The skin came off pretty easily, I hardly noticed it, but as the
grater began to bite at my shinbone I started to question the sanity of my actions.
I need to take you back five days, when things were slightly less complicated. Reuben, a
friend of many years, and somewhat dubious provenance, had invited me to spend the weekend on
his barge. Being early in the season he assured me the waterways would be quiet, the booze
plentiful and disturbances few. Having spent the last three years in a loveless marriage, chained to a
mortgage and a lifestyle that did not reflect me, I jumped at this little chance of freedom. Two
hundred miles from home with no-one who knew me, I could be anyone, and anything I wanted to
be.
And that is the problem. No matter how far you run, how much you try to change, there are
fundamental things you can never break. For me it was being a thief. It wasn’t the thought of being
away from the wife, not having to weed the garden or clean the car, it was the thought of being able
to scout a few places, maybe even burgle a house or two, and then move on, drifting along the river
with no one to suspect respectable me.
No criminal record, seventeen years working in, of all places, a bank, with plenty of
opportunities to lighten their coffers but with absolutely no inclination to, the thought of burgling,
not robbing or anything crass like that, but actual proper burgling, made my hands tremble.
So I arrived at the marina, took charge of my craft, a vintage beauty named Lloris Hall, and
spent the first two days figuring out how to handle it, how to moor it on the canal side and leave no
footprints, and how to push off again without making a splash and without starting the small engine.
Minimal impact, my calling card, even if it was three years since my last little spree. I wasn’t one for
breaking windows or splintering wood, certainly no ransacking, I take pride in my burglaries.
Sometimes it can be days before my victims even realise they have had anything taken. Small items,
high value but not obviously traceable, I have a knack for spotting monetary worth, sometimes even
more so than the owner.
My crowning glory to date is when I liberated a vase from a conservatory that the owner was
using as a plant pot. As I passed it I got a shiver, did a double take and then took it and left, leaving
the deserted house untouched. It turned out to be an 18th century Japanese import, and fetched me
five thousand pounds in cash. My fence probably raked in ten times that himself, but at least he
carried the risks.
Anyway, I’m rambling, it’s probably the loss of blood and the pain. Two days ago I saw this
house, a resplendent Georgian mansion that had unkempt grounds rolling down to the waterway.
No security lights, no fence, no dogs. A perfect target for me.

Chapter 2 – Dea Parkin
I never liked my companion Samuel. His snout was short and his eyes, bitter-nut brown. His shell was
more handsomely patterned than mine which I didn’t worry about, given his loathsome personality.
I used to ignore him, nip him whenever I had the chance and do everything I could to evade him
when the mood came upon him. Ah, all past tense now. My companion is dead.
I’m still seeking explanations. One moment, there was Samuel, flicking over leaves with his
stunted snout among the wild strawberries growing out of sight of the formal parterres, in the sunny
spot at the bottom of the garden. The next, a towering silhouette, swaying violently to and fro,
drenched us in shadow. I looked up; there was a man struggling to balance on the wall. He was
having trouble with his footwear, it seemed; no matter how he tried he couldn’t get any grip. And
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the next second, he tumbled down. If I’d had the time to call out to Samuel it would have been to no
avail: he was slow even for a tortoise. So when I next looked, there he was, shell splintered, soft bits
splattered. He’d wanted to get the strawberry leaves inside him and instead his insides were among
the strawberry leaves. I admit to a twinge of regret.
It seemed the man had more than a twinge. He’d obviously done himself a mischief in his
fall; he was alternately grabbing his groin, then his knee, then his ankle. He couldn’t walk; he was
rolling around, vocalising, at this stage. He rolled into a bit of Samuel’s shell and, I think, realised
what gross act of murder he had perpetrated. At first, he tried to put Samuel back together again,
before acknowledging that was beyond his abilities. I’ll swear, he sat there for minutes and bawled
like a child. I wish I could have told him Samuel wasn’t that pleasant a tortoise and he could have
spared his tears, but of course, I couldn’t. Or he might have been crying because his ankle hurt.
Anyway, eventually he put down the chunks of Samuel’s shell and tried to get to his feet.
And he couldn’t. His face went white and I thought we were going to have more tears, but he simply
sat again. After a while, during which we had more vocalising that made me glad neither the children
nor Granny were at home, he crawled to an apple tree and tried to heave himself up using that. And
couldn’t. I gathered his ankle was done for on one leg and the knee on the other. I’ve always thought
humans were built to an inferior design on account of that: only two legs. If he’d been a quadruped,
he’d have been all right.
Now, he started crawling again, following the wall. He went extremely slowly, stopping now
and again to shriek through gritted teeth, and I kept up easily. He came to the back gate. More
vocalising.

Chapter 3 – Sarah Calwell
I'd accessed the Georgian mansion over the wall. The soles of my moccasins had no tread pattern.
They left almost no footprint but had very little grip. I slipped off the wall. I was sure my ankle was
broken. Adding to the intense pain was the challenge of getting through the overgrown weeds. I
stopped crawling when I got to a gate and lay on my back looking up at the trees. The twittering
birds grated on me and I sensed I wasn't alone. I looked up at the gate, everything seemed so
derelict that I was sure that no one was there.
'Have you seen him, young man?' a voice said from somewhere, 'I can't find Samuel, have
you seen him?'
After a couple of attempts I managed to lift myself up and tried to focus but I couldn't make
out where the voice came from.
'Huh?' I grunted.
A minute seemed like a long time whilst I balanced on my hands and one knee, waiting for a
response from the voice in the undergrowth. I briefly saw a bald head lift above the grass and I
decided to drag myself towards it. An old man was knelt down and he looked quite deranged
rummaging around in the grass.
'Do you live here?' I asked. 'I'm injured, I need help.'
The old man appeared to check every blade of grass. 'No, no, no,' he said impatiently, 'I'm
looking for Samuel.'
With his curved back and bald head the old man reminded me of the tortoise I had just
flattened. Maybe this was just the feeling of guilt at what I'd done. At least the tortoise wasn't
suffering, unlike me.
'I could really do with your help. Do you live at the house?'
'No, no, no, I've already told you, I'm looking for Samuel,' he mumbled something incoherent
and then I heard him say, 'Samuel, very valuable, he is, very valuable to me.'
'Who’s Samuel?' I asked. A sharp pain shot through my temples.
'I'm a collector,' he told me as if I should have already known this. 'Samuel is very valuable to
me, have you seen him anywhere?'
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My neck ached and it felt like my head was being crushed. I didn't have the energy to argue
with this man. It became clear to me that he wasn't quite all there.
'I could really do with some help, do you have any painkillers?'
'Yes, young man, I think there are some in the house but I must find Samuel, go up to the
house if you like,' he waved his hand to shoo me away.
An invitation to go and rummage around the Georgian mansion whilst he rummaged around
out of sight. I could feel my hands trembling with excitement. My legs still hurt but the thoughts of
open access to the house was like an adrenaline rush.
As I dragged myself back towards the gate I looked behind. The old man was hidden
somewhere in the grass.

Chapter 4 – Jeanette Greaves
It was a long, slow, painful crawl to the house. Beneath the cries for attention from my legs, there
was something else, some awareness of things that had to be done. The barge was anchored beyond
a lock, out of sight of the house, but if anyone was to investigate, they'd find the architectural plans
for the house, and my notes on its history, including a sketch of how to access the medieval kitchen
that had been bricked up and hidden for years. The notes also included my thoughts on where a
smart sixteenth century nobleman, out of favour with the monarch, would have hidden his
valuables. All those notes could be passed off as the musings of a historian, or a writer, as long as
nobody suspected that I had visited the house uninvited. I wondered just how confused the Samuel
seeker was, and whether the house held any other surprise occupants.
The shock of the fall was clearing, and I could start to focus on what was beside me. It was
the ghost of the tortoise that I'd splattered when I landed. I stopped my slow crawl, and reached out
to touch that bald head. The tortoise bit me. I bled. Not a ghost reptile then, but a bloodthirsty one. I
wondered, uneasily, how many flesh eating tortoises were in the garden. I couldn't outpace them,
that was for sure. I realised that part of the pain in my knee came from a section of tortoiseshell that
had lodged in my knee joint, just to the upper right of the kneecap. I paused long enough to remove
the large segment, and tucked it into a pocket, perhaps to spare the living tortoise from the sight of
a portion of its dead friend. I suspected, from the signals coming frantically from my leg, that there
were many more fragments embedded in my calf and shin.
I had another problem, my many pockets were stuffed with items that could hardly have an
innocent explanation. My burgling kit was well considered, very portable, and covered most
possibilities, but it was also, very clearly, burgling kit. If I was going to get help for my injuries, I
would have to find somewhere to hide the kit.
The house was in sight, I reckoned that another ten minutes of dragging my sorry self along
would get me to the steps. I wasn't sure if I could handle steps, but decided that I'd face that
problem when I got to it. A shadow fell over me. The old man looked a lot less confused than before.
He held several bits of tortoise in his hand. He glared at me.

‘Are you SURE you don't know where Samuel is?’ he enquired.

Chapter 5 – Victoria Walsh
I felt like I had been caught for the first time in my life. Bloody seventeen years of getting away with
murder. And now with a worthless piece of tortoiseshell stuck in my shin. Grappling around like an
amateur, my freedom was at risk as the old crazy man stared back angrily. This had supposed to
have been my big break, to start again. All I had to do was make it look like an accident and rely on
the goodwill of the Georgian mansion folk to take in an injured man giving me access without the
need for force. Simple. Then I could wave goodbye to the old nine to five and my nightmare past.
Ironically it was an accident – I wasn't supposed to get this hurt. Why couldn't I just have put up with
being a henpecked husband like all those I worked with for years? They moaned but they survived
each night. They must've got some reward from it. I hadn't. I'd never felt so utterly imprisoned. It
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was only when I realised the wife had been restricting my movements that I realised I had also been
doing it to myself too – with the job. That's why I'd put a foolproof plan in motion. One final job,
Couldn't fail – in theory. Maybe the three year break hadn't done me any favours. No, I shook my
head, I'd done my research.
‘What you shaking your head for? You got him or not?’
My eyes traitorously flickered to my shin and I’m sure my lip quivered. I quickly fell back to
the floor for dramatic effect to try draw out the apparent Samaritans that lived there but instead his
black boot came out.
‘No!’ My arms jerked to cover my head as the boot pounded into my stomach.
‘You said you were a professional!’
‘I am!’ I'm a banker. What was going on? This wasn't the plan.
‘YOU said you could deliver!’ Another hit, ‘You're a mess!’
I gasped as the wind was taken from me, I was being robbed.
‘Now where's Samuel?’
‘Eh?’ My eyes once again flickered towards the tortoiseshell in confusion and my hand coiled
around my head, finding warm moisture.
The old man scoffed, ‘Ha! You think that’s Samuel?’ His laugh was low and gruff in his belly.
‘You hit your head harder than you thought!’
He shook his head and spoke under his breath, ‘Amateur,’ as his arms roughly searched my
torso. I lay in shock, helpless as he found what he wanted in the hidden compartment of my jacket.
Within an arm’s length of me the old crazy gardener took my future, my way out. I had no fight left.
‘Consider our contract terminated,’ he said as he stood and strode over me like I was an
inconvenient block in the road. I felt humiliated, all respect for myself gone. Which was the better
life? The one that falters and twists and feels like you could die rather than get back up again, or the
one that is safe and you know that your life is nine to five? My head throbbed, my shin stung, my
stomach churned... I knew I was alive but could I get up? The gardener was getting away. He'd
looked helpless enough and he’d assured me he could get me in. Guess he must have done some
research himself. Fool. As the distant sirens reached my ears and the old man walked away,
imprisonment encircled me once again. I had to get up and fight for the life I wanted, I had to get
back to the barge.

Chapter 6 – D J Harrison
‘Your wife’s here to visit you,’ the nurse announced. I caught sight of Deirdre at her shoulder,
hovering like a hungry buzzard.
‘I’m not well enough for visitors,’ I protested, caught between trying to sound assertive but
sickly at the same time. I could hear my words bounce off her carapace and on to the less than
sterile floor.
‘Nonsense.’ Deirdre’s voice. ‘I’ve come all the way from Northampton,’ she said, as if having
to change trains was far more compelling than any medical reason could ever be. She leant forward
in that hawkish manner of hers, as if she were preparing to peck my eyes out. Instead, she struck so
quickly I was unable to twist away and avoid the dry kiss being planted on my cheek. ‘I’ve been
worried sick,’ she said.
‘I’ve been sick,’ I reply, ‘I’m sorry. They only took me out of intensive care yesterday. I meant
to ring you but…’
‘But you did.’ She smiled. ‘Lots of times. Mind you, at first I thought you were drunk what
with all that stuff about tortoises. Then your doctor told me you’d had an event. Brought on by
stress and an inappropriate diet, I’ll bet. That’s always been your problem. You’ve never listened to
me, never took any notice. Now see what happens.’
The smugness in her words made me realise that she was enjoying every scrap of discomfort
I was going through. I vowed to make the break then and there. To tell her what I thought of her
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odious personality, to end our relationship once and for all. As soon as I got out of here and was
back on my feet. There was the economic situation to take into account, after all.
‘It’s just a fall,’ I tell her. ‘I seem to have hurt my leg, I have to admit everything’s been a bit
fuzzy and confused. I can’t even remember how I got here.’
‘Just a fall?’ She laughs, that hollow shriek of hers that turns my blood to ice. ‘You’ve been at
death’s door for two whole weeks. They tell me your mind may never recover completely, that you
may always get attacks of incoherence and delusion. That you’ll certainly never be normal.’
‘Honestly, I was out walking, getting a breath of fresh air, heard something and climbed a
wall to see what it was. I remember falling, squashing a tortoise of all things. Then it all gets a bit
confusing.’
‘So you weren’t robbing a big house? You didn’t creep inside and try to remove some
valuable items?’
‘No, what gave you that idea?’
‘The police have been to see me. That’s how I found out you were here. Lounging about in a
hospital bed miles from home. You’ve no idea how much travelling I’ve had to do. The trains are
awful, full of old people and students. Overcrowded. And not cheap, either. Costs a fortune to get
here, you’d think they’d allow you a bit of comfort for the money they charge.’
‘The police?’ My mind was racing with confused recollections and dire feelings. ‘What did
the police want?’
‘They told me you were stealing tortoises. They found you amongst hundreds of illegally
imported specimens, told me they were worth thousands of pounds each. Said you’d been injured in
the attempt.’
‘Rubbish.’ I felt better at the absurdity of this accusation. ‘I was doing nothing of the sort.
When I get well enough I’ll sue them for false accusation, that’s what I’ll do.’
‘Oh,’ she said, twisting her face into an expression of intense pleasure, or was it pain? Hard
to tell with Deirdre at the best of times. ‘Haven’t they told you?’
‘Told me what? The truth is, they may have told me a lot of things but I’m not very good at
remembering right now.’
‘Those tortoises were infected. They have a special bacteria in their mouths that they use to
break down their prey. You’ve got it now. That’s why you’re so ill. Necrotizing fasciitis, that’s what
they call it. They even wrote it down for me so I could remember. It’s been eating away at you. Even
affected your brain.’
‘But I’m better now? Aren’t I? They let me out of intensive care, that’s a good sign, isn’t it?’
‘Oh yes, they think they’ve stopped the rot, so to speak. They’re even talking about getting
you some blades.’
I rubbed my chin, feeling the thick stubble. Yes, I’d need a shave before I got out, I thought,
but wondered why that would be anybody’s concern but my own.
‘Blades?’ I asked.
‘Yes like that runner, you know, the one who shot his girlfriend. For your legs. Or rather
instead of them.’
I’d been wondering why the lower half of my body had been feeling so numb.
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Having Your Cake
Peter Bird
Fondant icing, white as a frozen pond, over thick yellow marzipan, a hint of almond, in turn covering
the matured fruit filling, rich and dark. Elegant lettering, in pale blue, Best Wishes on Your
Retirement, two small, silver balls, a delicate tracery of decoration around them and, above the
lettering, one single proud candle. And below that? Yes, a cherry. The cherry on top. A beautiful,
blood-red Maraschino cherry.

The Arriva train pulled into Telford Central just a minute late. Diren Şahin subconsciously fiddled
with his tie as he stepped out on to the platform. He was delighted to see that the sky overhead was
blue and clear as he had not wished to be encumbered with a coat. All he was carrying was his
lightweight leather document wallet. This was to be a special day, and he wanted everything to run
smoothly. As smooth as icing.

‘So you were, as they would say, head-hunted?’
‘You might put it like that.’
‘And where were you then?’
‘I was working near the air-base, at İncirlik.’
‘You had always worked there?’
‘I was born near there, in Adana province. There is a lake there, behind a dam, it is so
beautiful –’
‘But before that?’
‘Before that I had worked for a while in Saudi.’
‘Another ally.’

Diren took his usual walk to the office. He strolled over the footbridge, gently arching like a waking
animal, which crossed the motorway and a small watercourse sometimes called Town Brook. There
were various low-rise offices dotted about – Millgate Accountants, Shropshire Wines, Corrosion
Busters, some council offices, a nursery, a gym, a speciality cake shop. There was even a company
that arranged balloon flights. Would the engineers that built Coalbrookdale and Ironbridge, a little
further south at the River Severn, have ever imagined that their once mighty endeavours would have
been reduced to such light industry?
Again, he was glad of the fine weather. He wanted to take in this view, of green and pleasant
land, interspersed with modern architecture and sweeping wide highways, cars gliding underneath
his tread at great speed.
Eventually he came to his own destination, the office that bore the legend, ‘Specialist
Instrumentation Services,’ or ‘SIS’ as it was also known.
Ironic, that.

‘What did you make there?’
‘You already know that.’
‘Please tell me in more detail.’
‘It started off with optics. Computerised control, terrain mapping. Gyro-stablisers.’
‘But it didn’t stop there?’
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‘It didn’t.’
‘What else?’

‘As you will know, we deal with all types of high-end precision engineering, Diren.’
‘Yes, of course.’
‘You have excelled yourself with the satellite communications work we have been giving
you.’
‘Thank you, sir. You are most kind.’
‘There is another area we would like to train you up in, if you are interested. This would
involve you gaining expertise in some of our most delicate work. This is as close to zero-defect
engineering as we get, here at SIS.’
‘What sort of work is that?’
‘Initiation circuits, triggers, high-end controllers. Detonators.’
‘Explosives?’
‘Explosives and explosive devices. You would be trained in the functional chemistry of stateof-the-art high-brisance materials as well as in their disguise and detection.’
‘Detecting? Why would we do that?’
‘Detecting and disguise. Our work here has two-fold use.’ This was explained to Diren later.
By this time he had already accepted the offer of this new employment – after all, it was tantamount
to a promotion. And they were training him. Knowledge like this did not come cheaply. Nor was it
easily obtainable.
‘Every day, tens of thousands of people arrive or board aircraft at our airports, and every
one of them has to be scanned for carrying explosives. Johnny Terrorist isn’t just going to try to
smuggle any old thing aboard. He disguises his materials – appearance, texture, x-ray image, even
smell. And the smaller and more potent he can make his devices, the harder it is to spot them. And
batteries, wires thinner than human hair, miniaturised timers, optical fuse caps, the works.’
‘I had no idea…’
‘And the same goes for guarding our troops out on patrol. Is that a dog-turd in the road or
enough plastique to take the wheel off a bus? You worked for a NATO contractor back in Turkey,
didn’t you?’
‘At İncirlik, yes. It was mostly for scanners to detect American troops smuggling home
substances for recreational use.’
‘How did you get into aerial photography?’
‘By accident, really. The control electronics is not that dissimilar. Making airborne drones.
There are always companies in the Arabian Peninsula studying geology from the sky. I thought what
we were doing here was for somebody like Google Earth.’
‘Well, it is. In a way.’

Diren pushed open the heavy glass door that led into the outer foyer of the SIS building.
‘Nice day,’ said the heavy-set uniformed man behind the reception desk.
‘Very nice,’ Diren agreed. He handed over his carry-pass to the heavy-set man along with the
document wallet.
‘It says here that this is your last day. How’s that?’
‘It appears that my services are not going to be required for as long as I expected when I
moved to this country. I seem to have disappointed them.’
The heavy-set man sounded genuinely concerned. ‘That’s a bit of a shame. If you’ve
uprooted yourself and all. You have a family, do you?’ He took the wallet and passed it,
unconcerned, into the scanner.
‘Just my wife. Our children are grown up and did not come with us. She and I will most
probably move back to Turkey. Unless something comes up here.’

Having Your Cake

‘All the same, I am sorry it’s your last day.’ He collected the document wallet from the other
end of the scanner and handed it over with the colour-coded day-pass badge, as well as returning
the carry-pass.
Diren nodded as he clipped the day-pass badge to his lapel. ‘We never know quite when our
last day will come.’ With that, he collected the wallet and crossed the foyer to the array of glasswalled cubicles, like a line of telephone kiosks, and stepped in. After closing the door, he spoke his
name. After a slight pause, the door at the opposite side of the cubicle opened, and he walked into
the heart of the SIS building.

‘So it would be fair to say that, while you were working for SIS, you had no idea what it was that you
were working on? What it was you were helping to make?’
‘At the beginning. That would be very fair. In fact, had I known, I do not think I would have
done the work. I do not think I could have done the work.’
‘You would not have approved of the ends to which your work was put.’
‘I would not have approved. No.’

‘You can’t take that through there. Packages have to go through postal reception.’
‘It’s not a package – look.’
Another man in uniform, the postal reception duty officer. ‘It’s a cake,’ he said, making a
statement that was intended as a question.
‘I’m Dr Fisher – department 2? Room 201. We’ve a leaving do today and it’s a going-away
present.’
‘Why not the usual collection of fine wines? Or a barrel of Old Chunderer’s Plonker-Wash?’
‘Ah. Our man is teetotal. If you get my meaning.’
‘If it’s a cake, why not hand it over to the kitchen staff?’
‘Through ‘Hostility and Caterwauling’? Because I want it still to resemble food. Not have
them messing about with it. But you’re welcome to try a piece if you like. Lift it up and cut some
from the bottom. Just don’t disturb the icing.’

‘So how long was it before you realised you were working on the Marauder?’
‘I never knew I was working on the Marauder, or anything else, specifically. We were never
told. That was their idea of security. But it was obviously some form of unpiloted aerial vehicle, like
the Predator but with much more payload and range.’
‘What made you suspicious?’
‘I have friends – and some distant relatives – back there. Not all my family is from Turkey.
Then I hear of attacks, civilian casualties. In the office, we are suddenly pleased with ourselves
because some system has worked in the field, it has tracked fixed and moving objects. You begin to
put two and two together, as they say here.’
‘You could describe these systems to us?’
‘Oh yes. I spend many hours adding together two and two. I make my own notes. Nothing
that would make sense to the casual reader. A shopping list, a recipe for a cake. Only to me does it
mean something else.’
‘And why would you do that?’
‘This was not what I had signed on for. It in itself was unjust. Then, to think people I knew
might be targets.’
‘You changed sides?’
‘Before, I had no side. Now I chose a side.’
‘Some might see it differently.’
‘Let them.’
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The knife bit into the cake’s decoration, cracking open like a dinosaur egg, its contents held in
darkness for years beyond number. Diren looked fixedly at the confection as if its fruit, brightly
illuminated by the office lighting, represented his life’s work, and he appeared on the verge of tears.
He held his hands across his chest and fiddled with his watch.
‘Could you just excuse me for a moment?’ he said and pushed away from the throng around
the table and headed towards the gents’.
‘Don’t be long. There’ll be nothing left!’

Once outside, no longer directly in view, he hurried over Town Brook bridge to the road. Parked,
illegally, on the grass shoulder, was a large white Audi, engine running. The rear passenger door
opened, he stepped in, and the car sped off.
‘A glass of Bollinger? Or is that a betrayal of your beliefs?’
Diren took the chilled flute, and considered it. ‘This day is a special occasion.’
‘So you are now retired?’
‘Let’s say I am free to look for another position.’
‘Your former colleagues. Won’t they be upset by your departure?’
‘Ah,’ Diren paused, and then took a deep sip of the champagne. ‘I imagine they will be in
pieces by now.’

Food Heaven and Hell

Food Heaven and Hell
Jacqueline Pemberton
Food heaven was Mum’s
Steak and kidney pudding, steamed all day
And tasting of home and love and gravy.
Hell was school dinners, sat next to
The headmistress and fed fatty meat,
‘Jacqueline you eat like a little bird.’
Heaven was jacket potatoes cooked
In the cinders of a Saturday night fire,
My chin glistening with salt and butter,
Hell was my first time away from home
And a plate of sauerkraut staring at me,
Heaven was coming home to syrup sandwiches,
White bread with the crusts cut off.
Hell was the boredom of Sunday roasts
At relatives who never stopped talking,
Heaven was my chocolate birthday cake
Glowing with hope and dreams and wishes.
Heaven was tea and toast in hospital,
My new born son sleeping next to me.
Heaven was falling in love and not caring
What I was eating; I feasted on you.
Hell was driving past our restaurant,
Aching with hunger.
Hell was my children having a meal
With their dad, and no place set for me.
Neither heaven nor hell; the first meal
In my flat; a glass of rosé, a ready meal for one.
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The Night Before Christmas
Jacqueline Pemberton
Pauline had to put her hand right into the bend of the lavatory to ensure the condoms would flush
away. Even with her Marigolds on she could feel their jellyfish slime slipping from her grasp.
Once the toilet bowl shone she placed a fresh toilet roll in the holder, un-sticking the seal
and then turning down the corners. There was always a spare one on the ledge but it was amazing
how some people, even if they just stayed the one night, still ran out.
She was working Christmas Eve again.
‘I wouldn’t ask but I'm absolutely desperate,’ Julie Fowler, the supervisor almost shouted in
her ear as if to inform everyone how desperate she was for staff over Christmas.

It was assumed that just because she was unmarried and didn’t have children that she had nothing
better to do over Christmas except clean up after other folk too lazy to look after themselves. It
would be the third year running she had missed Christmas morning communion. She loved it when
she sung in church: ‘Yea Lord we greet thee born this happy morning.’ Then afterwards everyone
would shake hands and wish each other ‘Merry Christmas’.
She wouldn’t get back from work until 7am and then she’d be so exhausted she’d just go to
bed. Last year she only just got up in time for the Queen’s speech.

The office parties had started even earlier this year and she had begun to scrape vomit off the blue
carpets. The washer vacuum was meant to clean it but it never got properly into the weave of the
carpet. Some of the other domestics didn’t bother. That Gina, she was a lazy madam. She’d do a bit
and then she’d be out round the back having a fag with Marcos the chef from Burger King. She never
seemed to get caught and when Madam Fowler was on the war path she somehow managed to be
in the right place at the right time.

Pauline regretted taking redundancy from the primary school cleaning job. She got to know quite a
few of the little kiddies, especially the ones whose mothers were always late picking them up.
Occasionally she even helped them with their reading books. That’s what she really should have
done with her life, become a teacher rather than end up as a domestic. Perhaps if she’d had more
encouragement from her parents, things would have been different.
.‘You’ve failed your O Levels, so you’d better get out there and get yourself a job. Me and
your father can’t afford to keep you while you waste your time with schooling.’
That wasn’t strictly true; she had a CSE grade 1 in Domestic Science and her teacher, Miss
Ford, said her Victoria sandwich was the lightest she had ever tasted.
Still they’d all gone now; Mum, Dad, clever sister Dorothy. There was just Aunty Pat left and
she was in her nineties and very deaf. She was glad she had Sylvia and George next door and could
pop in for a chat and a game of whist whenever she liked.

Pauline felt she had been slowing up since she reached sixty. She wasn’t really sure how much
longer she could go on working. When she first had the travel lodge job, she could get round the
whole of the O1’s before the 11am break and enjoy her flask of coffee and chocolate biscuit in peace
before the others came into the staff room. She was sure they called her names behind her back,
just because she didn’t join in their silly chit-chat. What did it matter who was going to win the X
Factor? She never watched the rubbish; give her a good book any day. The murder mysteries were
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the best. She’d read the whole of Inspector Dalgleish series and was a member of the Crime Fiction
book club.
Pauline still lived in the family house. She thought of moving to the big bedroom when Mum
and Dad had both passed away but somehow it didn’t seem right. She preferred her little room
looking out on to the garden.
She paid George her neighbour to look after it for her but he said he was struggling these
days and hinted that she might have to pay a ‘proper gardener’.
When Dorothy died a couple of years ago, it was quite lonely but she kept herself busy and it
was amazing where the time went to. One thing she didn’t miss was the constant squabbles;
Dorothy always did think she knew best.

Getting to work was a struggle and it was ten times worse over Christmas time. She wished that she
had learnt to drive when she was younger. Harold the porter drove past the top of her road most
days but she never asked him for a lift, well,not after the little ‘incident’ which happened shortly
after she had started working at the hotel. Harold was fat and chesty and smelled of humbugs and
dried sweat.
They had been chatting pleasantly enough but then when she went to get out of the car
Harold lent across and seemed to purposefully press his forearm against her bosom. She got out
pretty sharpish then and to make matters worse he winked at her and said, ‘I like a voluptuous
woman, Pauline; any chance of a coffee?’
‘Oh no, I'm expecting visitors, good evening.’
Of course there was no one coming round, the only people she ever saw were George and
Sylvia from next door, but she wasn’t going to let him know that. It quite upset her for the evening
and put her off reading the final chapter of Death in Holy Orders.

She waited nearly an hour for a bus on Christmas Eve and had to watch two going past packed with
last minute Christmas shoppers. Her feet were blocks of ice even though she was wearing her furlined bootees. She suffered agonies with her chilblains.
When she eventually got to work it was straight on with her overall and no time for her
usual cuppa and chocolate digestive. Glancing in the hall mirror she thought she looked a bit of a
fright, her cheeks bright red and her hair flattened from wearing her woollen bonnet.
It was fairly quiet to begin with. There was just Miss Fowler on reception. Pauline was there
to give out any extra towels, toilet rolls and so on and deliver the orders for newspapers. Sometimes
she was asked to show the guests to their rooms. They were meant to put all their tips in a kitty but
as she never went on the staff nights out she felt justified in slipping the few odd coins into her
overall pocket.
Gina always got the largest tips and Harold the porter said it was because she had the
‘largest knockers’. Pauline was polite and knowledgeable about the local area and at least some
people appreciated that. There were a lot of travelling salesmen who wanted to know where the
decent restaurants were. Of course, she never went to fancy restaurants but she read the local
reviews and kept her eyes open on her bus journey across town.
Miss Fowler didn’t like her chatting to the guests and was quick to put Pauline in her place.
‘Chop-chop, Pauline, number 43 has phoned twice to ask for an extra loo roll while you’ve
been gossiping.’
He arrived on Christmas Eve. There had been a light flurry of snow and the broad shoulders
of his dark coat were covered with snow. It looked like sparkly dandruff and Pauline resisted the
temptation to brush it off. She gave him a kind smile as she bundled some fresh towels on the
shelves behind the desk. His face was swathed in a brightly coloured scarf and his eyebrows and the
few protruding whiskers she could see, were white. His laughing blue eyes shone like jewels.
‘Good evening, sir, can I take your booking reference please? Dreadful night.’
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‘Yes and I’ll be out in it most of the night unfortunately. It’s Mr P James.’
‘Well make sure you keep wrapped up warm. Thank you, Mr James. Would you like to be
shown to your room?’
‘Pauline!’
They both looked towards her expectantly.
‘Yes of course. This way, please sir.’ Then they began to walk along the narrow corridor
together. She thought the shabby rucksack he had slung over his shoulder was slightly incongruous
with his generally smart appearance.
‘It looks like we’ve both drawn the short straw, Pauline.’
‘How do you mean, sir?’ She liked the way he used her name in a quiet, respectful way.
‘Well, working Christmas Eve, when everyone one else is out celebrating.’
‘Well I'm not really one for going out much. Rather have a night in the warm with a good
crime book.’
‘You’re a person after my own heart. I'm a big fan of crime fiction. I’ve brought my Inspector
Dalgleish with me.’
‘Did I hear you say you’d got to go out this evening?’
‘Yes, I’ve got presents to deliver in the Cromwell Street area as a good deed to a friend of
mine. The only thing is I seem to have lost the address with the number on.’
‘Well that’s a strange coincidence; Cromwell Street is where I live.’
‘Family with two small children, name of Hardy?’
‘I don’t know of any young children. I live at number 48 on my own and there’s only an old
couple one side and the young couple opposite have gone away up North to visit family.’
‘Right. I would phone him but he’s abroad in sunnier climes.’’
‘I think there may be a young couple opposite me but they’ve only just moved in and I
haven’t seen them with any children.’
‘Well thanks for your help. What time does your shift finish?’
’I work through the night until 7am.’
‘Perhaps we can share a sherry and mince pie together and you can fill me in on the best
places for a Dalgleish enthusiast to visit.’
‘Oh, that would be lovely. I’ve got the entire boxed set of Morse, Dalgleish and Frost at
home. My pride and joy.’
‘Say midnight then?’
‘Well as long as I'm on my break; they have very strict rules here.’
‘It is Christmas, a good time for breaking a few rules…eh?’
Pauline felt him press a pound coin into the centre of her palm.
The rest of the evening seemed to drag even though there were plenty of jobs round the
hotel to occupy her. She thought about midnight when she would see him again.
She told herself it was only a chat, not to get carried away. Dorothy would have been so
jealous; he was just her type!
She wished her hair looked less frizzy and she’d dabbed a bit of that scent Sylvia gave her a
few Christmases ago. She combed her hair with a damp comb and put a bit of powder on her nose
and cheeks. Lipstick never seemed to look right on her so she nibbled at her lips a bit the way she’d
seen them do on telly.

Groups of silly girls had started to come out of their rooms, drunk before they even got to their
party. They had no shame, with their skirts no more than a belt and leaving nothing to the
imagination. Asking for trouble.

At 11.50 Pauline made her way to her new friend’s room. She stood looking out on to the car park
for a moment and across the flat lands of the Suffolk countryside.
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She thought perhaps she hadn’t knocked hard enough because there was no response but
she could see a light on under the door and thought she heard music playing. Of course she had the
keys and could have knocked and walked in at any time but it didn’t seem right to do that. She
knocked again much harder and called out, ‘It’s Pauline, the domestic,’ which sounded ridiculous but
she couldn’t think what else to say. There was no answer. He must have been delayed, got talking
and forgotten all about their meeting.
‘That’s where you are! I’ve been looking for you everywhere. Number 65 has complained
that there’s dust on the bedside tables! Where were you?’
Miss Fowler was half her age and yet she talked to her as though she was a naughty child.
Pauline carried on with her duties and tried not to feel disappointed. She made up all the beds and
saw to the needs of the guests.
At the end of the shift Miss Fowler made a big do of presenting her with her Christmas gift; it
was always a soap and body lotion set.
‘Taxi for Miss Pauline Deakin.’
At least she was reimbursed for the taxi fare. Part of her wished that it had snowed so hard
she couldn’t make it home and then perhaps he would have come in at some point and asked if he
could see her. Lights were already on in bedroom windows as children woke to the magic of
Christmas morning.

As the taxi turned the corner of her street she noticed a police car outside George and Sylvia’s
bungalow. Immediately she thought, poor George has had another heart attack. Then she noticed
the two of them were standing outside her house chatting to the police officer. Sylvia was still
wearing pink fluffy carpet slippers.
‘Oh dear, Pauline, we tried to phone you but they said you’d just left in the taxi.’
‘Why, what’s happened?’
‘There’s been a robbery. We heard some banging about. But to start with we thought it was
you.’
‘I told you I was working Christmas Eve, don’t you remember, that’s why I couldn’t come
round for our usual Christmas drink and mince pie?’
She found herself beginning to shout at Sylvia. She thought how stupid she looked standing
outside her house at 7am wearing silly pink little girl slippers. What on earth did George see in her?
‘Hey come on, Pauline. Try to calm down.’ George put a protective arm around Sylvia.
Why was Sylvia blubbing, Pauline thought, it wasn’t even her house.
‘We called the police as soon as we could. He’s done next door’s as well. The police reckon
they must have known they were both empty.’
A delicate-looking police woman came across and told Pauline she would come with her into
the house.
I warn you they’ve made a bit of a mess. Be careful as there’s quite a lot of broken glass.’
Gently, the policewoman guided her through the front door into her lounge. Broken
ornaments and plants littered the carpet.
She looked across at the overturned mahogany bookshelf. Most of the books had come out
of their boxed sets, their spines broken, muddy footprints on their covers.
And somewhere in the Suffolk countryside he drove on through the night, his blue eyes
laughing.
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Rose Berry Wine
Elle-Marie Hinchcliffe
Glasses sparkle at the sink, fill
their faceted surfaces, seduce, wink
seek the curve of my lip with
wanton awakening. Wilful, I sip the
rose berry garland infusion of
red, red wine. Roar dark, dark and dark
tender as ties of blood and in
loneliness lies my baby, street-born
in the blanket of velvet evening.
‘Mama, let me in –
give me my rosie dress of inky black.’
Tiny fingers take down my hair.
Winding, binding ribbons, realms of childhood
never known, dream hewn.
‘Give me my toys, the hills, the heath, the sea
give them to me, give me hands to hold
and feet to run, music of wild, wild wind
morning clouds of storm
teach me of life and love and sin
Sweet Mama, let me in.’
Light fades, the glasses quiet
it is only my neighbour’s child playing house
a mother’s singing, ringing, calling clear
to bedtime fear
‘Rosie, Rosie, Rosie.’

Far in the raven rhythm of night, sweetness,
sly as treacle, my moon-awakened heart
trembles, hears another by the rose berry garland willow
find spell-black petals to rock my pillow
penny twists of coloured sugar, treasures wild
forged by a changeling child.
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Elle-Marie Hinchcliffe
Dear Clare,
My behaviour at the airport was unforgivable, and I am writing to let you know I am unable
to stay in England. I hope you can forgive and understand. I do not feel a telephone call would be
appropriate. Of course, you may decide not to read this letter. If that is the case, it is I who
understands.
I can only say that I have been ill, but that is not quite the truth. Artists are essentially liars,
but it is only in shadowing and highlighting events that we are able to see it all, make sense of what
we see, for to say that I have been blind is more apt.
But, self-confession is not me. I wanted to say, do not imagine that you love me, or that I
could ever have loved you. Emotions are mainly skin-deep. By the way, I saw a photograph of you
the other day. I think you should cut your hair. Sorry if this sounds severe but it is, in the end, the
most sensible thing I can say, and yes, it is important, for both of us. I am no good at struggling with
words. Enjoy every second of your life. Put me out of your mind. Me, and all of this. Promise.
Goodbye.
Christian.

Marianne is not crying. She is calm, collected, even as she waits. She will do the sensible thing. She
will quietly leave. There is no sharp pain, no hard edge of memory left. Time stretches and floats. In
a way, everything has occurred as planned. Her suitcase is packed, and there is the shining newness
of a ring around her finger. There is the clearest full moon riding over the town and the sky is bright
with splinters of stars. Christian has the tickets in his pocket, and the bridal suite is booked.
He is wearing a new navy silk suit, but has exchanged the crisp white shirt for a light, jersey
polo. He is calm, collected, confident. Quite possibly a dignified man, for he cannot bear loss of
dignity in beings who seem only too glad to discard it. Christian is a film-maker, never merely
adequate, always outstanding, never manipulated, always the manipulator. He is an artist, a genius
of creativity, but completed creations, however perfect, are skin-deep, soon forgotten. He needs
constant inspiration, stimuli. He has no time to wait.
In three short weeks Marianne has gained thirteen pounds. Thirteen is an unlucky number.
She has a plan to become very thin again, startle him with her beauty, since she knows she
cannot startle him with the fullness of her expectancy. She does not know this for a certainty, but
feels it through her skin. She is a Sagittarian. Psychic intuition is her gift.
Marianne has been happy. Now she walks with bowed head and her eyes are puddles of
mascara. The furnace of Christian's love for her is burning low, and his lack of sweetness sends her
craving. Christian too, is craving. Christian is bored. To ease the pain Marianne writes to Christian
letters which she does not send. Poems, which she hides beneath her pillow. Evidence which would
damn her irrevocably in his eyes. By day she wears dark glasses. She is never without make-up,
precise attention to dress. She is an actress. She is used to camouflage. Fame is skin-deep. She
knows her part. She even laughs gaily as she flits from scene to scene, fearing that he will see her
secret pain.
But Christian is already playing other games, creating other fantasies to weave around his
mind, to lust for, to create, possess.
Marianne has other admirers. They find her entrancing. She sighs and smiles accordingly,
drowning in their admiration. They find her beautiful, she finds herself ridiculous. Sometimes she
goes with them to private views at galleries, to new-wave films at cinemas, to expensive restaurants,
but she is cool, aloof, and they are angry and confused. They return to their rooms and write songs
for her, ballads for a Spanish guitar. They feel they could die longing for her. Mostly they decide
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against it. Marianne vomits, but becomes no thinner. Marianne tries on dresses, blues, purples,
bright scarlet, but they cannot hide her pallor. She pinches her cheeks, puts on red lipstick, but her
mirrored reflection is as ice. Marianne dials Christian's number, but there is no answer. She goes to
the studio, but he is not there. He has left already, and he is not alone.
The new girl in the studio is not unlike Marianne. She is called Clare, and has smooth, fair
skin and wide eyes. People seeing her remember Marianne when they first saw her. Perhaps
Christian does too, for he takes her to places he took Marianne. Knowing his taste for long hair, she
has grown hers. He persuades her to dye it, and she does. She models herself on Marianne.
Perhaps he knows. She is very thin, and very young. Marianne, though little older, is mature
by comparison. She dresses in her favourite black dress, and highest heels, sipping the drink he has
bought her, watching him. She tries to divert his attention, but he knows she is unsuccessful. Her
skin is sallow. Christian ignores her. He is an artist. He needs his muse.
At dawn, Marianne is waiting. He does not ring. She catches a taxi to Christian's. She is
frozen in a thin dress. He is not pleased to see her. He is angry with her for calling, angry with her
undignified behaviour. Mostly he is angry with her for looking ugly. He can never forgive that.
Marianne looks into him, wills him to remember their love. He takes her arm, pushes her out onto
the red-carpeted steps, closes the door. She stays there, unable to move.
The new girl comes out, asks her politely if she will be alright. Marianne stares at her and
sees only herself. The girl's skin is creamy-smooth, her hair freshly tousled, her lips sly as treacle. She
smiles sweetly. Marianne can see through her.
Marianne is at home, and she is getting ready. She has drawn money out of her trust
accounts to purchase all she needs. Marianne is going on a journey. She has arranged everything at
the studio. She has an important role to play. She has lain in her bath for what seems like hours. She
is clean, freshly scented. Musk rose and cinnamon. The taxi has been requested. She is patient,
calmed by the endless pale circlets. She wants nothing but Christian. She understands him now,
completely. Love. How often the cycle repeats itself. She has worked hard. Everything is waiting, just
as he would want it to be. She has dispensed with dressers, set arrangers. She can create all he
needs. She, Marianne, is all he needs. She has woven cobwebs of the future, rich-gold of the
present, destroyed unnecessary jetsam of the past. He will see it and understand. The doorbell rings
and she makes her way down, down from her narrow tower to the waiting taxi. It seems she floats.
Her dress is white, pure, billowing around her limbs.
‘It is a limited edition, madam,’ the shop girl says, ‘it is French. Lacroix.’
Its sculptured form caresses her.
‘It is a dress you could never tire of, madam.’
‘Do you think Christian will tire of it?’
‘I, I'm sure that he will love it, madam.’
Marianne, too, is sure, as it sways, that he will love it too. Golden bands entwine her waist,
plaited threads of light weaving about her. Her hair lies in damp, newly-washed tendrils. She is
breathing with longing. At this late hour there is no traffic on the roads. The taxi floats through red
lights without stopping as Marianne rushes to her castle. The great door swings before her as she
enters. Within, the ceiling, floor and walls are blindingly light, and the room is scented with musk
rose and cinnamon. Marianne glides towards her waiting bed.
Christian is at the airport. The night is cool, unpleasant against his skin. He raises his head,
stares at the stars. Splinters of the moon Marianne calls them, he remembers. They seem to pierce
his heart. It is a new sensation for him. He reels, as if with shock. In the neon lights the new girl's
face seems drained of colour. A pale cameo of Marianne. Her hand seems heavy in his and does not
fit. She seems shapeless, transparent. Behind her he sees the image of Marianne as if through glass,
and she is waiting. Pure, ethereal, frightened Marianne. His child within her. A flame of tenderness
pulses through him.
Christian is kissing her hair, stroking away her tears, making old vows again which, with a sob
of joy, she knows he means.
‘We have to go!’
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The new girl's voice is coarse beside him. She takes his arm. He is shivering and, oh, so tired.
The winds wind over him, sweet-smelling, musk rose and cinnamon, and she looks at him, unshed
tears knot in pain. It is as if she is not there, as if something new and tremulous is being born
beneath the blue bruise of night. It hurts like nothing he has ever known.
Marianne is lying on the floor. There is a camera pressed against the wall and she is ready
for her filming. It is one minute to twelve, but perhaps the clock has stopped. She has learned that
he can be unreliable. Learnt that time is her enemy. She is waiting. Waiting to be found. She is pretty
and sweet-smelling, musk rose and cinnamon, bewitching in swathes of white chiffon and net, lilypale. Her lips tingle beneath the gloss. Her hair falls like a shroud. Her head is light. She seems
almost to spin gently, as if on silken waves of ebbing water. Marianne is tired.
She has worked hard, weaving waxen fruit and flowers into the tapestry of abundance. He
will appreciate it. She need not fear. She spans the day on which she rose, pink and pretty. The day
on which he did not call. The day on which the small white note within its envelope spread its
message over her. The day on which she tottered on high heels to run through two more scenes,
cocooned in confusion. Marianne is an actress, a professional. Now, she is ready for filming again.
This will be a scene to remember. How long the minutes are. The clock powerless to move the day.
Her hand reaches to touch the flower's fallen petals, already wilting. Rapunzel, Rapunzel, let down
your hair. But there is no-one to save Marianne. No one to climb her ebony tower.
Marianne is looking at herself from the inside out. Memory woven into present, dream into
reality. Marianne, who smiled and laughed. Marianne, decked in sparkling white, twirling in high
heels, incandescent. Marianne, who could not hold him. Marianne, prisoner of the lens, floating free
of tangles, rocked in her illusions, down, down, to Camelot. Marianne, half-sick of shadows.
Oh, how will he like this? The realistic insubstantiality. Did she not know she was a figment
of his imagination? That the artist's love for his creation is fickle, short-lived?
Foolish Marianne.
The way to a man's heart is through his stomach. She strokes her swollen flesh, once flat and
silent. Works and reworks fact and fantasy between her fingers. Runs him through her mind. Winds
him through her.
There are two candles at her head, sheathed in silver. She lies, luminescent, in her harvest
bower. This will be her greatest performance, her triumph, her sacrifice. Her skin glows in soft focus,
and she shivers. As the pills take hold of her she feels she is diffusing. But they will bring her sleep
until he comes. For, he will come. Marianne, Sleeping Beauty, is waiting for her prince. He will kneel,
bend to kiss her. But, whisper now, for this is the fear from which she flees. Christian will kiss her
with a lover's kiss, never to know that should she press her waiting lips to his, her kiss would be that
of a mother.
Marianne, earth mother now, is lying on the floor, concealed life within her, as she rests
upon her bed of myrtle – Marianne Ophelia.
Her eyes are closed, splintered by tiny prisms of light, falling like confetti upon her cheeks.
Soon Christian will come to gather in his harvest. Marianne is beautiful, drifting in soft,
binding weeds, drowning, for appearances are skin-deep, deceptive. Marianne, wrapped in dreams,
hears somewhere, a voice sobbing. That of one who has lost a child.
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Can You Read My Lips
Sarah Calwell
I met Rob in a nightclub when I was twenty-five years old. A man was hassling me at the bar. Rob
came over and kicked the shit out of the guy. The signs of controlling behaviour and tendency for
violence should have been obvious to me then. A year later Rob hit me for the first time. I told him if
he ever did that to me again I'd leave, that would be that, I'd be gone. Two years after that he
started hitting me regularly. I often had a broken nose or a broken cheekbone or two black eyes. I
told myself it wasn't that bad because my bones and flesh could always heal. He told me he would
change and I really believed that one day he would.
One night Rob had been drinking. I was cleaning the kitchen sink when he started accusing
me of all sorts of things. He grabbed the bottle of disinfectant and threw some of it in my face. He
sobered up quickly and helped rinse out my eyes. I was fine at first but after a week my eyes flared
up and became red and weeping with a sticky discharge. I didn't go to the doctors because I didn't
want to have to explain what Rob had done to me. Then one night I awoke in agony and my vision
was blurred. Over the next day I gradually lost my sight. The disinfectant had caused an infection and
wrecked my eyes. I blamed Rob and I blamed myself. Emotionally, I was destroyed. My life was over.
Rob left me, claiming he couldn't deal with my mood swings. I was diagnosed with clinical
depression.
After six years of barely coping without my sight I went to the hospital for a routine checkup. This is when I met you. I sat next to you in the waiting room. You said, 'Synthetic eyes, look at
this.' I could hear you shuffling some paper. From your voice I imagined you as middle-aged so I was
surprised that you were much older than this.
I didn't know if you were talking to me and I didn't want to appear rude so I acknowledged
you, 'I'm so sorry, what's that?'
'It's right here, look, in my magazine.' I felt the air current from the magazine as you wafted
it in my face.
'No, sorry, I mean, I've lost my sight, I'm blind.'
'Lost,' you sounded confused by this, 'oh, well, seems you'll get that back soon enough.'
'How do you mean?' I asked.
'I'm not entirely sure. It says here they've found a way to connect the interface between
synthetic eye implants and the brain.'
'How does it work?'
I felt you move closer to me and I felt you turn towards me. There was a connection
between us from the start.
'I think it's something to do with the eyeball and technology or something like that.'
'Would you mind if I borrow the article, only if it's no trouble?'
'No trouble at all.' I heard the page rip as you tore it from the magazine. 'You'd need a fair
bit of cash, they're only doing the procedures privately. Here, I'll write the contact number down for
you. Also, I work as a volunteer so if you ever need to chat here's my contact number.'
It wasn't really a chance meeting though, was it?
You wouldn't believe what I went through to raise money for my operation. I got my entire
family involved. We did charity jumble sales to raise money for the operation but it wasn't enough.
I contacted the NHS and explained that I would be the perfect advocate for these eyes and if they
would do the operation at no cost I would spend my entire life publicising them. I approached
Channel 4. If they'd contribute to the costs they could film a documentary detailing my journey. They
felt my back-story wasn't tragic enough. I begged my family and friends to take out loans but they
wouldn't do this. I promised them I would pay them back because wouldn't it be worth it if I could
see again?
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Then I remembered you. I was desperate and I needed some advice on how to get the
money together. You had seemed like such a nice man in the waiting room and I needed someone
who would listen. After five minutes of explaining the problem over the phone you seemed to cut
the conversation short. You phoned me back two hours later and told me you had managed to get
me some synthetic eye implants from a charitable organisation that supplied them at a subsidised
cost. I was surprised at how easy this was. I was so relieved that I was going to be able to see again
that I never questioned it.
I used my savings and more to pay for this. The procedure went well and when I awoke I
could see. It was incredible! You came to visit me in hospital after the operation with some flowers
and you wished me luck. I was surprised to find that you were a little old man. You appeared to
struggle with your movements sometimes and you told me this was arthritis. If I ever needed
someone to talk to I could phone you. You were so kind to me. When you've experienced such
deceit from someone, as I did with Rob, it's hard to trust people.
Colours seemed toxic after my operation. In the hospital room where I recovered there was
a chart on the wall of the light spectrum which I memorised. Purple, blue, turquoise, green, yellow,
orange and red. Gamma rays, x-rays and ultraviolet were at the harmful side of the chart. The yellow
lights above me felt like gamma rays. I felt like I could feel the wave as it singed the cells in my brain.
Visitors seemed ultraviolet and I felt like the eye implants were burning my sockets. All the different
colours were competing against each other. X-rays were the sounds in my head and each colour
seemed to screech. The interface connecting my eyes and brain had some side effects but I didn't
care about that because I could see.
Once my vision adjusted I began to explore my surroundings. My face had aged dramatically
because of everything I had been through. I was reminded of the scars that Rob had left on my skin.
Five years of sitting around doing nothing meant I had gained a lot of weight. I got out my old
summer dresses to try on but none of them fit me.
I decided I wanted to lose weight by doing exercise. I thought of you, the man who had been
so kind to me. You were the man who had given me my life back. I needed a walking companion but
it was mainly for the company. We were just friends, you were a lot older than me so I knew it
wouldn't be anything romantic.
You always made me laugh. Every now and then you would say something completely
inappropriate. A racist saying from years ago that wasn't intentionally racist or an innuendo during
our picnics that was never meant in that way. The cucumber salad, the peanuts, the cocktail
sausages. You never meant any harm by it but you always managed to make me laugh. One of the
funniest things I remember was when you attempted to dance Singing In The Rain. I was sitting on
the bench in the park eating a sausage roll and you got up and started jigging about. At the time I
thought it odd that a man your age and with arthritis could even contemplate doing this. You hurt
your back and I had to help you get home. This made me laugh and I completely forgot about the
inconsistency.
One day in June we walked along the road and passed the road sign with silhouettes of
children on it. We walked past the bungalow on the corner with buddleia flowers in the garden that
are simultaneously beautiful and nauseating. The drive usually had a red Audi parked on it. I thought
I was seeing in black and white. The colour had been removed from the garden. The red car was
hidden at first. Then I noticed the car was on the driveway as normal but was grey. The scene in
front of me was like a photograph negative but not as extreme as that. The shades of things had
been reversed but in a way that was pleasant.
I stopped and looked around and you asked if I was okay. We sat down at the side of the
road. The grass felt normal between my fingers. It was warm and dry but it looked like white dust.
The veins on my arms were black beneath the surface of my grey skin. I felt a pain in the back of my
head as though I had been kicked. The leaves on the trees were white and seemed to crackle. I put
my hand over my forehead, it felt hot. I felt like my head was being fried and all sound faded for a
moment. The black road. The grey bus shelter. The red post box was white. A black cat hunted
beneath the white trees. I could feel my heart racing. The branches of the white trees ran through
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them like veins. The world looked like a weird winter but I still felt the warmth from the sun. The
shadows were wrong. I started to panic. You looked weird. You looked different. I could see straight
through your sunglasses and your eyes were silver. I felt like I couldn't breathe but you told me to
stay calm, explain what was happening to me. The sound of your voice brought me back to reality
and I felt much better knowing you were there for support.
You helped me home and left me to rest. I couldn't see much inside the house so I carried a
mirror outside and sat in the back garden to look at myself. Although I could feel a few bristles on
my chin as I ran my finger over my face there was no visible sign of these. I barely had any eyebrows
and my eyes looked black. There was no logical sequence to the shade of things because the black
strap on my handbag was white. My lips were the same shade as my skin and I had very faint
eyelashes. All my features were nicely rounded with no crooked nose nor double chin. No blemishes
nor scars. My clammy skin had a sheen that made me look waxy. My arms looked like they were
made out of marble. My fuchsia pink top was white. I sat in front of the mirror pulling faces until the
sun went down. The world was calmer somehow with that vision. At night I couldn't see a thing and I
was sure my eyes had failed.
The most unusual thing about the sight was the way other faces looked. Remember, I had
lost a lot of faith in people for many years so this abnormality gave me some comfort. People had
flawless, milky skin. Their eyes were silvery. Black hair looked fair. Nobody had eyebrows. I knew
that those people didn't really look that way.
I went to the hospital the day after and explained my symptoms to the doctor. The first thing
he asked me was, 'Where did you get the implants?' He told me that my synthetic eye implants had
a flaw with them, a security vulnerability. They were connected through wireless and as they were
being updated they had been corrupted by someone trying to hack them. They're like mobile
phones, laptops or even a pacemaker. Anything connected to the internet can be hacked.
The doctor explained that I was seeing in de-saturated infrared. Infrared is on the safe side
of the chart. The doctor told me to check my bank account and he wanted me to do this whilst I was
at the hospital. I went online and as usual typed in my PIN number and my password. My bank
account had been wiped clean about five minutes earlier. My account was overdrawn. Both my
credit cards had been used. Everything I had was stolen. I was told that the implants would need to
be removed.
This morning I realised the full extent of what had happened to me and what you had done
to me. I can live with infrared sight but now I feel like I want to rip the implants out myself. I want to
wash them with disinfectant because they feel unclean. As I looked in the mirror this morning after
my shower I asked out loud how I could have been violated. I realised there was only one way you
could have done this to me.
My mum once had her car broken into in a high rise car park. She had to drive home with a
broken window and a hole where the CD player had been removed. She cried on the drive home
because she knew that someone else had been sitting where she sat and their filthy hands had been
touching where she touched. They had violated her space and it was even worse because she didn't
know who that person was. She had conjured up an image of an animal. A slavering drug addict with
soiled hands. This is how I feel about my situation, except that I know who it was. It was you.
The mirror steamed up as I looked at my reflection this morning. I wiped the mirror with my
hand. My hair was wet from the shower. The knot at the front of my towel came undone and it
slipped away from my body. I grabbed it and as I stood up straight and retied the knot something
terrible came into my mind. I realised that someone else was watching me. They were watching my
reflection at the same time I was watching myself. They were watching me through my own eyes.
You know all my passwords and what I look like naked. You know what I ate for my breakfast
this morning. I have no savings left so I can't afford replacement implants. I have a dilemma. I can
either have the implants removed and have no vision or I can live with the implants and continue my
life with you. If I change my PIN numbers and passwords then you'll know what I change them to.
You might see the world through my eyes but only while they're open. You can't hear and you can't
see my thoughts.

Can You Read My Lips

As I sit in the back garden and look at myself in the mirror I want you to read my lips.
'I know that right at this moment you're watching me.'
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My Hero
Walter James
Diaspora is my hero. She's alive and on the wind.
Her life support is tiny and on it her hopes are pinned.
Her sensors are all active, a home must soon be found.
Any dank and dusty corner to her is fallow ground.
Moist in the dewy morning, her body starts to grow.
Her purpose is fulfilling as her juices start to flow.
Sunshine is her powerhouse. Warmth is what she needs
Green shoots are soon to follow ensuring she succeeds.
A little rain's a blessing that will help her on her way
As roots and leaves develop that will help secure her stay.
A long hot spell and drying out will send her back to sleep.
Her green will turn to yellow as it parches in the heat.
A dry spell that continues means dormant she will lie.
And if it is persistent she will ebb away and die.
But for all her kind who perish countless others will survive.
So this blue and living planet will be evergreen and thrive.
To the farmer and the gardener, it's all a different thing.
Success must now be certain so technology they bring
To ground that's tilled and well prepared, with fertiliser changed
They add seed that's bred and certified and weather that's arranged.
The rest of us use tarmac to keep back all this rough.
Bricks and mortar we surround with plastic flowers are enough.
But while many of us use walls and glass to keep green things at bay
The garden has an open roof so nature has its way.
The gardener is a warrior who's always there on call.
If he's failing in his duty all his work goes to the wall.
To him unwanted greenery is sneered at and called weeds
He plans things in his potting shed and hopes that he succeeds.
His plants must have a purpose, either beauty or to eat.
Those spores that carry on the wind give him blisters and sore feet.
But plants have laws like we do, the fittest hold the sway
And the weak ones that the gardener plants would never have their day.
But the gardener's ever vigilant with weed and pest he'll toil
So that all his precious treasures are not elbowed from the soil.
He's a man with keen eye and a will that’s strong
To fix what needs fixing, and right what is wrong.
He turns over the soil and buries the weeds.
He uses his tools for whatever it needs

My Hero

To change all of his garden to a haven of order
With marigolds and pansies round every border.
As he mulls and enjoys his lunchtime soup
It may never spring to his mind
That with Diaspora he'd evolved from
An earlier soup of a primordial kind.
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The Tide Was Out – extract from a novel
Ross Hamilton
I close the fridge door and let out a contented, almost euphoric sigh, glad of the breath of cool from
the interior, and the beers. Bottle necks knotted with fingers, the promise of earned refreshment in
both hands. There is a welcome chill transmitted to the soles of my bare feet from the painted
concrete floor, normally that chill makes this place hard to live in, but not on a day like this, blue
skies, hot sun, and just enough of a breeze to keep the midges down.
I wander back through the small cottage, stepping down from the modern extension that
holds the fridge and the dining table, and move from new to old, a slalom through the short narrow
hall, slightly sideways to get around a ladder leading to the cosy wee upstairs bedroom. I enter the
kitchen and roughly place the bottles on the table, hands prone, careful not to let any roll off, sure to
smash on the hard concrete floor. The low window behind the table is open to the front of the
house. I look out at so much that I love… people, sun, water, the west coast, almost tempted to
pinch myself at this uncommonly clement weather. I shake my head with disbelief, reach into a
drawer for a bottle opener and turn back to the table at the window, in time to see one of the lads
out on the water capsize in his wobbly kayak. He flounders and then stands up, making a mockery of
his buoyancy vest. The water around him is only two feet deep.
The tide is out.
He rolls the kayak back over and starts to drag it back to shore, smiling, laughing and
beckoning for help, as it is too full and heavy to empty out alone. I squint through the brightness at
him, he looks like a photograph, an image on a postcard, or a sun-bleached memory from
somewhere else, somewhere warmer than this… wading soaked through brilliant turquoise water,
lapping and lightening to the colour of the pinkish yellow shell sand beneath as it shallows to
become beach, encroached upon by fingers of shattered volcanic rock as it reaches land. The sun
high above gives the water a brilliant reflective quality, up-lighting his face, rippling waters glinting
like a million tiny mirrors bobbing on corks. I move closer to the window, basking in the warmth, I
reach my head back, yawn, and fresh liquid blue from above fades to white and yellow. I bring my
head forward and let the wave rush through me, stretch my arms, then rub the newly blinked
moisture from my eyes, sun-distressed greens, silvering heather and pale straw gold on the hills
opposite, watery turquoise, pinks and yellows in front… and below, more green and earthiness
bordered by hard blacks and greys as shore becomes hillside. Rocks broken in places by lichen ash
white, washed out blue greys lumped and tumbled in others. This is a dream, a Scotland few of us
ever get to see, and I am glad of it.
'Stu... STU... hurry up with the beers, man, I've got a serious thirst on here.' It's another of
the lads; we call him T, although his name is nothing like that. He is sat at the big round picnic table
just off to the side of the open window, attaching a lure to his rod, desperate to take the big boat
out and go fishing. I respond like a theatrically harassed, yet happily contented host, surrounded by
the greatest company.
'I'm coming…I'm coming,' I shout through the window. ‘Settle down man… anyway, the
weather's too good for fishing, we should go to the big beach, take everybody, the dogs… a frisbee…
and a football, build a fire… loads of beer… soak it all up, don't head back until the sun sets… you up
for it?' T comes to the window.
'Aye, you've nailed it.' He turns, adjusts his sunglasses then wrecks the pose by placing his
hands on hips, beaming a smile, as excited as I am with this day's new found potential.
I stare out across the rippling inlet in front of us, almost smug, too overjoyed at this weather
as only a Scot can be… again I shake my head to myself, bite my bottom lip and taste the sea salt
from my own wee kayak adventure earlier in the day. I grab my shoes and my shades, catching a
bitter tinge of last night's wood smoke as I pass through the small living room. Aiming for the door, I
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catch a foot on the edge of the rug, almost dropping the beers; I compose myself, smile, and head
out in to the sun, commanding attention, raising my voice steadily to a shout.
'Right troops, TO THE BEACH… all aboard the jolly rodgerer!'
Soph and the others roll their eyes at the pun, looking up from their sunbaked reclines on
the short tumbling lawn, shading eyes and creasing magazines.
'Sounds good,' offers Soph, stretching for an empty gin glass, bumping teeth on ice and lime.
'I'm still takin' a rod,' chances T from near the picnic table.
'Hhhmm, ok,’ I sigh, 'Cool man… right, if that lure is on? You get some more beers, and a
coolbox and stuff, and eh Soph, can you get the lifejackets? I'll haul the boat in.'
****
The big boat creaks and thunders as it nudges through the swell. We boarded a few minutes ago
within the very sheltered shore lee in front of the cottage, itself within an inlet, the swell calmed by
a narrow channel that leads to a wide flooding marsh for a couple of miles beyond us, spilling inland.
The waters are often lazy in this channel, but the tide can move quickly, and the swell can build
without warning as the shelter of the inlet is left behind in the collar of the bay. We are heading out
to sea, challenging the might of the North Atlantic… albeit briefly, so we can circumnavigate the long
rocky shoal to our left. It reaches out for a few hundred metres into this infamously treacherous
coastal reach of the Sea of the Hebrides – our own stretch of the vast Atlantic Ocean – and this rocky
margin is the barrier that allows our favourite beach to remain. We must go straight out for a
distance, safely beyond the arm of rocks before turning to face the shore again, looping almost back
on ourselves and heading around and beyond the jagged obstacle, then steaming straight for the big
beach and a dramatic landing amid tumbling waves. The boat ambles forward, the small outboard
opened up full, causing numbness in my left hand from its vibration. I hold it tight. Everybody on
board is looking across the choppy sea and erupting rocks to our left and south, at the vast pinkish
white crescent of the big beach. It is almost a mile in length, and nearly as far away now, usually
tormented by thundering waves and howling gales, but today appearing like the first landfall of
some desert paradise. The beach itself was used for shelling practice in the lead up to the Normandy
landings, and as such, the large dune system behind the beach is still full of spent casings. The dunes
are soft and shifting, but are harder than I can imagine, able to stop both the violence of nature and
the violence of men. In the other direction, back out to sea, the initially steep, then broad-backed
avenue of beach gives views to the small isles of Muck, Eigg, and Rum that are unparalleled... the
mountains of Rum sitting behind the fulcrum slants of Muck and Eigg, giving the impression from
this angle of one vast volcanic remnant, the heart blown out in some ancient cataclysm.
There are eight of us and three dogs aboard, and I am only too aware of the responsibility
that lies with me. Faces are set hard but cheery against the spray; Soph is button cute in a child's
orange buoyancy vest, worn open as she is too small for the adult vests, and just too big to close it
comfortably. We pass agitated buoys marking lobster pots, and the swell builds more quickly than I
remember. I had not seen any white horses from the house as a warning, and there are no breakers
near us yet, but we are surrounded by massive run-rig waves that have appeared as the rocky
bottom beneath us readies itself to tumble deeper. This gives a confused sea, and waves of the sort
that could hide a man between peak and trough, with enough frequency to cause alarm. I see some
larger looking swells and white tips ahead, and begin calculating. I am a maritime novice; however I
have it on good authority that this particular sea condition is caused by a conflict in direction
between wind and tide. I make a quick appreciation of the conditions and come to a decision. I try to
speak loudly over the din of the engine to the rest of my motley crew, not shouting so as not to
alarm.
'The waves are too big to turn the boat around safely out there… I'm going to turn back and
head for the break in the rocks.'
'WHAAAAT?' query the chorus, in unison.
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'WAVES TOO BIG, GOING THE OTHER WAY.' There are many pleased-looking nodding heads
at this… I am amazed that none of them have mentioned their – by now obvious – discontent at the
conditions so far… maybe I have come across as too confident? None of us aboard this boat really
knows what we are doing, and there is always a chance that not a soul among us wants to come
across as a big feardie…
I throttle back, so as to tread water against the swell, waiting for a converging wave, or just a
big lazy one with a sufficiently broad back to turn upon. We bob up and across a few awkward
crests, the chance comes and I throttle up to full, turning hard right. The boat lurches sickeningly,
everyone aboard grabs for everything and everyone else, the terror lasts only a few seconds and the
boat lurches the other way before straightening out... then tumbles back into the advancing trough,
as the speed of the wave overtakes us. The back of the boat lifts awkwardly as we are caught by the
next rushing wave, then the front of the boat lifts as if remembering that the small outboard can't
push us faster than the swell… and so we surf, albeit briefly before slipping back into another trough,
an unsettling effect. Soon enough, I locate the only break in the rocky shoal.
I have been warned about this narrow channel. The waves begin to flatten as we draw
within a hundred yards of what I have identified as the break. I turn to the right again.
'Someone keep an eye out over the bows for rocks… NOW… come on… I need you up there.'
I am using a paternally serious tone, the boat is a commotion of stepped on dogs and shuffling
landlubbers; eventually T gets to the bows and looks over, beginning to understand the seriousness
of it all. He takes on his new navigational role with aplomb.
'Clear… Left a bit… YES. Straight now man… and, keep that way,' wildly waving and pointing,
'eh, yeah… keep bearing right… to counter the swell.' I give a confident nod of thanks for the advice,
then throttle up to full again hoping to punch quickly through this narrow channel, and out into the
deep blue beyond. I can see the green spectres of rocks reaching up to only a metre or so below us
on either side, and the blackness of depths between. I find my eye drawn dangerously to a large
crack on the centreboard housing.
****
The first owner – Soph's grandfather – purchased the vessel in 1973, and within weeks had become
a little too adventurous, attempting to sail it through this very channel in the wrong conditions: the
centreboard collided shatteringly with one of the rocks below us now, and did lasting damage. The
boat limped home, but has never sailed properly since; the small outboard is much more reliable,
and does not need a centreboard, thankfully. I seem to remember his son – Soph's father – advising
me to avoid using this channel unless absolutely necessary, and that it's best navigated when the
rocks are just visible above the surface… or was it just below the surface? If they were just below,
how could you tell that was the case? I can't remember… I only have a memory for the big stuff, not
the small details...
Presently, I have no time for deliberation.
The engine noise parabolas as the rock vectored twisting surf and currents grab at the
propeller, and the boat inches waveringly across eddies and through the channel. The sun beats
down on us, the salt on our skin seeming to magnify its effect. The faces around me look worried,
but brave, there is no chatter, just eyes drawn to the lumpen rocks around and beneath us.
We lurch downward, and a dark, lumpen wave breaks to our right, its angle splitting and
altering as it crashes across the submerged rocks. It bursts over, through and between, gathering
pace as it is channelled, thundering into the hull; it seems to suck the boat back toward the lurking
and historic rock I have been so desperate to avoid.
There is grinding, crunching, cracking, as the water retreats between waves and leaves the
boat foundering, jammed, one corner beneath the transom resting on rock, twisting the boat out of
line. I throttle up and throw my own weight forward to release us, but I'm not quick enough, the
prop grinds against rock, screaming and foaming.
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The next wave picks the front of the boat up and throws the full half-ton of fibreglass and
teak against the unforgiving mass of black rock, shattering the hull with a crude tearing and causing
it to twist, tipping us toward the water… My arm twists awkwardly at the shoulder as the aft section
of the smashed hull seems to rear up behind me and I slide forward, my arm still gripping the
throttle, the engine attached to something rising violently above me, my head struck by something
metallic from behind, my mind awash with a piercing tone. There is a spray of fuel and the full
weight of transom and engine crashes into my head and neck again with a cracking sound, and then
there is blackness…
****
I cough, and spit out some briny water; I can taste or smell fuel. Opening my eyes, wiping the salt
away, I feel the sun burning at my face, yet I shiver as I float in the water, it's so cold I can hardly
breathe, this water is like ice… around me there is screaming… shouting… barking… only the dogs
have made it to the rocks so far, I feel something heavy and soft brush against my legs beneath the
water, and I pull back, then with shock I shudder and flounder recognising the feeling of wet hair
slipping past my shins, beneath the water I grab frantically as it sinks away from me, I try to look to
see what it is, but my buoyancy aid is up around my chin and won't let me.
I kick out and feel some rock beneath my feet. I point my toes to balance on the sharp rock,
bracing against the confused swell, losing contact, and scrabbling to find it again. I slip the
cumbersome buoyancy aid over my head, holding it tight in my hand as I push off again from the
rock, out into the tumbling water, forcing my head beneath the freezing surface, using the buoyancy
aid as a float. My eyes struggle to focus, my head hammers with pain.
I come back up and gasp for air, arms across the half submerged buoyancy aid… I see
another one, its orange vest shape empty, zip never closed, floating in the confused water, its
occupant nowhere to be seen. I let mine go, and dive down, the spectral green rocks turning ashen
grey and liquid black as I kick downwards, the sunlight green from the waters above. I see a sinking
body, limp, small, golden hair floating, radiating outward. I kick harder, I try to shout but just bubble
and swallow the brine, I kick harder and harder, reaching, body jarring with the effort. I get a handful
of her vest-top and haul the weight toward me, but it won’t budge. My vision seems to have a static
fuzz element to its edges. I hold her tight to me as I try to kick upward off the rocks but I don't have
enough force left in my tiring limbs, my feet slipping further down, shins and knees tearing against
barnacles… I try again as I must find the strength. There is a cord around her ankle, it's tight but I get
fingers into the loops and slip them over the foot, I can't see what is at the other end.
I don't seem to have it free… Yes I do… I kick up again but seem unable to swim higher… the
weight hauling me downward… an image of letting go, to surface, get air and swim back down
crosses my mind, but I can't… I must find the strength now, there is no time… I DO have the
strength… I WON'T stop… I CAN’T… Not now… Not her… Not me… Not us… Never us… I kick again,
but all I can seem to do is fall further, I kick, we sink, I can't tell which way is up… I can't see… I gasp…
I swallow… I won't let go…
Something approaches, from the black it strikes.

My heart stops.
The shock opens my eyes to searing light.
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The Accused – a story in 100 words
Dea Parkin
‘You ruined my mother’s life.’
The teenager on my doorstep has her father’s cheekbones.
‘Scarlett? Come in.’
She refuses coffee: a pity. Small talk makes it difficult to stand and accuse.
‘You seduced my father!’
Well… He was attractive and fun, and we were bored witless in that office. He said he’d
leave his wife; then came her shocking news. So he stayed, made the honourable sacrifice.
I moved away. He phoned me to admit he’d confessed. I expected his wife to come calling,
not their daughter seventeen years later. So did I ruin her mother’s life? Sorry, not guilty.
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D J Harrison
‘Funky Junk.’
Crispin’s PA announced the next pitch for the advertising and PR contract. A tall man with
dark hair and alarming eyebrows walked in flanked by two blondes, one in a short skirt and the other
in a shorter one. Both wore skin tight yellow and green T-shirts that had ‘A TASTE OF THE SUN’ in
exactly the place he was looking.
‘Funky Junk?’ Crispin asked.
‘Funky Junk indeed. My name is Mac, I’m here to show you what Funky Junk can do for your
product.’
Good start, thought Crispin, at least relatively speaking. The previous two agencies had
turned up in person only to explain why they couldn’t take the job. The other two hadn’t even
bothered to show up. At least this lot weren’t giving up before they started.
‘We’re absolutely convinced that you’ll want to place your account with us when you see
what we have in mind for your most excellent product,’ Mac began to gush. Crispin’s attention went
back to the girls. Those weren’t T-shirts, he realised, that was body paint. When he looked closely he
could see every detail of their upper torsos. Crispin stopped listening to whatever his name was and
looked ever more closely.
Mac’s grinning face intruded. ‘First thing we need is a new name. Solusol is no good. We’ll
have to do a complete re-brand. Sol is the sun, it’s even a Mexican beer, so not too bad. But Solusol
sounds like an industrial chemical, not a fun drink for people to enjoy.’
Crispin made a note to ask the lab guys if there was any mileage in using Solusol as some
kind of solvent or even a fuel for alternative vehicles. He imagined petrol stations selling it. Solusol,
he wrote, the low carbon, sustainably sourced alternative to fossil fuels. The answer to global
warming, the saviour of the polar bears and baby dolphins. He looked up, Mac was still enthusing in
gusts, scrolling through images on a tablet screen, high on his own excitement.
‘And here is our pièce de resistance, our number one idea, the difference maker. This,’ he
paused dramatically before a dancing bottle bounced onto the screen, ‘is Samba Gold, the essence
of Brazil, the heart of the carnival, the quintessential South American character, the drink that puts
soul into salsa, and fun into funky. It’s the young vibrant spirit of a young vibrant continent. It’s
where it’s all happening, it’s what it’s all about, it’s where we’re all wanting to be. Samba Gold, the
essence of Brazil, distilled from pure sunlight, flavoured with delicate fragrances, a delight to be
savoured, the –’
‘Hold on,’ Crispin interjected, ‘have you tasted it?’
‘Er,’ Mac looked upset at being halted in full flow, ‘not exactly. We sniffed the bottle you
sent with the brief but it had obviously gone off so we poured it down the sink. Our office stunk for
days, we had to have the drains cleaned before the smell became bearable.’
‘That was it,’ Crispin said. ‘It hadn’t gone off. That’s what it always smells like.’
Mac’s face crashed into glum mode. Even the girls in their body paint stopped dancing about
as if sensing that something really bad was happening and that even jiggling their breasts wasn’t
going to help.
‘Really?’ Mac was doing an impression of a ruptured balloon, his mouth was stuck open and
expelling air but without the usual accompanying sounds. Even the Girl from Ipanema was quiet, the
soundtrack stilled by Mac’s stabbing finger, much to Crispin’s relief. He watched Mac do fish
impressions, then slowly begin to regain some semblance of his original poise.
‘I see,’ Mac gulped a few times, ‘you want us to sell a drink with a vile taste. OK, it’s do-able.
Lots of drinks taste awful, let’s be honest. There’s Jagermeister for a start, they get away with tasting
like cough medicine. Then there’s neat whisky, that’s not exactly delicious. Bourbon scalds your
throat, vodka tastes like petrol. So, not a biggie, we can adapt. Make it a positive. Hey! Here’s one
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off the top, let’s call it Skunk Juice or something like that. No? Anyway we’ll get right on to a radical
rebranding exercise. Don’t worry, we’ll have this one nailed, just give us some time. Oh, and we’ll
need a much bigger budget. Ten million ain’t nearly enough for this baby.’
Mac gathered up his props and left. It was only when the girls turned around to walk out
that Crispin realised that their skirts were also painted on. He was tempted to call them back so that
he could take a better look but he’d really had enough of Mac by now. He might represent the only
game in town but it wasn’t one he wanted to play. Skunk Juice indeed. If that was the best that
Funky Junk could come up with then they were all screwed.
When Crispin thought of the word screwed his thoughts turned to Laura. He’d ask her. Why
not? She moved in those arty circles, didn’t she? There were those friends of hers she was always
going on about, what were their names? Shay and Jez? According to her, these guys were the
creative equivalent of Batman and Robin. Surely they’d be able to help?

Twenty-Four Hours

Twenty-Four Hours
Victoria Walsh
Charlie… where was he? Panic pumped blood to her heart causing her to catch her breath, then she
remembered. Warm wetness spread underneath, denim distancing her from it momentarily.
Blurriness took away a sense of time. Humiliation fastened her to the mattress, pinning her legs. Her
spine bent to the shape of the springs. Lying still she could feel the coils uncurling to take her under,
bury her.
Her leg twitched in resistance. She must move. Charlie. Her stomach, a hollow space
horizontal, erupted in violent fashion once half vertical. Her shaking hand with clinging sweat held
fast to the sheets, fearful to let go. She would die in this room. No. Charlie. She lowered herself to
the hard cold floor desperate to feel some water in her mouth. Her jeans held tight to her bottom,
unsuitable for a heavy storm, slowing her quest.
The stainless steel shone, enticing her forward, her tongue bristling. Her protruding bones
rose and fell until her fingers reached the tap and with great strength she twisted to give herself
relief. Her legs twitched and buckled, unable to hold her weight. She caught her head against the rim
of the seat and her nostrils flayed at the stench of stagnant urine.

She was alive. She was utterly alive. She saw things clearly. How they should be. Charlie was with
her. He was two years old and his big brown eyes made her want to squeeze him until he couldn’t
breathe. He was so damn cute. She loved him with all her heart. Why didn't everyone know she
loved him?

‘When can I see him?’ She held the receiver nervously, wanting to slam it down and never pick it
back up again but that wouldn't stop him. Her eyes darted around the screen of the mute TV. ‘Izzy
come on! I want to see my son!’
Damn he was persistent. ‘Okay, alright… how about Saturday around ten?’ She glanced
around at the littered carpet, toys intermixed. The time away from Charlie could certainly be put to
good use.
By the time Dwain arrived at ten she’d done most of the housework, she no longer needed
time alone. Nerves had engulfed her since five in the morning, forcing her awake. She hated Charlie
out of her sight and she hated him seeing his dad even more. Every time she had to let him go her
guts would roll and twist until she ended up on the loo, she wouldn't eat and her mouth became dry
needing replenishment. Fear of him never returning hung heavy. The day Dwain had confirmed her
fears was still raw. She reasoned if it could happen once it could happen again but the courts hadn't
listened.
They'd never had much in common but he had bought her plenty of drinks and the sex had
been great. As she looked from father to son, Dwain’s big smile beaming down, she realised how
much Charlie resembled him. She hated him for taking what was hers.
‘Be back by five.’ She scowled as she shoved him Charlie’s panda bag.
‘Thanks, okay, say see you later Mummy.’ Dwain helped Charlie lift his pudgy hand to
accentuate his leaving.
‘For God’s sake just go.’ She angrily slammed the door after him causing her to experience a
sudden stillness. Loneliness.
As her body threatened to split into two her arms covered her torso to keep it together. She
had to be stronger than this. Tears were gulped back down as she staggered to the fridge, in need of
what she knew she couldn’t live without. The cool spirit numbed the rage – only she hadn’t
anticipated it would take the whole bottle.
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Five came in a blur.
The coolness of the air rocked her back and forth as Dwain’s face was scrunched in hers.
‘You’re pissed!’
‘No… I'm… not.’
When had she stopped? She tried to dredge up the day’s events… cleaning… frenzy… fridge…
sofa… ohhh…
‘Where’s Ch… Charlie?’ She lurched forward, instinct drawing her to a car she could barely
see.
Dwain’s voice rose, hands shrugged her away… a squeal of tyres brought her to…
Charlie.
‘You’ve got a problem, Izzy, Charlie’s not safe with you.’
‘Bring him back!’ She wished it was Dwain’s ear she was shouting into and not his mother’s,
‘You can’t keep him, not again, he’s mine!’
‘He’s not just yours, Izzy, he has a dad too and Grandma and Grandad who love him and
don’t see enough of him. It’ll do you good to have a break.’
Bastards. ‘I’m coming to get him!’
Bastards. ‘Now where did I put my damned purse?’ Wishing she'd never tidied up she
rummaged around for an hour. Tears spilled down her cheeks, she needed Charlie... Her body
faltered, falling onto the sofa, sobbing for her Charlie, unable to bring him back.
She was out of her mind by the time the buses started Sunday morning. Her banging head a
reminder of how much she hated Dwain. When she had first started drinking she had transformed
into a social butterfly and Dwain couldn't get enough of her, he had encouraged it until it had
drained her of her colour. Once he heard about the souvenir that would become Charlie he had
wanted him but not her. Every time he lashed out the drink was there for her. No one threatened to
take that away.
She stood at the end of his mum's street to see an ambulance parked outside the house.
No... what's he done... ‘Charlie!’ Her brain kick-started her legs, the pulse on her neck
throbbing... Charlie.
‘Charlie!’ She beat her fists against the ambulance doors. Confused, she realised they were
locked, ran down the path and burst into the house, ‘Charlie! Where is he? Is he hurt?’
Dwain's head spun to meet her accusing eyes, his own reddened. ‘Thought you were coming
last night?’ he scoffed.
She scanned the room. ‘Fuck off Dwain, where's Charlie?’
At that point she saw the conglomerate of faces staring back at her. Dwain's dad lay on the
floor with paramedics over him.
‘Where's Charlie?’
‘Is that all you can think about?’ Dwain tutted in disgust, ‘You, you did this,’ his finger
wavered toward his dad, ‘all the stress you've caused!’
‘What you talking about, Dwain? It was you who took Charlie!’
‘Only because I didn't want to leave him with a pissed-up mother!’
‘You've always wanted him but you're not having him... you hear me? Over my dead bo–’
‘Hey, hey, can you both show some respect. Your mum needs you.’ The paramedic gestured
towards Dwain.
‘It should be you lying there... ’ Dwain turned and protectively put his arm around his mum's
shoulder. Izzy saw her opportunity and headed towards the stairs.
She heard Charlie in the spare bedroom talking to himself.
‘Awh sweetie there you are, Mummy's missed you, have you missed Mummy?’
The heavy feet on the steps twisted her stomach. She quickly scooped Charlie into her arms
and grabbed his coat from behind the door.
‘You're not taking him!’
‘I am and you can't stop me!’ She pushed passed his intimidation in the doorway.
He looked at her in disgust. ‘I can smell it on you! Look at yourself... you're a mess!’

Twenty-Four Hours

‘You didn't mind me drinking when it suited you! You drive me to it!’ His cheeks flushed and
she stomped downstairs back to the living room. ‘Say bye to Charlie, Rita, you won't be seeing him
anytime soon.’
‘Bitch! You're not getting away with this, Izzy!’
‘Dwain, you can't let–’ she heard Rita object.
‘Don't worry we'll get him back and this time it will be for good, I promise.’
He said something else she couldn’t hear and his mum reluctantly nodded. Her heart
quickened and as Charlie's arms reached out for his dad she felt momentary bitterness towards him
for a few seconds as she stormed out of the house.
As she strode away Charlie soon became heavy in her arms. Her energy was zapped but she
could not risk waiting for the bus, she had to get away so she headed through the park.
Half way across she felt exhausted. Wishing she had thought to bring his pushchair she
cursed as the adrenalin mixed with last night's vodka was making her head woozy and her hands
began to shake.
‘Shall we go see some ducks, Charlie? Some quack-quacks? We'll just have a few minutes.’
Relieved no one had followed her she sat on the bench. Charlie gravitated towards the ducks
wobbling to the grass before falling on his padded behind. She remembered his first steps, holding
onto the edge of the sofa as he steadied himself before letting go, his chubby legs barely able to hold
him up but he had done it. She’d never been so proud. So she couldn't understand the fleeting
thought to push him into the artificial lake. The first time she had had the thought to harm him she
had seen Dwain's face not his and the relief that Dwain wouldn't be able to have him engulfed her.
She thought it must be the booze but then it happened when she was sober. She put it to the back
of her mind but it scared her that her mind could betray her like that.
The air felt damp and the mist hung low. She hadn’t realised how chilly it had become. She
took a swig of heat to pep her up. Charlie would be okay, he had his new winter coat on.
‘Shame we haven’t got any bread to feed the quack-quacks, Charlie.’ He seemed content
amongst the ducks.
Her eyes closed, she felt weary of fighting and struggling. The last twenty-four hours flashed
through her mind and the fact that Ralph was gone caught up with her. She felt a twinge of sadness
but more for Rita than Dwain. She checked herself, the whole family had conspired against her,
wanting to take Charlie from her, at least now there was one less to contend with. She gulped down
the guilt.
From silence rose sharp voices making her jump and she spun expecting to see Dwain.
Instead she saw a blurred red arm waving. She cocked her head unable to comprehend... her instinct
drawing her close to Charlie. A familiar-looking lad frantically waved his arm in her direction. Charlie
imitating the ducks was oblivious, she saw the dog's open salivated jaw as it pounded towards them.
‘Charlie!’ Anticipating an attack she threw herself on her son before the dog could; knocking
them both to the ground she thought she heard the crack of dry twigs. Charlie's shriek filled her ears
before deafness fell.

Ten minutes and her life had changed for good. She'd only needed a few stitches but they'd insisted
on doing a scan because she'd been unconscious for so long, but she knew it had probably been the
hit of the booze. In protecting Charlie she had cracked one of his ribs. The bloody dog had only been
after the ducks.
She knew now that her instinct was to protect him, she would never intentionally hurt him
but Dwain didn't see it like that, suggesting she was hallucinating, blaming the drink. Had she been?
She couldn't remember. He'd reported her to social services and was going to apply for a residence
order. Until the case went to court it was thought for the best if he stayed with his dad. Her
confusion and the alcohol fumes had swayed that decision.
She couldn't live without Charlie and she was sick of Dwain ruining her life. She was
determined to sort things out, for good. With each drink Izzy's fantasies grew. Dwain would never
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see his son again. He'd done it to himself. He'd made her like this. Charlie... the pain numbed when
she drank but it never fully went. She couldn't stand it.
The funeral was today and Charlie was being looked after Dwain’s ex, Lisa. Izzy was livid.
Stuffing some clothes into a bag she phoned for a taxi. She was his mum, for God’s sake, Lisa
couldn't stop her from taking him.
‘Wait here, I'll be back in a minute!’
‘Okay love.’
She ran up to the door to see if was unlocked. ‘Lisa! Lisa!’
‘She's gone out love, about ten minutes ago,’ shouted over the neighbour.
‘Do you know where they've gone?’
‘No but they headed down there,’ she nodded down the street. Thank God for nosy
neighbours. She hopped back into the taxi, ‘Drive that way will you. I'll tell you when to stop.’
As they drove there was no sign then she passed Ralph's local, ‘Stop here. Please wait, I
won't be long.’
‘Your money love.’
She entered the pub and she saw them. Lisa, Charlie and Dwain looking quite the picture.
They were talking to a lad, a lad that she realised looked really familiar except he wasn't wearing a
red hoodie this time and didn't have a vicious looking dog with him. Rage boiled her blood rising to
her head in seconds, she sprang towards Dwain, picking up a knife left next to half a pork pie and
slashed the smile that resembled her son's.

Her eyes were fixated on the urine-stained pot, she should have been repulsed but all fight had left
her. Without Charlie the drink had won. She'd thought she would get help but the only help she'd
got was how to get booze in.
Blood trickled down the side of her face. What had she turned into?
‘What the hell are you doing, Smith?’
Jerking her head to the irritated voice above, her vision blurred. Her hand felt the blood and
the contents of her stomach erupted again.
‘Urgh you sick fuck, right that's it, am getting ’em in here!’ Her cell mate's hand rose to the
buzzer and she knew that that one action would lead her to isolation. She couldn't be alone. The
edges of her vision blackened. She saw Charlie's pudgy face, his big brown eyes and cheeky grin. She
saw Dwain's face reflected in his and rage turned into helplessness, plunging her body into her own
vomit.

Just Because

Just Because
Wendy M Stuart
Just because I’m getting old
Doesn’t mean I cannot hear,
Or recognise the little lies,
Of those who think I’m blind, not wise;
Doesn’t mean I cannot see
The truth of life surrounding me,
And feel with unexpected passion
Thoughts of hidden satisfaction.
Just because I’m going grey,
And recognise my Yesterday,
Doesn’t mean I cannot smell
The pink carnations, grown in drills,
Cut to wear with rosy frills;
Doesn’t mean I cannot take
A holiday to Chinese Maine
And travel club class on a plane;
Doesn’t mean I cannot look
At young men serving Gin and It,
Tempting thoughts now to its limit.
Swaying thus with nine inch hips,
With twinkling eyes and smiling lips.
My body might be eighty-five
But only thinks its twenty-five.
Who knows?
Who cares?
I do.
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Know Your Enemy
Jeanette Greaves
Alone, orphaned, the twins stood by the road. They had left their old lives. They had left their wives
and children, to protect them. Their parents were murdered.
Anthony spoke. “We have to weaken the White Pack and draw attention away from
Lancashire and our kids. We need to track down the Whites. We need somewhere where people
meet, and talk, and do business. Our enemies need to do business with the outside world. We’ll go
to Paris. We’ll find them, and kill them.”
They travelled on foot to Paris, changing to their wolf forms to hunt, their human forms to
work. When they arrived, they rented a small room. They tried to draw out the enemy, letting their
names be known. They took care not to let others know where they lived, but were otherwise rash.
Nothing happened. They spent moonlit moments in wolf form, spraying their scent around the city.
They sought revenge, though Anthony wondered if it wasn't their own deaths they searched for. He
dreamed of his family, Frances and Mark, and in every dream they were murdered whilst he ran
away. He woke with their names on his lips, hoping desperately that his dreams were false.
One night, working a shift in a bar, he wondered if he should just place a classified ad.
“Rogue werewolves seek fight with religious inbreds. Reply to Box Number 87.” He was in a foul
mood, and his employer had noticed.
“Hey, we hired you because you’re good-looking and charming, you bring the ladies in!
Leave your problems at home and smile.”
Anthony allowed himself one glare at the boss, then put on a professional face and started
to chat to the customers. He loathed bar work, he loathed the smoke, the punters, and the
boredom. Time was passing, and he wasn’t drawing out the Whites. It was a relief when a barrel
needed changing, and he went downstairs to sort it out. He returned to find his twin leaning against
the other side of the bar, explaining to the boss that whilst he had no moral objection to pouring
drinks, he would prefer to be paid for it. The boss spotted Anthony.
“Oh, twins. I see, funny.”
Anthony shrugged, he could see this particular job ending quickly and acrimoniously. He
made a show of looking for customers then muttered, “Buy a bloody drink, or I get the sack.” Tomas
pushed some cash across the bar.
“Get one yourself. I’ve got news,” he said, smiling broadly.
“Good news?”
“Perhaps. Remember me marking that corner near the Champs Elysée last week? You told
me it was pointless, because the humans piss on it all the time...”
Anthony scowled. “And?”
“I got a reply.” Tomas’s smile was getting broader by the minute. “A female, alone.”
“Female? You sure?”
“Yes.”
“So?” Anthony leaned across the bar, whispering now.
Tomas looked at him, puzzled. “So… we’re going to track her down.”
Anthony shrugged. “No. We don’t want a mate. We have families.”
Tomas rolled his eyes. “Miriam won’t wait for me, I’m sure of that.”
His brother shook his head. “What makes you think this woman wants to meet us?”
“She pissed on my mark. That’s a come-on, isn’t it?”
“Or a threat. Look, our job is to deal with the White pack, we don't have the luxury of
looking for woman.”
Tomas smiled smugly. “Australia. We’ll take her to Australia. We’ll be safe there.”
“We? What we? I'm married – and so are you. And how do you expect to get to Australia?”
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Tomas made his dark brown eyes wide and innocent. “I get it, you’ve got principles. But just
check this out, please?”
Despite himself, Anthony's curiosity was piqued. He changed in a quiet alley, and followed
Tomas to the scent mark. The scent of an unrelated female hit him like a truck. Even masked by the
city's stink, it called to every cell of him. He whined and scratched, sniffing around for a trail to
follow. Tomas scuffed him and dragged him away. He growled threateningly, but Tomas laughed and
drew him underneath a railway arch. Anthony changed back, and Tomas passed him his clothes.
“How the hell do Packs function when the girls smell like that?”
Tomas shrugged. “Maybe you get used to it?”
“How?” He turned, unthinking, towards the place where the female had made her mark. He
shuddered. “Why didn’t we know about her years ago?” he said quietly.
His twin wasn’t looking at him. “Maybe she’s young, not Pack born. You know what Mama
used to tell us, the half-bloods sometimes have werewolf young. Maybe this girl doesn’t know what
is happening to her. We could teach her, care for her.”
Anthony finished dressing. “No. We can speak to her and tell her about the White Pack
problem. But she’s not joining us. We can’t afford to look after her. You’ve smelled her, she’d be
irresistible. How do we go on the attack with a mate and babies to look after? And, more to the
point, I’ve made promises. I’m not available.”
Tomas laughed uneasily. “This isn't some tart getting between you and your marriage vows,
this woman is one of us. When we got married, we never anticipated this.”
His brother shook his head. “We knew it was possible. It’s not going to happen, Tomas. She
gets a quick history lesson, at the very most, then we leave.”
“But we could protect her.”
“How? How do we hide a Pack? Our parents spent their lives in hiding, abandoning children,
banishing us as soon as we could pass for adult and earn a living. Twins attract attention, multiple
sets of twins even more, and the Whites look for that kind of gossip. Our job is to damage the White
pack enough to make the world a safer place in the future.”
Tomas leaned against the wall, his arms crossed. “You think I’m forgetting my family?
Whatever happens with this wolfwoman, I’ll protect Miriam and John to the day I die. But I can't let
this chance go.”
“You’d really leave me, Tomas? Is that what you’re saying?”
“No, of course not. Three is safer than two.”
“No. It’s a bad idea.” Anthony looked at his brother, at the disappointment in his face. “All
right, we’ll meet her. Maybe she’s already in a Pack, maybe she’s inviting us to join an existing setup. But first, we’ll get some sleep. It’s late, and I’m tired.”
Two hours later, Anthony awoke, troubled. Something was wrong. He listened for the sound
that had disturbed him, and realised that there was nothing. It was the nothing that had woken him,
he couldn’t hear Tomas’s breathing. He slipped out of bed and glanced out of the window. He had
no other way to find his brother, so he changed, and jumped gracefully out of the window, his strong
legs taking the impact of his fall. He cast around for Tomas’s scent, finding, to his relief, the human
scent of him. Tomas was heading for the Champs Elysée, and the mark made by the female
werewolf.
Anthony wasted no time, running as fast as he could towards his brother’s intended
destination. At the fateful corner, he noted his own mark, hers over it, and Tomas's over that. Tomas
had returned, and so had she. Perhaps she’d been waiting, watching for them. Keeping to the
shadows, he tracked her wolf scent to the same bridge that he and Tomas had hidden beneath.
Where the wolf scent ended, a new scent started, a human female. Anthony stood, unsure, cursing
his lack of experience. He decided to track the woman, rather than Tomas. He was sure that they
would have found each other by now. Sure enough, three streets away, the scent of the woman was
joined by his brother’s scent, overlaying it. Soon, the scents were side by side. Tomas had caught up
with her here, they had stood for a while. The scents were strong, and led away from the city centre.
There was no attempt to hide, the pair were walking in the middle of the pavement, with a
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destination clearly in mind. Anthony recognised excitement in his brother’s scent. The female’s scent
carried an undercurrent of fear. Anthony was not surprised, Tomas was a strong man, and a woman
alone with him at night would perhaps be nervous.
Anthony moved cautiously, aware that soon the morning people would be out, the cleaners
and delivery drivers. Already, lights in flats above the shops were coming on, the city was waking up.
In one shop doorway, he realised the couple had also stopped. Anthony growled, jealousy
and fear making his whole body vibrate. It was happening. The couple had stopped here, their scents
were strong, and changing. They had surrendered to their instincts, to that first kiss that started the
permanent bonding process. Anthony had imagined how the first meeting would go, in public, with
both twins meeting the woman in a situation where they had to behave with some decorum, where
they could have met her, and spoken to her, and gracefully withdrawn. In the dark, alone, in the
excitement of their first encounter with a potential mate, Tomas and the woman had been helpless.
Anthony wondered if she was beautiful, if she was charming and intelligent and brave. He kept the
memory of Frances in his mind as he followed the trail. His brother’s scent, which he’d known so
intimately since their first change, was different. New chemicals were being formed in Tomas’s cells,
a response and a challenge to the female with him. A mutual addiction was taking place, and
Anthony could only follow.
Anthony guessed that he was no more than ten minutes behind the pair. He was walking
steeply uphill, towards Père Lachaise Cemetery, the city of the dead. Pausing to check the trail, he
found himself at the main gate. The pair had walked straight through it. Baffled, he cast around, but
the gate was closed, and the trail went straight through it. He tried to work out the puzzle. His wolf
brain hurt, and he sought his human form, needing that intelligence.
Naked by the cemetery gates, he trembled. Somehow, the gates had been opened, and they
were now closed. He suspected that Tomas, overcome by the mating process, wouldn't have noticed
the incongruity of open gates at this hour. So who had opened them, and who had closed them?
Terrified now, Anthony fell back into his wolf form and ran fast and low beside the walls, searching
for a way in. Four hundred yards past the gate, he could hear low voices, Tomas and a woman. She
was protesting, he was soothing. It was clear to Anthony there was real fear in her voice. Why would
she be afraid, when she’d gone to such lengths to bring Tomas to her? Anthony raced further around
the cemetery, finding a section of wall that was low enough and clear enough for him to leap up, to
gain purchase, to scramble upwards and crouch silently, looking down into the city of the dead, the
narrow footpaths between graves, the wide streets between the mausoleums. A small movement
caught his eye, a wide-eyed, fearful black cat. He looked away deliberately, and the creature ran into
the shadows.
He crawled low to the ground, reluctant to reveal himself. He turned a corner and saw his
brother, sitting on a gravestone, holding the hand of a pale-eyed, dark-haired woman. A breeze
caught her scent and brought it to him. With all his attention on his sense of smell, he realised that
the breeze was bringing another scent, male, related to that of the female. He peered into the
darkness. He saw, barely thirty yards away from Tomas, pale shapes amongst the graves. Men,
intent on the scene in front of them, intent on the sight of Tomas. Tomas had misunderstood her
terror. Anthony did not. He shot from the shadows, a dark line of fury, growling deep and loud.
Tomas saw him, and moved to defend the woman, but not fast enough, she was knocked off
her feet and into the gravestone behind her. She lay stunned, bleeding. Tomas turned to his brother.
“How could you...” He trailed off, as eight pure white wolves emerged confidently from the
shadows. A white blond man led them. Tomas swallowed, looked around. The bleeding girl was dark
haired, but lit by the moonlight a bare millimetre of shining silver was visible at the scalp. Tomas
bowed his head in resignation. He touched Anthony’s head once.
“Go, brother, and avenge us.” His whisper carried no further than Anthony’s ears.
Understanding, hating himself, Anthony turned and ran for the wall. He heard the sound of ripping
fabric as Tomas threw himself into the change. He heard screams and howls and growls. He heard
the sound of flesh hitting stone, and dying moans. Tomas was still alive, he recognised his growls. He
recognised his screams of pain. He reached the wall, and started to climb, halted by teeth at his tail.
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He whipped it out of the way, and turned around, just in time to take his assailant by the throat. He
braced himself, the whole weight of his enemy suspended from his jaws. Every sinew in his body
resisted the fall into the cemetery, and he bit down, the forbidden taste of wolf blood hitting him
like a drug. He dropped the dead White, and took one last look into the cemetery. The leader was
still human. He was bent over the woman.
“Ruined, half-mated. Stupid creature,” the blond commented.
The woman raised her head. “Harald, I did as you said.”
“Good work little sister,” the man said, slitting her throat in one easy, practised movement
and walking to the moiling mass of fur around Tomas. Anthony shuddered again as the blond looked
up, straight at him. The man laughed. “You next, mongrel. Wait there, I’ll take you myself.”
Anthony whined, torn between duty and his desire to fight. The cold wish for vengeance
won. Here lay certain death. The future was his to fight for. Three of the whites lay dead, another
two were dying. The three remaining were squabbling over the remains of something red and wet
and torn. Anthony stored the picture in his heart, then looked deep into the eyes of his enemy.
The black wolf leaped back into the city of the living, and from the horror of his twin’s death.
Anthony retreated deep into the mind of the wolf, hiding from the grief that threatened to destroy
him. He sealed his agony and intelligence into a bleak cell in his mind, leaving only the desire for
vengeance, and the knowledge of who his enemy was.
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e-Commerce
Walter James
Graphics wouldn't traffic
The code wouldn't flow
The whole thing is rubbish
It'll just have to go.
Slowly but slowly the whole system grew
Like a phoenix emerging until it all flew.
To the team who had laboured 'twas no longer a toy
Their delight was unbounded they all jumped for joy.
Soon the server's enabled
And the website is up
The tests are all working,
Soon we're in luck.
Up pop our adverts
They're all over the map
Soon greedy eyes glisten
And fat fingers tap.
Laptop or mobile, it's all the same
And better yet it looks like a game
They can play on the train or when out for a walk
And when it's remembered then they will talk.
How useful it is, is just not the issue
It's a feast for their eyes, oh pass them a tissue
It's only what it looks like. That's all that matters
Our graphics will reduce resolutions to tatters.
They’re talking on Facebook saying it looks tasty
Tell them ‘only one left’ they'll have to be hasty.
Let them see what they save by buying it now
They can pay for it later, never mind how.
If they're cool with that, they'll post it on Twitter
Surely everyone's got lots of money to fritter.

I must have a Gizmo
That one looks nice.
And no! I don't need
Your kindly advice.
One click and I've bought it
Who would have thought it.
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Oops, now it's too late to have further doubt
My wallet of plastic is nearly at nowt.
Again I've been lured by what looked like a treasure
At the end of the month I'll regret it full measure.
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Fish Pyramid
Sarah Calwell
As soon as the stag party landed at McCarran Airport in Las Vegas all Greg could think about was
finding an ornament to put in his huge fish tank at home. After dropping his bags in the hotel room
he told the guys he'd meet up with them later at the Golden Nugget Hotel on Fremont Street. Then
he went in search of the perfect gift. He walked for miles around the shops in search of the perfect
ornament or statue that his aquatic pets would appreciate. He walked around the mall and in and
out of shops.
His wife had coerced him into going on the stag do. She told him to loosen up a bit and have
a wonderful time. He hardly knew any of the guys on the trip but he knew the names of all his fish at
home. His wife had pushed him out of the front door and they'd had another row before he'd left for
the flight.
After four hours of shopping he settled on something magnificent that he and his fish could
admire. Back in his hotel room Greg ran his finger over the rounded corners of the pyramid. Every
surface was gold with a silky texture. The pyramid wasn't one of those crude injection-moulded ruins
that are common in fish tanks. This pyramid was opulent and allegedly coated with genuine gold
leaf. It was bejewelled with enough LED bulbs to light a small room.
Greg sat back on the stack of pillows that rested against the headboard of the bed. Holding
the pyramid up to the light he imagined his fish tank that filled an entire wall of his living room at
home. The wall facing him in the hotel had a mirror which he used as an outline for the imagined fish
tank. He peered at his reflection as if it was the glass of the tank, wondering if this was what he
looked like to his fish.
He saw the Crown Tail Betta fish followed by the Jewelled Goby Cichlid fish as they swam
over the red LED lights of the bubbling volcano. The fish were neon yellow and blue. There were fish
with black and white stripes. They were a light show of turquoise, gold and orange. There were fish
with fluorescent spots, wings and spiky tails. Some of the fish had distinct facial features. Some had
bulbous eyelids, upturned noses or wispy beards. He imagined the Crown Pearlscale Goldfish
floating above the glowing treasure chest flicking its tail and heading towards the pyramid. The
pyramid was where all fish would congregate.
The Emerald Green Cory Catfish had a particular fondness for the Japanese garden at one
end of the tank and loved to get lost in the Oriental Sword plants. The Red Swordtail fish lay hidden
amongst the garden then re-emerged to dance amongst the Red Flame plants and the Red Rubin.
The phone on the bedside cupboard rang and disturbed Greg from his daydreaming. He
examined the gold-coloured ornament whilst he picked up the phone.
'Yeah.' As he slumped further back onto the pillows his mousy fringe flopped forwards into
his eyes.
'Good evening sir. This is reception. We have a call from your wife. Would you like to take
the call?'
He thought about it for a moment. Would he like to take the call? Would he? She had
started a row with him just before he left for the airport. He felt like he just had to get away from
her. It was always the same argument. She was constantly repeating herself. He felt stronger now
that he had the monument in his hands. It felt like an archaeological gem with supernatural powers.
'Sure, I'll take it.'
'Greg, honey, how's the stag do?'
'Fine.' The pyramid had taken his mind off his travel-weary muscles but with the
interruption of the phone call the focus had started to shift to the soles of his feet and his aching
thighs.
'Are you eating properly?' Jean nagged.
Greg looked at himself in the mirror again. He looked as weary as he felt. 'Yeah.'
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She insisted on hounding him, 'What have you eaten today?'
Jean had been away once for a weekend and Greg had accidentally forgotten to eat
anything. He had spent his time looking after the tank environment, installing a new filter and
enjoying the quality time spent with his fish. His contentment had been an anaesthetic to the hunger
pains. Jean had got home and Greg had fainted. She never let him forget this.
Greg shrugged, 'Eaten... stuff.'
'Well make sure you do, okay? I don't want you collapsing whilst you’re in another country.
How is it in Vegas? I bet it's wonderful, isn't it?'
Greg felt himself sighing. He knew what was coming next. Jean had a habit of saying
something nice and loving before she began to bully him. She either wanted to break him with
constant nagging or manipulate him with niceness. She could alternate these tactics without
warning.
'Look Greg, I'm sorry for what I said before you left. I wish you could understand how I feel.
Oh, I worry about you. I don't want to leave things like this for a week. Can we talk now?'
'Are the fish alright? Are you looking after them?' Greg smiled for a moment whilst he
thought of his fish.
'Of course I am! We need to have a proper talk about this living situation. I do love you but I
feel I'm second best. Greg, what I'm saying is, oh, I hate to discuss this over the phone. Things have
got to change.'
'Why?' Greg said, sighing.
'The fish have a better living space than I do. I want to come home from work and be able to
relax. I want us to spend some of our money on redecorating the house. Why can't I have a Japanese
garden? Please honey, try to understand how I feel.'
Greg counted silently as he watched his mouth movements in the mirror, 'One, two, three,
four…' Jean said the inevitable.
'How much money do you spend on your fish? Now don't get mad. Greg, all I'm saying is that
we could take some of that money and use it on the house. We could have a holiday.'
Greg closed his eyes as he tried to find the strength from somewhere to defend himself.
'No. Not a chance.'
'Just think about it, please, try to see it from my point of view.'
Greg was silent. He knew that Jean would speak first. She could often be disarmed with
silence. It put her at a disadvantage so that she was the one backing down.
He closed his eyes. His head tilted down and jolted him awake a couple of times.
After two minutes of silence, she cracked, 'Greg, are you still there?'
Greg felt tired and he wanted to end the conversation before it had chance to escalate
again. With all his tired limbs he lifted himself up off the bed and walked around the room. He felt
jet-lagged. He looked at the pyramid. He imagined his fish. His fish that were waiting for him at
home. His fish that were depending on him to bring this home to them.
'Greg?' Jean said his name so high-pitched that she sounded like a seagull.
Greg held the pyramid up to the light to give him strength.
'Jean, why are we bothering to discuss this? I disagree. You know that already. Redecorating
the house is an unnecessary expense. How many times must we go over this. There's a couch, a TV,
four walls, what more do you need?'
At his response he could sense the frustration in her voice starting to rise. The seagull was
shrieking before she even spoke. Jean always got to the point where she was like someone
possessed.
'We have a shitty brown couch that your mother gave us, four greasy walls in the living room
that we haven't washed or painted since we moved in, don't you see my poi–'
Greg heard another voice over the phone. It was quieter than Jean's voice. It was a deep and
distant voice as though there was someone stood in the room with her.
'Gonna have a quick wash before I leave, love, bit sweaty after that.'
Jean was quiet.
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'Who's that?' Greg asked as he tried to listen to the sounds in the room.
'No one honey, no one, just... the TV. I'll turn it off, there. Look Greg, I've got to go. We'll talk
more about this later, love you.' Jean hung up the phone before Greg could respond. He was usually
the one hanging up first after one of their telephone domestics.
Greg thought the fish tank in his living room was big. He floated, awestruck, in the swimming
pool at the Golden Nugget Hotel, adjacent to a huge aquarium. He felt very small and looked up as
the hundreds of fish hypnotised him. He smiled to himself. He had already been down the slide twice
that ran through the enormous fish tank. He flicked his hair out of his eyes. The blue lights in the
huge tank lit up a backdrop of plants. Greg had felt extraordinary excitement as he'd glided through
the tube. He looked up at the sharks and tried to spot fish that were camouflaged against plants.
Being amongst the fish like that made him realise how lucky his pets at home were and what an
incredibly exciting life they led. The place echoed with adults and children laughing. People were
pointing and talking with excitement. Bubbles foamed where people splashed in the pool. The smell
of chlorine in the water invigorated him. Everyone was having such a wonderful time.
A father with a child on his shoulders stood at Greg's side. A huge shark passed close to the
audience, its teeth the size of steak knives. He thought of Jean. Everybody looked up. People seemed
relieved that glass separated them from the shark. Greg turned to the father and found himself
shouting, 'My wife would love this!'
The father and the small child on his shoulders looked at Greg as if he had lost his mind.
Greg repeated, 'My wife, Jean, she'd love this!' After another dubious look the father walked away
from Greg, steadying the child still perched on his shoulders.
Greg saw the stag party in the lounge part of the Golden Nugget. They waved to him and
motioned to him to get out of the pool. Greg pretended he hadn't seen them and made his way over
to the slide again. His joints and muscles felt elasticated as he bounced through the water.
In the time it had taken Greg to go down the slide ten more times he came to an important
decision. After drying off he got dressed then caught the bus back to the hotel. With thoughts of
Jean he had something to eat in the hotel restaurant. He returned to his room, picked up the phone
and dialled his home phone number. He had made the decision to ask Jean if she wanted to join him
for the rest of the week in Vegas. She always wanted some excitement. She wanted a holiday.
'Jean?'
'Hi honey, what's up? Look, we really do need to talk, do you have time now?'
'Yeah, I've phoned you.'
'I love you Greg, I really do.' Greg heard her whisper, 'Just be quiet!'
'What?' Something occurred to Greg. There was somebody else in the room with Jean.
'Nothing, just that TV again, I'll turn it off, there.'
Then there was that male voice again in the background, 'Do you have any beer, Jean, love,
I've worked up a thirst.' The deep voice laughed.
Greg spent the afternoon in his hotel room with thoughts of Jean getting all hot and sweaty
with that man on the other end of the phone. Another man who was kissing his wife and laughing
with her. Another man who was feeding his fish. It was the thought of his pets being party to this
betrayal that bothered Greg the most. Jean had got his fish involved and that wasn't fair.
He wanted to see his fish so decided to go home the following day. The plan had been to
surprise Jean and her lover boy. If Jean was having an affair it didn't matter. Greg told himself that
he would pack up all his fish and leave her if she didn't want to be with him any more.
There was a strong smell of paint in the hallway of his house. He touched the banister rail
and wiped off some brick dust with his finger. The dust made his throat itch. Dust sheets covered the
carpet. Greg walked towards the living room. He wanted some normality. He wanted to see his fish.
He heard a familiar voice behind him, 'Jean, are you okay to pay for the work done so far?
Sorry mate, I thought you were Jean.'
Jean entered the hallway counting through a handful of fifty pound notes.
'Right love, so that's payment for the living room walls, the landing and the kitchen for now.
You can pay the rest when I've finished.'
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Greg nudged open the living room door and looked over at his fish tank.
'My fish!'
He rushed over to the tank on the far wall. 'Where's all my fish?'
He looked down into the depopulated tank. There was just water and weeds. He saw a grey
fin from beneath the Oriental Sword plants. Using his aquarium net he scooped up the dead Emerald
Green fish and with his finger and thumb lifted it off the net. The cold fish had a film of white jelly
covering each eye. He dangled it above the tank in disbelief. He shook the fish in front of Jean as he
gasped for breath.
'Where's the rest of my fish?'
'Greg, honey, I thought I had a week to get everything sorted. I was going to turn the house
into a palace so that you'd see how wonderful it could be.'
'Where's my fish?'
'I sold them.'
The Emerald Green fish plopped back into the water as Greg let go of it.
He knelt on the floor and unzipped his luggage bag. The golden pyramid inside had lost its
sparkle. He lifted it from his bag, switched on the LEDs and lowered it into the centre of the fish
tank.
'Greg, honey, we really needed a change, please try to understand.'
His muscles felt numb as he sat in front of the fish tank in the newly redecorated living
room. He tried to imagine what his fish would look like circling the pyramid at the point where all
fish would have congregated.
Greg looked up at Jean and shrugged.
'Yeah, I think you're right. I can use the tank to breed tarantulas.'
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The Play
Jeanette Greaves
You’re talking to him in the café, do you think it’s the first time that he’s laughed like that, his face
bright and interested? Do you think he’s never followed a single dancing idea to its limit and beyond
with another? You do, I see it, you do and you are deluded. More, you fool yourself, willingly. You
don’t see anything but what he claims, he fools himself, he fools you.
Beware of ideas, they fall into your life and dance and shimmer. You will try to grasp at
them. Those that burst and die uncaught, with rainbows and the joyful tiny sound of angels are the
ones that remain loved. Those that you catch become solid and more weighty, they begin to tie, to
burden, but you won’t see it at first.
You saw him just like I did, how many times did I see him, balanced on his bicycle, hip jutting
out at an angle that struck perfectly with the day? Were you passing in your car, or watching from
the bus, or sitting in your room watching life pass? It doesn’t matter, you saw him and you were
captured, and it was the start of something bright and amusing. Chalk in the fountain, ripples and
rivulets.
The play weighs me, it anchors me, it feeds me. He hates the name of it, the hard ‘g’s, the
ugly ‘k’s of it. The name is ugly and heavy and it betrays that dancing idea that shimmered in the air.
The cast of players, the royalties, the director. The letters that thud on the mat with payments and
questions and interviews take me away from him. The play is a fat swollen child that feeds its
mother and drains her, a vast and growing thing that spans continents and speaks in languages that
its mother will never know.
If I’d let him name it, would things be different? Would he now be with me, that old smile
ready to brighten my day, not yours? The phone rings, my baby screaming for me, still feeding as it
feeds me. All those ‘g’s and ‘k’s.
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On the Shelf
Jacqueline Pemberton
He called me damaged goods;
One of the undateables.
A worthy cause for charity,
But not someone you’d
Ever want as a girlfriend,
A live-in-lover, or a wife.
It hurt but he was right.
I traced the lonely line
Of my scar,
Sad that it would
Never be kissed.
The best thing seemed to
Be to turn from music
I could no longer dance to,
And stifle dreams
Before they woke.
Resigned and submissive
I spoke in a whisper.
Then out of darkness the others came.
They carried their imperfections
Unashamed; proud to be alive.
Holding the gift of measured days
In trembling hands as though
It was a flower, each petal counted.
They did far more than those
Who took their life for granted.
Their smiles were real; their joy was tangible.
And though they did not take away my fear
They showed me my beauty
My courage and my truth.
I saw the world anew with
Eyes that sparkled.
I left him there in the shadows,
And knew he’d got it wrong
He was the damaged one
Made small with spite,
He wasn’t worth the fight.
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Miracle at Christmas Time
Dea Parkin
Rachel felt absolutely nothing during the funeral service. The hymn, the prayers, the words the vicar
spoke about Lewis, even her sister-in-law Anna squeezing her hand – none of these things could
reach her. The church was already bedecked with Christmas trimmings, glowing, cheerful. The dark
clothes of soft-worded mourners and the sombre service felt unreal, out of place. Rachel felt no
affinity with either joy or sorrow. She was blank.
Afterwards, out in the December churchyard, the bleak sound of spades shovelling damp
earth on the coffin contrasted with the light voices of the Young Wives practising carols in the
Sunday school across the road. Rachel shook her head, bewildered. Why wasn't she overwhelmed
with grief, even anger?
‘Are you OK?’ Anna whispered.
‘I can't believe it's Lewis in there.’
‘It's not, Rachel. We've got to believe it's not. Just a husk, not really him at all.’ Anna's
whisper was urgent as other friends and family members moved towards them. From over the road,
the strains of 'Once in Royal David's City' were piercing, sweet, and from somewhere close by, a child
took them up. Turning, Rachel caught a glimpse of someone's little boy before the vicar was at her
side and the reception ritual yawned vacantly in front of her.
The grief hit Rachel a full week later. She'd gone to the school to see Anna's daughter
Michelle in the Nativity play. Everyone had been amazed to see Rachel there and she kept walking
into uneasy silences, hesitant words of sympathy. Then she overheard two women gossiping.
‘Imagine losing your husband when you're only in your twenties. It's a real tragedy.
‘And at Christmas time, too, when you're expected to be cheerful whatever's going on.’
‘Yes. And I don't suppose him being so much older than her makes it's any easier, either.’
‘Might have left her something, I suppose. But you still feel the same, don't you? It's an
awful shame.’
The words brought shocking reality flooding in to fill the emptiness. Rachel fled the instant
the play finished, before the carols began. She ran to Lewis.
In the churchyard his grave was still speckled with sodden petals, her own spray of mistletoe
beside the headstone fresh in its jar. Rachel spent a long time sobbing, missing Lewis with a despair
that was as foreign to her as it was terrible. They hadn't been long married, and they'd been happy.
Exhausted, she lifted her head, and caught a glimpse of a child with white-blonde hair some
way off, nearer the church. Already eight o’clock when Rachel had left the school, now it seemed
late for such a little boy to be wandering around alone and Rachel roused herself to take some
concern for the living. The child smiled at her, but didn't speak, then moved silently towards the
statue of an angel.
For a minute Rachel hesitated. Everything felt very still. It would be easier to go home, to slip
out by the bottom path from the neatly ordered section of the churchyard than to follow the child
through the older, gloomier part. She mentally shook herself. She had no right to be so uncaring just
because she was a widow. The child slipped on through the graves, moving rapidly, quietly, then
disappearing round the front of the church. Rachel followed – then came to a standstill. The little
boy had vanished. There was nowhere to hide, with the wide, puddle-studded drive silent before the
front porch. Rachel knew the church doors would be locked, so where had he gone? But she was too
tired for conjecture, weariness dragged at her, and she walked slowly down to the lamp-lit road and
headed for home.
That night Rachel dreamed. Sleeping lightly since the policeman had arrived to tell her of her
husband's senseless death, tonight the echoing shadows in her mind merged, coalesced. She was
walking down a long path, bounded by high grey walls. And there was the child from the churchyard,
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pale hair glinting, the face obscure. She felt fear. Then her hand was seized in an icy grip and a high
thin voice began to chant:
‘We've got to go down to the grave now, darling, we've got to go down to the grave.’
Appalled, Rachel called out for Lewis, then remembered it wasn't possible for him to come,
or not as she knew him. But the child was dancing before her now, still singing, and the trees were
scratching at her face and she realised with horror the high walls were huge, overpowering graves
and they were all slipping, she and the tombstones and the child too, slipping down into blackness –
She awoke, gasping. Gradually the horror receded, and she felt able to get up, make a cup of
tea, stroke her puzzled cat. Rachel didn't go back to bed that night.
When she next saw the child, Rachel was with Anna. They'd been to the village carol service;
Christmas was now only a week away. The night was frosty, star-lit, and the magic of age-old carols
sung to the glorious piping of the organ had moved Rachel to a new state of quietness. The surging
grief was over, for now, and she and Anna turned with one accord and made towards Lewis's grave.
Swapping memories in low voices as they stood and gazed at the tombstone, startlingly
white in the evening's brightness, Rachel once again looked up to see the child.
‘Anna...’
‘What is it?’
‘Look, over there, by the statue!’
‘What?’
‘A little boy... very young. Now he's sat on one of those old tombstones near the church.’
‘I can't see anything.’
‘Just there!’
‘No, Ray, I honestly can't –’ Anna's voice was cut off as a baby's cry pierced the still night.
Slowly Anna reached her shaking hand over to Rachel and the two found the will to walk
towards the path away from the churchyard. The child had vanished from sight, and much to her
surprise, Rachel found she was calm.
‘Aren't you scared?’ Anna asked, feeling her hand sticky in Rachel's firm grasp.
‘No, I'm not,’ Rachel whispered back, ‘though I know I should be.’
Anna glanced at her friend. ‘Come on. Definitely time for sherry and hot mince pies!’
But Rachel was staring into the distance again.
‘Can't you see him, Anna?’
‘Sorry, no. And I don't want to. Let's go home!’
Back at Anna's cosy terrace, with Richard, her partner, busying himself in the kitchen with
food and drinks, the two girls talked over what had happened. Rachel told Anna about when she'd
seen the boy before and suddenly remembered the little child at the funeral, who'd joined in the
carol. He'd had the same silvery hair.
‘Didn’t you see him then?’
‘No... though we were both a bit distracted! But I don't think anyone brought a young kid
out to the graveside. You're sure it was the same boy?’
‘I am now, yes. Positive.’
‘Well, your state of mind can hardly be normal at the moment, you know, Ray...’
‘Neither can yours. Lewis was your brother. And anyway, we both heard the cry.’
‘True. So who do you think he is?’
‘Haven't a clue.’
‘It's odd with it being Christmas time, though, isn't it – and a little boy? How old did you
think he was?’
‘I don't know. When I first saw him, I thought he was about six or seven, I think. Then, after
Michelle's nativity, I thought he was younger, four or five. But tonight...’
‘Yes?’
‘Well, when I first caught sight of him, I thought a little lad again, you know, primary school
age. Then I thought I was mistaken and he was barely more than a baby.’
‘Weird.’
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‘Yes. And as we were coming out...a much older boy, but I could tell it was him by that
blonde hair – so blonde it was almost white.’
‘Like mine when I was little.’
‘Oh yes, Lewis showed me the photos.’
Richard came in, laden with mince pies and Christmas cheer. The child in the churchyard
wasn't mentioned again. Nor did Rachel tell Anna about her nightmare; somehow she felt it would
be a betrayal.
Now Lewis's grave had a lure for Rachel beyond a place to be close, to remember. She
desperately wanted to see the boy again. She visited every day, but it was late afternoon on
Christmas Eve when the familiar head appeared amongst the tombstones. She hadn't yet reached
the area with the modern graves, and this time the child ran off in that direction. He disappeared
briefly from view, then the silvery shock of hair materialised again, from behind a bush. Just like a
proper child, playing hide-and-seek.
Suddenly the boy was very close to her, almost within touching distance, sat above her,
smiling at her. She made to speak, to reach out, but he grinned again, waved – then gradually faded
in front of her eyes to nothing.
This was Rachel's first real proof that the child was an apparition, supernatural. It left her
shocked and breathless, but she still couldn't feel afraid. She carried on to Lewis's grave. Kneeling
down, she began a murmured conversation.
‘What would you make of it all, love?’ she asked. ‘What would you do if you were here?’
The cold pressed in at her and Rachel huddled into her duffle coat and scarf. Lewis was no
longer around to offer friendly, well-considered advice and she was alone in the dark. Twenty-eight
days she'd been a widow now, four weeks since the policeman had told her the heart-stopping news
of the car that mounted the pavement just as Lewis left the shop. Four weeks... suddenly, Rachel
was transported with understanding. Leaping to her feet, she glanced at her watch – was there still
time before everywhere closed for Christmas? She started running as fast as she could into the
village.
When Anna arrived at Rachel's later that evening to take her back home for Christmas, she
was surprised by the look of excitement on her friend's face.
‘Anna, come in! I’ve got some news for you – tidings of great joy!’
‘Ray! What is it?’
‘I saw the boy again down at the churchyard.’
‘Oh Rachel.’ Anna's face fell.
‘No, no, it's OK. But he's definitely a ghost – well, of a sort. He was in front of me, as close to
me as you are now, then he just faded away – you should have seen.’
‘No thank you! But are you all right?’
‘Yes, well, kind of – Anna, I'm pregnant!’
Anna was speechless. She gazed at the other woman, who was dancing around from one
foot to the other in pure joy.
‘Ray – that's incredible!’
‘Yes, isn't it?’ Rachel's face was illuminated. ‘I realised I'd not had a period for weeks, so I got
one of those home tests. And it's positive – isn't it wonderful!’

Rachel saw no more apparitions. But when her baby was born, on a hot day in high summer, she
wasn't surprised when he was a beautiful boy with white-blonde hair. She called him Noel, and she
was happy. And Anna never told her friend about Lewis’s vasectomy, and she was the only one who
ever knew.
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Moving House
Jacqueline Pemberton
Was a regular occurrence.
Babushkas of lightly peppered cardboard boxes
Were brought down from the loft
Then reassembled with new seams of shiny brown tape.
And freshly labelled; bedroom 1, 2, and 3
Lounge, bathroom, study room, garage.
The kitchen took the longest.
Each piece of crockery had to be
Separately wrapped and carefully
Stacked until my hands turned grey
And dry with last month’s papers.
Bin bags ballooned with clothes
I’d forgotten I had,
Old coats strained to escape
From out of season cases.
On pilgrimages to the tip
We sacrificed what once
Had seemed important.
It became addictive. Packing
Our lives long into the night
Until tired voices echoed
Through emptied rooms.
The light bulb naked as a skull.
A scrape on the wallpaper
Exposed like a wound.
People came to say goodbye
As though in mourning,
Sorry for our leaving,
Promising to visit.
The removal van arrived,
An insatiable beast which
Swallowed our furniture,
While its dark belly
Rumbled for more.
I liked to be the last to leave,
To take a final tour round each
Room; hollowed of our presence.
The dust of memories lingered
With a sense of longing for
What might have been.
A final look out of the window
Onto the garden, grown
Suddenly greener by our going.
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Betrayal
DJ Harrison
John had been feeling nervous all day. He’d been wondering what Neary wanted. Why he’d been
told to meet him in the pub after work. If it was what he thought it was, he felt he’d every right to be
worried. John’s nervousness escalated towards panic whenever he thought about The Incident.
It had happened two months ago and since then his strength of feeling had hardly
diminished. He woke up almost every night with a choking mixture of fear, panic, shame and arousal.
The Incident was never far from his daytime thoughts, either.
John remained nervous of Neary even though their schooldays were far in the past. Then,
Neary had abused him badly, punching him in the back as a form of greeting and had stolen anything
decent his mother put in his lunchbox. Twenty years later, when they bumped into each other on
the street, John would have slunk past hoping not to be recognised if he hadn’t been with Claire.
Something inside him needed to confront Neary after all those years and show him what a success
he was making of his life. Claire, with her blonde hair and ample breasts was his demonstrable proof.
In a perfect world, the encounter would have consisted merely of establishing John’s
superiority as he compared his own wife with the thin, sad-looking woman that accompanied Neary.
A quick gloat was all he intended. Instead, the reunion started badly and quickly got worse.
‘Fancy seeing you here,’ John had said.
Neary had blanked him.
‘It’s me, John Chapman, from school. Remember?’
Neary kept on walking.
John placed himself in Neary’s direct path, blocked his progress, held Claire’s arm firmly,
included her in his makeshift human barrier.
‘I was at Stratford Sixth Form College with you,’ he said. ‘You are Oliver Neary aren’t you?’
he added as an afterthought.
Neary had stopped, considered, and then asked, ‘Is this your wife?’
‘Yes,’ John agreed, ‘is this yours?’
Claire and John, Neary and Alison, the introductions were made. John’s cringing discomfort
was assuaged. Claire then suggested they had coffee so the four of them sat chatting in Starbucks for
a while. Somehow, the encounter escalated into a dinner invitation.
As John approached the pub he could tell Neary was already in there. His yellow Ferrari was
parked at an untidy angle directly in front of the entrance. Neary may have been risking a parking
ticket but he was certainly making himself visible.
Until the day that Neary had first roared up in front of his house, John had fondly imagined
that all Ferraris were red. Obviously red was too common for Neary.
Using the short walk from the bus stop to get his thoughts in order, John resolved to deny
any knowledge or recollection of The Incident if confronted by Neary. Admit nothing. That had to be
the best policy. Even with this firm resolution, he felt breathless nervousness clutch at his chest as
he swung open the door to the Hen and Chickens public house.
Neary was sitting in the far corner of an otherwise deserted bar, a three quarters empty pint
pot on the table in front of him. The place was gloomy and smelled of stale people. Neary
acknowledged John’s presence by pointing to his depleted drink with a single finger using a stabbing
motion. John waved to indicate his understanding. The barmaid had big brown eyes with more than
a hint of sadness in them. John was immediately reminded of Alison. Then the full details of The
Incident flooded uninvited and unwelcome into his consciousness.
The two couples had been meeting regularly, mostly dinner parties at each other’s houses
after John discovered he couldn’t afford the restaurants that Neary liked. The Incident happened in
John’s home as he was clearing away the dishes and fetching yet another bottle of wine for Neary
and Claire. Alison came into the kitchen carrying some crockery. When she put her arms around his
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neck and kissed him, John had a bottle in one hand and a corkscrew in the other and was powerless
to prevent Alison’s tongue entering his mouth. Even after he safely dropped the encumbering items
on to the worktop, his hands seemed unwilling to push her away.
The surge of arousal he felt from the kiss was intense. While it was still in progress, Alison
guided his hand between her legs where it encountered soft hair unprotected by any underwear. His
gentle, inquisitive probing discovered a warm, wet invitation and, almost reflexively, he plunged his
finger deep inside. Alison let out a moaning sound and began to rub herself against him.
The shock of her complete abandonment brought John to his senses. He suddenly became
fully aware of what he was doing and where he was doing it. The cold drench of fear made him
extricate himself with undignified haste and push the ecstatic female aside.
No words were spoken. Alison smoothed down her skirt and returned to the dining room.
John followed later carrying wine and hoping that the erection pressing uncomfortably at his pants
wasn’t obvious.
Every day since The Incident, John had relived those exciting and fearful moments. Each
recollection brought a new flood of arousal. The softness, the wetness, the passionate desire that
Alison exhibited was something he’d never experienced with Claire. With her it felt as if he was
being tolerated, that when he was permitted to touch her he was receiving a present for being a
good boy.
Now, as he negotiated the maze of tables clutching two dripping pints of beer, John
fervently wished he’d had the guts to decline Neary’s summons. Claire hadn’t objected when he told
her he was meeting Neary; she had insisted he went.
John recalled the breathless agitation that Claire had been exhibiting lately and put it down
to that time of the month. Or maybe she was sickening for something. If she was, that was a
perfectly good reason for him to skip the Neary confrontation and go straight home.
Another, even more compelling one was the news from work. He wasn’t sure how she
would take it. Badly was his most realistic estimate. Maybe he should be welcoming the opportunity
to fortify himself with copious amounts of beer before going home.
Maybe he shouldn’t go home at all. If Neary had found out about what he did to Alison and
told Claire he wasn’t going to be allowed in anyway.
John plonked the drinks onto the table and sat down opposite Neary who pushed his empty
glass aside and gulped hungrily at the full one. John detected an uncharacteristic nervousness about
his friend. Something was definitely up and he guessed that whatever it was he wasn’t going to like
it.
‘Long time no see,’ John said.
‘Been busy.’ Neary wasn’t looking at him, just staring down at the beer-soaked table.
‘Know what you mean, squire,’ John said, ‘been up to my eyes in it myself.’
Neary sucked at his drink. An uncomfortable silence began to form.
‘Well, this is great, isn’t it?’ John tried desperately to dispel the gloom. ‘Nothing better than
a swift half or two after work, is there? I’d be in here every night if it wasn’t for the grief I’d get from
the missus.’
Neary drained his pint and stood up.
‘Same again?’ he asked, nodding at the barely touched glass in front of John. While he was
gone, John tried to make heavy inroads into his drink while wondering why it tasted so much like
urine. Or rather, how he imagined urine might taste, he’d never actually drank it of course.
John also considered his own state of anxiety. He was so nervous his hand shook as he
brought the beer to his lips. Neary’s apparent discomfiture wasn’t helping.
Today’s sudden announcement today that John would be spending the next year working in
Nevada had left him thrilled and fearful. In his heart, John knew it was exactly the opportunity he
needed and hoped Claire loved him enough to understand that. The prospect of such a long
separation might not be as welcome to her. John reckoned if she didn’t end up throwing him out and
divorcing him then he was going to have to suffer at least a prolonged hissy fit, followed by a deep
sulk. So just as well he had the opportunity for a little breather here with Neary.
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‘We split up.’ Neary spoke suddenly. John sat in stunned silence, taking in the implications.
The horrible guilt descended once again. Was it his fault? Had Alison confessed to Neary about The
Incident?
When the guilt subsided enough for John to breathe again, he found himself feeling relieved.
When he visualised Neary lying on top of Alison grunting and thrusting, he was almost overwhelmed
by sadness. It was perverse, he knew. After all, Neary had every right to shag his own wife, still, it
was a mental image that disturbed him greatly, right or wrong.
‘You and Alison?’ John heard his inane reply as if at a distance.
‘Of course me and Alison.’ Neary glared at him. Was that glare confirmation of his worst
fears that The Incident had been revealed? If it was, a sudden chill realisation hit him. It Neary
knew, there was nothing to stop Claire from finding out. Then, it would be all over for them as well.
‘I’m sorry.’ John allowed his words to convey his regret at Neary’s inconvenience and loss of
face and also, if necessary, apologise for The Incident when he became, albeit briefly, knuckle-deep
in his now estranged wife.
‘Don’t be.’ Neary threw back the remainder of his beer and smacked down the empty glass
in a manner that left no doubt regarding his need to have it refilled. John was lagging uncomfortably
behind, so much so that he wondered whether he might skip this round as a way of getting back on
track.
‘Two pints, please,’ he announced as he reached the bar. He’d have to drink quicker, better
that than have Neary call him a slacker or a wuss.
His legs felt like pieces of thick rope as he tried to carry the beer. An alarmingly large amount
of spillage took place before he slumped back into his seat.
‘It wasn’t my fault,’ John said. He had decided while waiting at the bar to come clean, have
everything out in the open. It was obvious to him what this was all about. Alison had fallen in love
with him and confessed everything. That’s what had led to the breakup. It all made sense now.
Neary wanted his wife back and was here to beg him for her return.
‘What wasn’t your fault?’ Neary asked.
‘This thing with Alison, none of it was my doing.’ John’s lips felt numb. He was finding it hard
to form comprehensible words. He moistened them with beer, took a giant swig to be on the safe
side. He thought again about how he’d put his finger inside Neary’s wife and how Neary might not
believe it was accidental. The truth was, Alison had impaled herself. That was it. His finger just
happened to be there and she had climbed astride it. But why? And how did that help Neary? Did he
really want to know about his wife’s propensity for digital sex?
‘Why would it be?’ Neary asked as he stood up and lurched towards the bar.
Why indeed? thought John. Then he wondered what Neary was on about. Was that a snide
remark? That would be typical Neary, never giving him credit for anything. Well, fuck him, Alison’s in
love with me, she wants my finger and not his he looked forward to telling him but needed the toilet
first.
As he peed forcefully and with abandon, John remarked on the way that the beer appeared
to emerge unchanged from the brief journey through his body. He reckoned he could fill a pint glass
and pass it off for the original thing. It certainly looked and smelled like the freshly poured stuff.
‘She found out about me affair,’ Neary was saying on his return.
‘You were having an affair?’ John was shocked. So that was it. Had Alison known all along?
Was that why she acted with such wantonness? Was it all just to get back at Neary? He didn’t like
the feelings he was having now. He felt used, rejected, no longer special. The weight of guilt slid
from his shoulders, but left him sad and disappointed.
‘That’s what I wanted to tell you. I thought it better. You heard it direct, you know, man-toman, face-to-face. I felt I owed it to you as an old friend.’
Aah, John thought, he’s not so bad after all. Maybe I’ve misjudged him. Maybe he really likes
me. He’s called me an old friend. Aah. I suppose he’s my best and oldest friend after all. We’ve been
through a lot together. Now, in his hour of greatest need, he’s turned to me. Aah. The warmth John
felt in his heart extended to Claire. Suddenly she seemed softer, more forgiving. He remembered the
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Nevada job, felt a twinge of guilt about leaving Claire for so long, felt sorry for her, worried about
her loneliness.
‘We can Skype, ‘John said.
‘What?’ Neary asked.
‘My job. They’re sending me to Nevada for a year. Claire is going to be on her own.’
‘You should have said.’ Neary looked shocked, as though he was going to miss him just as
much as Claire. John berated himself for misjudging him all along. ‘Would have saved all this.’ Neary
wasn’t talking sense any more, maybe it was the surprise.
‘Only found out today,’ he replied.
‘Does Claire know?’ Neary asked.
‘Not yet, I need to break it to her gently. She’s not going to be best pleased.’ John thought
about going home, facing Claire. She was going to want to know all about Neary, though. She’d
never forgive him if he went back with half a story. ‘Who was it?’ John asked.
‘Who was what?’
‘The affair, the one Alison found out about. Who’ve you been shagging, you bad boy?’
‘Oh,’ Neary hesitated, ‘I thought I said.’
‘No, you just said you were having an affair.’
‘Did I? Oh, then no one in particular.’
‘I thought that’s what you wanted to tell me about.’
‘Yes.’ Neary looked very tired, as if he’d had a hard day.
‘So?’
‘So, it doesn’t matter now.’
‘Of course it does.’
‘We made a mistake.’
‘Who? You and Alison?’
‘Oh, yes, I suppose.’
‘Claire’s going to ask me. She’ll be dying to know. What will I tell her?’
Neary stood up, lurched unsteadily, held onto the table then took a deep breath.
‘No need to say anything, not now.’ Neary disappeared through the door. Moments later,
the unmistakable throaty roar of the Ferrari preceded squealing tyre noises.
John felt good that Neary was going to miss him.
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